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Syria ready to provide facilities to
Iranian companies: envoy
TEHRAN — Syrian ambassador to Tehran expressed his country’s readiness for
providing facilities to Iranian companies
which contribute to Syria’s reconstruction,
IRNA reported on Tuesday.
“The country is fully prepared to provide
facilities for Iranian state-run and private
companies to participate in reconstruction
of Syria and also in other joint venture
projects,” Adnan Hassan Mahmoud said

in a seminar on Iran-Syria’s business opportunities in Tehran.
Currently, the condition is ripe
for the presence of Iranian state-run
and private companies to carry out
joint venture projects all across Syria,
Mahmoud said.
Mentioning the long-term strategic
cooperation agreement which was signed
between the two countries last year,
4

Zarif expresses surprise over EU
statement on Iran’s nuclear steps
TEHRAN – Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif late on Monday slammed
the European Union’s statement on Iran
which is reducing its commitments under
the 2015 nuclear deal in response to the
return of sanctions by the United States
and inaction by the Europeans shield Iran
from the sanctions effect.
Under the nuclear pact - formally
known as the JCPOA – Iran is tasked to
limit its nuclear activities in exchange for

termination of economic and financial
sanctions.
EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini and European parties to the deal - Britain,
France and Germany - issued a statement on
Monday urging Tehran to comply with the
accord or face action which could include
sanctions, Reuters reported.
The three countries have claimed Iran
has breached the JCPOA, saying Iran
should “reverse all measures”.
2

See page 13

Hakim slams U.S. for interfering in
Iraq internal affairs

File photo

Iraqi Shia cleric and leader of the National
Wisdom Movement, Ammar al-Hakim,
has lashed out at the United States for
its interference in Iraq’s internal affairs,
threatening to take millions of demonstrators to streets if Washington keeps
meddling in the Arab country.
Meanwhile, in statement on Monday, Muqtada al-Sadr said that the Iraqi

Pakistan welcomes Rouhani’s HOPE initiative: Fakhar Imam

PERSPECTIVE

Trump does not
have mercy on
Johnson either!

B

ritish Prime Minister Boris Johnson
has reached a stalemate: he must
choose between a “terrible victory”
and a “hard political death”! On the one
hand, the prime minister faces opposition
Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn and
Liberal Democrats who have officially made
their effort to prevent Britain from leaving
the EU. On the other, he is confronted
with nationalists who do not accept any
option except hard Brexit, and consider
the kind of agreement that Johnson has
in his own mind as futile and too costly.
Johnson recently rejected the proposal by
Brexit Party leader Nigel Farage to form an
electoral coalition. Farage suggested that in
return for electoral coalition and the shift of
Brexit supporters’ votes in his favor, the British
prime minister should drop soft Brexit and
put a hard Brexit (no-deal departure) on his
agenda. Johnson and Conservative leaders
rejected the proposal.
The leaders consider the coalition with
British nationalists as a relation with the farright. This issue will cause many supporters
of the Conservative Party turn their back on
it. In response, Farage has announced that
his Brexit Party will not stand in the future
election. In other words, Johnson cannot count
on the votes of extremist nationalists who now
comprise a large and significant population.
Given the opposition of Liberal Democrats
and Labor Party with Johnson’s premiership,
he can only focus on the Conservatives’ votes.
It should be noted that about 40% of Labor
Party members have not approved Johnson as
prime minister and wanted to put people like
Jeremy Hunt in power. This matter has put
Johnson’s position in a state of uncertainty.
Today, a great number of people in the UK
are not optimistic about Johnson’s survival,
and even some media have already called
him the third victim after David Cameron and
Theresa May in the Brexit process.

Possible end to Trump and
Johnson’s political honeymoon

This is not the end of the story! U.S.
President Donald Trump, who has declared his support for Johnson after May
was forced to resign and described him as
a clever prime minister, now believes that
the British prime minister’s plan to leave
the EU is not appropriate and will endanger
Washington-London ties.
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By Mohammad Homaeefar
TEHRAN — Chairman of Pakistan’s parliamentary
committee on Kashmir says his country welcomes
Iranian President Hassan Rouhani’s initiative for
securing the Persian Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz,
called “Hormuz Peace Endeavor (HOPE)”.
“I think in principle President Rouhani’s proposal is a very constructive one,” Syed Fakhar
Imam said in an interview with the Tehran Times.
During his speech at the 74th UN General
Assembly in late September, President Rouhani
said, “Based upon the historical responsibility
of my country in maintaining security, peace,
stability and progress in the Persian Gulf region
and Strait of Hormuz, I would like to invite all the
countries directly affected by the developments

in the Persian Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz
to the ‘Coalition for Hope’, meaning Hormuz
Peace Endeavor.”
Mr. Imam pointed to the HOPE initiative,
saying, “Wherever there’s peace and order, the
citizens of all countries benefit, and wherever
there’s war, ultimately the citizens suffer.”
Mr. Imam who had visited Tehran along with
a parliamentary delegation also said President
Rouhani’s initiative could play a positive role
to bring about peaceful negotiations between
regional countries based on mutual respect.
“If some kind of formula can be evolved, I
think it’ll benefit the whole region,” he added.
The Pakistani parliamentarian referred to
Prime Minister Imran Khan’s visits to Tehran

and Riyadh, saying, “Mr. Imran Khan visited
both Tehran and Riyadh recently. He was asked
obviously by Mr. Trump and the Saudi king and
the crown prince to be the facilitator.”
“They asked him obviously,” he reiterated.
“He wouldn’t have come on his own.”
PM Imran Khan visited Tehran last month
for talks with Leader of the Islamic Revolution
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and President Rouhani.
Khan then visited Riyadh afterwards. His visits
were aimed at playing a mediatory role to reduce
tension between Iran and Saudi Arabia.
Mr. Imam went on to say that the visits were a
“very positive step” by the Pakistani prime minister and it was the first time any Pakistani leader
was asked to play an intermediary role.
3

Meeting of ECO heads of meteorological organizations held in Tehran
By Faranak Bakhtiari
TEHRAN — The 3rd meeting of heads of meteorological organizations of Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) member states held in
Tehran on Tuesday.
Representatives of Turkey, Afghanistan,
Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Pakistan and Iran attended
the meeting.
On the sidelines of the 2-day event,
the 2nd training course on drought monitoring and prediction in the ECO region
will be held.
The delegations will also visit the ECO regional center for risk management of natural
disasters (ECO-RCRM) during a trip to Mashhad
city, northeastern Iran.

Regional cooperation best way to
manage natural hazards

Sahar Taj Bakhsh, head of Iran’s Meteorological Organization (IMO), for her part said that
the meeting is a great opportunity to share the
experiences and capabilities of member states in
monitoring, early-warnings, and risk management
of natural disasters in the region.
ECO region as one of the most valuable regions to climate change has experienced many
weather and climate-related disasters, she said,
adding, in past five years, at least 1,200 people
were killed by floods.
Moreover, the floods caused at least billions of
dollars of damage to the region, so, this opportunity
emphasizes the need to regional cooperation in
response to the natural incidents and damages,

she highlighted.
Taj Bakhsh went on to say that in the coming
decades, the average precipitation will decrease
up to 20 percent from the eastern Mediterranean and the temperature will rise approximately
between 2 to 5 degrees in the region.
These challenges will decrease food security,
water resources and economic growth while increasing climate-related disasters, marine hazards, forest degradation, climate immigration,
and other natural incidents, she emphasized.
“Such incidents encourage the member states
to adopt coordinated regional policies in order
to decrease the negative consequences of global
warming, adapt to climate change, reduce the use
of fossil fuels, and move towards using renewable
energies.
12

Hamedan
children’s
theater festival
wraps up
ISNA/ Pouria Pakizeh

Hanif Ghaffari
Head of the Tehran Times
Politics Desk

people want an early election free from
the U.S. intervention, as the country
does not need arrogant countries and
the help of others.
“Once again it (America) proved that it
interferes in the affairs of others,” he said,
noting that Iraq belongs to the people of
Iraq who can decide their fate democratically and peacefully.
13

Winners pose during the closing ceremony
of the 26th International Theater Festival for Children and Young Adults at the
Ibn Sina Hall in Hamedan on November
12, 2019.
Groups from Argentina, Greece and Tajikistan along with over 20 Iranian troupes
performed during the event, which opened
on November 7 with the motto of “Children
and the Environment”.

ARTICLE
Martin Love
Political analyst from
North Carolina

The coup in Bolivia
shines yet more
dark light on
America

J

ust when one might have thought
things geopolitical might be about to
turn for the better, which means the
worldwide geopolitical nightmare engineered by the U.S. and Trump and all the
rest of the mob in Washington might fade
a bit, it just gets worse. Bolivia’s recently
re-elected and then self-resigned President Evo Morales because he is graciously
trying to avoid more upset and possible
carnage in Bolivia, was on the chopping
block of the U.S., and chopped he was
although he is not dead yet and apparently hiding out among his indigenous
supporters somewhere in Bolivia but has
accepted asylum in Mexico.
Yes, Morales may have tried to overstay his
presidential term by extending the term limits
and maybe, just maybe, there were some very
minor “irregularities” in the voting process
in his country, but that’s immaterial. He still
won a huge plurality of the votes against his
challenger. The U.S.’s government changing
machine has been out for his head for over a
decade, and he had the guts at the U.N. not
long ago with Trump and Pompeo nearby to
point out to the world just what the U.S. has
been about for far too long: criminal meddling
all over the globe.
It’s weird, though. Evo did a good job
for over a decade. You cannot argue about
his economic record in Bolivia. He created,
surprisingly, what might be termed a “prosperous socialism” wherein ALL boats were
lifted, and especially the prospects for the
poor majority. One would think the oligarchs
and the “rich” in Bolivia might see some benefit in a society where most everyone got at
least something better than they had. But
the “rich” and particularly the obscene
rich, and imperialists, they can never get
enough. Any diminution in their wealth, or
more importantly any restrictions on how
wealthy they might become because some
sharing with the poor is mandated by good
government, has now been forbidden. Do
they not realize that social calm for all, relatively, is better than total societal discord?
Apparently not. Whatever new government
is formed in Bolivia, the country is going
to regress violently and the poor set back
forcefully, with extreme prejudice.
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P O L I T I C S
Shamkhani says Iran
has made Washington
‘strategically confused’
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN — Ali Shamkhani, secretary of Iran’s
d
e
s
k Supreme National Security Council (SNSC), said
on Tuesday that the Islamic Revolution’s “mobilization power”
has led to “strategic confusion” of Washington.
“The Islamic Revolution’s
power of mobilizing has defeated the United States’ strategy in
creating and exploiting Daesh
to prevent promotion of the
Islamic awakening and has
led to Washington’s strategic
confusion,” he said during a
speech at a forum organized
by the intelligence unit of the
Islamic Revolution Guards
Corps (IRGC).
He added that the Islamic
Republic of Iran has the power
to defeat U.S. strategies.
“In the past four decades,
achieving internal stability,
strengthening national defense and achieving strategic power
and advances have increased Iran’s influence in the international
equations,” the top security official noted.
He also said the IRGC intelligence unit has played an important role in Iran’s achievements.
“Fortunately, experiences of the war (1980-1988 Iran-Iraq
war), fight against internal anti-revolutionary elements and
complicated operations of foreign intelligence services have
increased Iran’s preparedness,” Shamkhani stated.

Iran condemns coup in Bolivia
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN — Foreign Ministry spokesman
d
e
s
k Abbas Mousavi on Tuesday condemned a
coup in Bolivia and change of government without a legal basis.
“Any change of government in a forceful way and not within
legal framework and especially by interference of foreign forces
is condemned and unacceptable,” he said.
Mousavi also condemned the United States’ interference in
the internal affairs of Bolivia.
Bolivian Ambassador to
Tehran Romina Guadalupe
Perez Ramos said on Monday
that the coup in her country
is rooted in fascist approach.
“Opponents have used fascist methods and has resorted
to violent actions to reach their
objectives,” she said in a press
conference in Tehran.
The ambassador said that
the coup in Bolivia was a plot
hatched before the presidential
elections in October.
“In some cases, foreign elements guide protests in Bolivia.
Yesterday, violent actions were
intensified and Mr. President [Evo Morales] and the vice president resigned for the sake of the Bolivians’ security. According to
the constitution, when president resigns, vice president should
accept the responsibility and when the vice president resigns,
president of the Senate should accept responsibility. However, the
opponents do not accept this procedure and insist that another
person should take the office,” she explained.
Morales stepped down as Bolivia’s president on Sunday.
Morales — Latin America’s longest-serving president — was
declared the winner of the October 20 presidential election.
According to Press TV, the opposition, however, rejected
the outcome and claimed there had been fraud in the election
process. That sparked violent street protests, which left three
people dead and hundreds more wounded, in what the Morales
government called a coup bid.
“I want to tell you, brothers and sisters, that the fight does not
end here,” Aljazeera quoted Morales as saying in his statement.
“We will continue this fight for equality, for peace,” the 60-yearold added, who has said he is the victim of a coup.
Following his statement, Vice President Alvaro Garcia Linera
also said he was resigning.

China says U.S. ‘wrong
behavior’ is root cause of
crisis over nuclear deal
By staff and agency
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Geng Shuang said on
Tuesday that the United States should quit the “wrong behavior” toward the 2015 nuclear deal with Iran and make room
for diplomatic efforts.
“It is China’s consistent belief that the U.S. unilateral withdrawal from the JCPOA and maximum pressure campaign against
Iran is the root cause of the current crisis. The U.S. should quit
such wrong behavior to make room for diplomatic efforts and
create conditions for de-escalation,” Geng said, according the
Chinese Foreign Ministry website.
“In the meantime, parties including the European side and
Iran should exercise restraint, remain committed to full and
effective implementation of the agreement, and resolve differences within the JCPOA. China supports the IAEA in fulfilling
its duty in an objective and impartial manner and will continue
to work with other parties for the political and diplomatic settlement of the Iranian nuclear issue,” he added.
The remarks by the Chinese Foreign Ministry official comes
as Iran is gradually removing limits on its nuclear activities
in response to the abrogation of the nuclear agreement and
imposition of sanctions on Iran.
The International Atomic Energy Agency confirmed on
Monday that Iran has begun enriching uranium at the Fordow nuclear plant.
EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini and European
parties to the deal - Britain, France and Germany - issued a
statement on Monday urging Tehran to comply with the accord
or face action which could include sanctions, Reuters reported.
The three countries have claimed Iran has breached the
JCPOA, saying Iran should “reverse all measures”.
Iran has repeatedly said if the European sides shield Iran
from sanctions effect it will immediately reverse its decisions.
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Government mulls granting special
authorization to provinces
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – President
d
e
s
k Rouhani expressed hope
on Tuesday that his government would pave
the ground for granting budget allocation
authorization to some provinces in the near
future.
Addressing in Kerman, Rouhani said, “We
believe that granting such authorizations can
accelerate implementation of projects and
plans.”
“The country’s Leader has also laid
emphasis on granting special credits and
authorization to some provinces. We presented the issue to the cabinet of ministers
and we hope to be able to grant such special
authorizations to some provinces. Kerman
might be one of the proposed provinces,”
the president explained.
The Plan and Budget Organization PBO),
formerly known as the Management and
Planning Organization (MPO), is one of the
largest government bodies in Iran. From 1948
until 2007 and again since 2014, it is fully
responsible for drafting the country’s budget.
Rouhani says Trump not trustworthy
Rouhani also stressed the need to continue talks with the remaining nuclear deal
parties to save the agreement, but he said
his American counterpart Donald Trump is
not a person to be trusted at all.
“When I was in New York (for the UN
General Assembly meeting), relatively good
proposals were raised and I could decide there
to break the sanctions but the prevailing conditions displayed that we could not trust the
U.S. president,” Rouhani, according to Fars.
“The U.S. president makes a different de-

cision every day and if another president was
ruling the U.S., we could have finished the
job late in September; some countries still
try to play a mediatory role and make some
proposals and we give them some proposals
too,” he added.
“We have reached an agreement on principles and we have problems on methods
for implementation (and) we do not leave
the path of negotiations but do not rely just
on talks either, and we should make efforts,
cooperate and maintain our unity,” Rouhani

pointed out.
In relevant remarks in September, Leader
of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyed
Ali Khamenei underlined the necessity for
the country’s interaction with different world
states, except Israel and the U.S., and said
Washington and the European states which
had shown clear animosity towards the Iranian nation should not be trusted.
Elsewhere in his remarks, the president
said the country is not in a normal condition
due to sanctions.

“We all know that our country is not in
normal conditions. A person who is not familiar with budget and economy may say
that not selling oil is not very important,
but the truth is that these great God-given
resources are here for us to use”.
“After the sanctions were lifted because
of the JCPOA, many of our oil wells needed
to be repaired. In the early 2016, we spent
$800 million for repairing these wells, and
that year, we had the highest rate of oil sells,”
he continued, according to the president.ir.
‘Paying tax is a religious duty’
Stating that paying tax is a religious duty
for everybody, Rouhani said, “One must not
think that evading tax makes them clever.
The Supreme Leader said in a meeting that
all authorities must tell people that paying
tax is a religious duty”.
He added, “If we were in normal situation,
we would sell $60 billion oil a year, but the
country needs rials to be managed, and we
need to supply that, while 30 percent of the
country’s financial resources are supplied
through tax”.
Rouhani reiterated, “People must cooperate and pay their taxes, by which they
receive services such as security, health and
environment”.
Stating that people’s purchasing power
has declined in the years 1397 and 1398 due
to the enemies’ sanctions, the president said,
“The government has taken steps to solve
the problems, including a 20% increase in
salary payment for employees in next year”.
Rouhani emphasized, “We must run the
country based on our abilities and capabilities
to meet the needs of people’s lives”.

Zarif expresses surprise over EU statement on Iran’s nuclear steps
“We affirm our readiness to con1
sider all mechanisms in the JCPOA, including
the dispute resolution mechanism, to resolve
the issues related to Iran’s implementation
of its JCPOA commitments,” the European
states said.
Writing on his Twitter account, Zarif
expressed surprise over the content of the
statement, saying while Iran remained fully
loyal to its nuclear commitments even one
year after the U.S. abandoned the deal and
returned sanctions and imposed new ones,
the European side was just an onlooker and
did nothing in line with its obligations.
“To my EU/E3 Colleagues: 1. ‘Fully upheld commitments under JCPOA’ YOU?
Really? Just show ONE that you’ve upheld
in the last 18 months. 2. Iran triggered-&
exhausted-dispute resolution mechanism
while you were procrastinating. We’re now
using para36 remedies,” Zarif wrote.
Zarif, who crafted the JCPOA along with
other top Iranian, European, American, Chinese and Russian negotiators, said Iran is
scaling down its nuclear commitments based
on the paragraph 36 of the JCPOA which “allows one side, under certain circumstances,
to stop complying with the deal if the other

side is out of compliance.”
The statement by the European side followed after Iran injected uranium gas into
1,044 centrifuges at the Fordow nuclear site
at the presence of inspectors from the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
The IAEA confirmed on Monday that Iran
has begun enriching uranium at the Fordow
nuclear plant.
U.S. President Donald Trump abandoned
the deal in May 2018 in line with his administration’s “maximum pressure” strategy against
Iran. His administration even introduced a
total ban on Iran’s oil export earlier this year.
On May 8, exactly one year after the U.S.
abandoned the deal, Tehran said its “strategic patience” is over and began to partially
reduce its commitments to the agreement
at bi-monthly intervals.
In the first stage, Iran announced that it
will not limit its stockpile of the nuclear fuel
to 300 kilograms allowed under the deal. On

that date (May 8) Iran’s Supreme National
Security Council (SNSC) said if the remaining
parties to the JCPOA, especially Europeans,
devise a mechanism to protect Iran from the
sanctions’ effect in the two-month deadline
it will reverse its decision.
But since European parties missed the
deadline, on July 7 Iran announced that it
has started enriching uranium to a higher
purity than the 3.67%, thereby starting the
second step.
Again, as Europe missed the second 60day deadline, Iran moved to take the third
step, removing a ban on nuclear research
and development (R&D).
Also again as the Europeans failed to draw
up a mechanism to guard Iran’s economic
interests in accordance with the JCPOA,
President Hassan Rouhani on November 5
ordered the Atomic Energy Organization of
Iran (AEOI) to start injecting uranium gas
into advanced IR-6 centrifuges at Fordow. It

Zarif tells Europeans: “Just show ONE
(example) that you’ve upheld (your
commitments) in the last 18 months.”

was the fourth step by Iran to reduce nuclear
commitments.
Iran has repeatedly announced that if the
Europeans guarantee Iran’s oil purchases
and financial transactions it will immediately
reverse its nuclear measures.
Mahmoud Vaezi, Rouhani’s chief of staff,
said on Thursday that scaling down commitments does not mean that Iran is seeking to
quit the nuclear deal.
Abbas Araqchi, Zarif’s right-hand man,
also told RT that Iran’s nuclear step are intended to protect the JCPOA.

Defense minister: Iran ready to share demining experiences with other states
TEHRAN (FNA) — Iranian Defense Minister Brigadier
General Amir Hatami emphasized his country’s good experience in demining contaminated areas, saying Tehran
is ready to share its know-how and skills in the field with
other world nations.
“We ranked second in the world in mine contamination
and today, we have made our best efforts to demine the

contaminated areas in Iran,” Hatami said on Tuesday.
He referred to the wars and conflicts in the regional
states, including Afghanistan, Iraq, Azerbaijan and Syria,
and said Iran is ready to provide them with its experience
and train their experts to defuse mine threats and demine
contaminated areas.
Former Iraqi dictator Saddam’s regime had planted mil-

lions of mines at the bordering areas with Iran during the
8-year imposed war against the country.
In relevant remarks in 2017, Representative of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in Tehran
Florence Gillette lauded Tehran’s effective efforts to demine
the contaminated areas, and said other world states should
use Tehran’s experiences.

U.S. does not dare to attack Iran: Araghchi

P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN - Iranian Depud
e
s
k ty Foreign Minister Abbas
Araghchi has said that the United States does
not dare to attack Iran, predicting that there
will be no war in the region.
“We are fully prepared to defend the
country and the United States is aware of
that. So, in my opinion, they will not dare
to attack us and we believe that there will be
no war in the region,” IRNA quoted him as
saying in an interview with Arabic RT aired
on Tuesday.
He noted that the Westerners do not respect the international agreements and do
not respect other countries’ rights to peaceful
nuclear energy.
‘Nuclear weapons have no place
in Iran’s defense doctrine’
Araghchi, who helped craft the 2015 nuclear deal (JCPOA) with the 5+1 group and
the European Union, also said that nuclear
weapons have no place in Iran’s defense
doctrine.
“The Islamic Republic of Iran’s nuclear
policy is clear. Based on the fatwa of the Leader
of the Islamic Revolution, it is illegitimate
to use nuclear weapon and it has no place in
our security ideology. Iran is committed to
all of its responsibilities and duties,” he said.
He noted that the International Atomic
Energy Agency has repeatedly confirmed

Iran’s commitment to its obligations and
that “no one can question Iran in this respect.”
‘Iran has practiced strategic patience on JCPOA’
Araghchi also said that Iran showed

“strategic patience” one year after the U.S.
withdrew from the deal and imposed sanctions on Iran.
“We waited for a year, but their efforts
(European efforts) were fruitless and we decided on May 8, 2019 to reduce our nuclear
commitments step by step and to give diplomacy a chance,” the senior diplomat stated.
President Hassan Rouhani on November
5 ordered the Atomic Energy Organization
of Iran (AEOI) to start injecting uranium
gas into advanced IR-6 centrifuges at the
Fordow nuclear enrichment facility.
It was the fourth step by Iran to reduce
its nuclear commitments in response to the
abrogation of the multinational nuclear deal
by the Trump administration and return of
previous sanctions coupled with an inaction
by the European signatories to the deal to
offset sanctions.

“The Islamic Republic of Iran’s nuclear
policy is clear. Based on the fatwa of the
Leader of the Islamic Revolution, it is
illegitimate to use nuclear weapon and it
has no place in our security ideology. Iran
is committed to all of its responsibilities
and duties.”

‘HOPE objective is non-interference
in others’ affairs’
Araghchi also said that objective of President Hassan Rouhani’s “Coalition for Hope” is
non-interference in other countries’ domestic
affairs.
At the United Nations summit in New York
in late September, Iran officially unveiled a
proposal for regional security, officially called
the Hormuz Peace Endeavour (HOPE).
“Based upon the historical responsibility
of my country in maintaining security, peace,
stability and progress in the Persian Gulf region
and Strait of Hormuz, I would like to invite all
the countries directly affected by the developments in the Persian Gulf and the Strait of
Hormuz to the ‘Coalition for Hope’, meaning
Hormuz Peace Endeavor,” President Hassan
Rouhani told the UN delegates.
Foreign Minister Zarif has invited all regional
states to join Iran’s initiative for securing the
Persian Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz.
In a tweet in September, Zarif said the initiative entails “dialogue, confidence-building,
freedom of navigation, energy security, non-aggression, and non-intervention”.
In a post on his Twitter account on October
15, Zarif renewed Iran’s call to all countries
bordering the Persian Gulf to join Tehran’s
initiative to “forge a blueprint for peace, security, stability, and prosperity” in the region.
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IAEA report shows full access to
Iranian nuclear facilities: envoy

P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — Kazem
d
e
s
k Gharibabadi, Iran’s
ambassador and permanent representative to the Vienna-based international
organizations, said on Monday that
the Monday report by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
on Iran’s nuclear activities shows the
UN body’s full access to Iran’s nuclear
facilities.
“The recent report shows that the Agency continues to have full access in Iran,
and despite the cessation of parts of its
commitments under the JCPOA, which is
aimed at striking a proportional balance
between the rights and obligations of all
sides, it is still able to verify not only the
implementation of the commitments, but
also cessation of parts of them,” Gharibabadi told reporters, according to IRNA.
The IAEA reported on Monday
that Iran was enriching uranium at
its Fordow site and rapidly accelerating
enrichment work.
“Since 9 November 2019, Iran has
been conducting uranium enrichment
at the plant,” said a quarterly report by
the IAEA, Reuters reported.
Reacting to the report, Gharibabadi
said, “Since the beginning, and after Iran
was informed by the Agency of the ques-

tions about the specific location, it has
agreed to enter into a very constructive
and positive engagement with the Agency in order to clarify the situation and
address the relevant questions.”
“With the utmost cooperation and
clarification, Iran has also provided

the necessary access for the Agency,”
he added.
“As it was also emphasized by the
Agency officials in different circumstances, the cooperation between Iran
and the Agency on this issue is still ongoing,” Gharibabadi said. “Therefore,

any attempt to prejudge and present an
immature assessment of the situation
would be aimed at distorting the facts
for political gains.”
Last Wednesday, Iran started to
inject uranium gas into centrifuges at
the Fordow nuclear facility under the
supervision of inspectors from the UN
nuclear watchdog.
It was the latest move by Iran to reduce
its nuclear commitments in retaliation to
the U.S. exit from the 2015 nuclear deal
and restoration of previous sanctions
and adding news ones, including a ban
on Iran’s oil export.
Iran started to partially reduce commitments under the nuclear deal, officially known as the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA), exactly a year
after the U.S. abandoned the deal and
imposed the harshest ever sanctions
on the country under the “maximum
pressure” policy. At the time Iran announced that its “strategic patience”
is over.
The measure was the fourth step by
Iran since it began responding to Washington’s abandonment of the nuclear
deal and an inaction by the remaining
parties, including Europeans, to shield
Iran from sanctions.

Police identify ringleaders of organized smuggling gangs
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — The Iranian police chief
d
e
s
k said on Tuesday that his forces have
identified ringleaders of main smuggling gangs inside
and outside the country.
Brigadier General Hossein Ashtari told reporters in the
southern port city of Bandar Abbas that the police are resolved to counter smugglers via concentrating on campaign
against organized gangs and networks.
“Thanks to the police’s endeavor, we have been capable
of identifying ringleaders of the smuggling gangs inside and
outside of the country,” the police chief stated.
“Having made customs police stations operational at 13

customs offices, the total amount of smuggling goods has
been decreased which is a positive effect of deploying police
at the customs offices,” Ashtari explained.
The police chief went on to say, “The Iranian people trust
the police which is of great importance to us, therefore,
we do our best to reduce crimes within the framework of a
12-priority plan.”
Ashtari added, “We have witnessed a 90 percent rise in
value of seizing smuggled goods in the country since Farvardin 1 (March 21, 2019).”
He further said, “We are trying to make the entire bodies
under the police command smart till 2021.”

Pakistan welcomes Rouhani’s HOPE initiative: Fakhar Imam
1
“I’m not sure what talks took place,
I’m not familiar with the content of the
talks, but I think in principle it’s a very
good thing, especially if something can
be resolved peacefully between these two
countries,” he added.
‘U.S. JCPOA withdrawal was
very unfortunate’
Asked to comment on the prospects of
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA), commonly known as the Iran
nuclear deal, Mr. Imam said it was unfortunate that the United States unilaterally
withdrew from the historic agreement.
U.S. President Donald Trump withdrew
Washington in May 2018 from the JCPOA,
which was reached between Iran and six
world powers in 2015, and imposed sanctions on the Islamic Republic.
Iran and the remaining parties launched
talks to save the JCPOA after the U.S. withdrawal, but the three EU parties to the deal
(France, Britain, and Germany) have failed
to ensure Iran’s economic interests.
The Pakistani lawmaker described the
JCPOA as a “very positive, excellent, constructive” agreement.
“Mr. Trump since last year, 2018, decided to unilaterally opt out. Now, in the
last few weeks Iran has started enriching
its uranium. First it gave notice to the European countries that if you do not do A, B
and C, we will do it, so they started doing
it,” he stated.
Following the U.S. withdrawal, Iran
remained fully committed to the JCPOA
for a year, but announced on the anniversary of Washington’s bellicose move that

“Mr. Modi has gone against all canons
of justice, law and basic human rights of
Kashmiri citizens,” Syed Fakhar Imam told
the Tehran Times.
its “strategic patience” is over and would
gradually reduce its commitments to the
deal at 60-day intervals, which were designed as deadlines for Europe to protect
Tehran’s interests under the deal.
“I think for world peace, world order, and
world’s political stability, the JCPOA was an
excellent arrangement if America had not gone
on its own,” the top Pakistani lawmaker said.
“It’s what the Americans have done visa-vis Iran. I think it’s very unfortunate,”
he added.

India after changing Kashmir’s
demographics by letting more Hindus
in: Pakistani MP
Asked about the Kashmir crisis, the Pakistani parliamentarian said there have
been eleven UN Security Council resolutions
according to which Jammu and Kashmir
were recognized as disputed territory.
“After August 5, when Mr. Modi decided to set aside which was an internal
arrangement on Indian-occupied Kashmir and article 370 of India’s constitution

which said that Kashmir is special status,
they have downgraded the status of Indian-occupied Jammu and Kashmir into
two union territories, which is against their
own arrangement and agreement with the
leadership of Indian-occupied Kashmir,”
he explained.
“The Indian government has downgraded
the state into two union territories to be
controlled directly by New Delhi ... Now
they’ll be directly controlled by New Delhi,”
he said. “It’s a very major thing. We don’t
recognize any of that.”
He said the Indian government has gone
into the disputed territory and deployed
900,000 troops there, and 180,000 troops
moved in after August 5.
The UN Security Council established
that “the world recognizes Kashmir as
disputed area, which is very important,
and that the future of Kashmir under the
UN Security Council will be decided by
plebiscite through vote of the Kashmiris,”
he pointed out.
Mr. Imam stated that over 100,000
Kashmiris have been killed since 1987.
He also criticized the Indian government for ethnic cleansing of the Kashmiris
and trying to change the demographics of
Kashmir by allowing more Hindus in.
“There’s been a UN human rights council
report, condemning all of India’s atrocities,”
he said, adding that the Indian government
does not allow anyone, including reporters,
to go into the disputed area.
“Mr. Modi has gone against all canons
of justice, law and basic human rights of
Kashmiri citizens,” he concluded.

Envoy: Iran serious about stopping unilateral compliance with JCPOA
TEHRAN (FNA) — Iran’s deputy ambassador to the
UN, Es’haq Al-e Habib, has warned the cosignatories
to the nuclear deal of 2015, officially known as the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), that Tehran
will not continue its one-sided compliance with the deal,
urging the other sides to honor their commitments.
Al-e Habib warned on Monday that Tehran will
not take on all the responsibilities of the 2015 nuclear
deal, urging all parties to the pact to live up to their
responsibilities.
Stressing that it is not possible for Iran to undertake
all the obligations of the deal, the Iranian envoy noted
that no agreement can stay alive if parties to the deal
fail to respect their commitments.
He made the comments while addressing the 74th
United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) in New York.
The envoy once again voiced Iran’s protest against
the U.S. withdrawal from the JCPOA, saying it has been
an irresponsible act.
Al-e Habib added that the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has verified Iran’s peaceful nuclear
program through most rigorous inspection regime and
there is no excuse for other parties to evade their commitments under the deal.
Stressing that Iran has so far remained committed
to the nuclear agreement, the envoy underlined the necessity for IAEA to maintain its impartiality in creating

its future reports over the issue.
Last week, Iran resumed injection of UF6 gas into
the centrifuge machines installed at Fordow nuclear
facility as part of the country’s fourth step to modify
nuclear deal undertakings.
The measure at Fordow was taken upon an executive
order by President Hassan Rouhani in coordination
with the Supreme National Security Council (SNSC).
A cylinder including 2,000 kg of uranium hexafluoride
(UF6) was transferred from Natanz to Fordow nuclear
site. Then, the cylinder was connected to the feeding
lines at Wednesday midnight.
The measure was part of Iran’s 4th step to reduce
commitments to the JCPOA following the U.S. unilateral withdrawal from the agreement, and the European
sides’ failure to safeguard Iran’s economic interests in
the face of U.S. sanctions.
Tehran has rowed back on its nuclear commitments 4
times, reiterating that the retaliatory measures are fully
in compliance with articles 26 and 36 of the 2015 deal.
Iran says its reciprocal measures will be reversible
as soon as Europe finds practical ways to shield the
Iranian economy from unilateral U.S. sanctions which
were imposed last year when President Donald Trump
withdrew from the 2015 nuclear deal.
Iranian Government spokesman Ali Rabiei said in
September that his country was determined to take the
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Military chief says Iran is
greatest missile power in region
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — The Chief of Staff of the Irad
e
s
k nian Armed Forces announced on Tuesday
that efforts made by martyrs, including Hassan Tehrani
Moqaddam, turned Iran into the greatest missile power in
the strategic West Asia region.
In mid-November 2011, a huge blast at the Alqadir missile base
at Bid Ganeh, 30 miles to the west of Tehran, killed 17 of Iran’s
elite forces of the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps, including
Major General Hassan Tehrani Moqaddam. He was described
as the pioneer of the Iran’s missile program.

“Martyr Tehrani Moqaddam’s efforts caused Iran to be the first
missile power in the region,” Major General Mohammad Hossein
Baqeri said on the sidelines of the Basij achievements exhibition.
He further said, “Today, the Islamic Republic of Iran, similar
to its sustainable might in hardware war and defense fields, has
also attained great achievements in software war.”
The commander said resistance against global oppressors,
promotion of the Islamic Revolution’s ideas and revealing the
true nature of hegemonic powers, especially the U.S., are some
of Iran’s achievements in software war.
“The U.S. which is seemingly decreasing number of its military bases around the world, is in fact losing its own ideological
standing among people worldwide,” the major general added.
Iran has made good progress in building different home-made
air defense systems.
In August, the country unveiled a home-made version of the
sophisticated Russian S-300 missile defense system, dubbed as
Bavar (Belief) 373 with the capability to target ballistic missiles.
Bavar 373 was unveiled in a ceremony participated by President Hassan Rouhani and Defense Minister Brigadier General
Amir Hatami.
“Bavar 373 is the most important indigenized missile defense system whose design and manufacturing started a few
years ago and can engage multiple targets in high altitudes,”
Hatami said at the time.
The anti-air defense system can detect 60 targets, identify
13 targets and engage 6 targets.
The system is much more powerful than the Russian S-300
and some of its features could be compared with S-400.
Iran’s defense power has unsettled nerves in the U.S. and Tel Aviv.

Russia criticizes Western
propagandistic campaigns
against nuclear deal
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — The Russian permanent
d
e
s
k envoy to the Vienna-based international
organizations has lashed out at hue and cry created over
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (commonly called
the nuclear deal) by some Western media outlets, saying
such moves will harm the agreement.

“We are witnessing non-continuous efforts to damage the
JCPOA from any possible way,” Mikhail Ulyanov wrote in his
tweeter account on Tuesday.
He further said, “The latest sample of such efforts is distortion
of a report by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).”
The IAEA announced in its fresh report that it will continue
verification activities in Iran’s nuclear facilities.
On Monday, Kazzem Qaribabadi, the Iranian ambassador
and permanent representative to the Vienna-based international
organizations, said the new report of the IAEA on his country’s
nuclear activities proved that Tehran had been abiding by the
IAEA’s rules and offering full access to IAEA inspectors despite
scaling down its commitments under the 2015 nuclear deal.

Parliamentary delegation
meets top Syrian officials
P O L I T I C A L

fourth step to modify its nuclear deal undertakings unless
the Europeans do their obligations under the JCPOA.
On Monday, President Rouhani underlined that Tehran
will continue scaling down its nuclear deal undertakings
until the Europeans come in full compliance with their
obligations under the internationally-endorsed agreement.
“Any day that you comply with all your undertakings,
we will revive all our undertakings too and will implement
them. A unilateral undertaking is not accepted,” President Rouhani said, addressing people in the Southern
city of Rafsanjan.

TEHRAN — An Iranian parliamentary deld
e
s
k egation left Tehran for the Syrian capital of
Damascus on Tuesday to hold talks with senior Syrian officials.
Headed by Chairman of the Majlis National Security and Foreign Policy Committee Mojtaba Zonnour, the delegation met
with the Speaker of the People’s Council of Syria Hammouda
Sabbagh on Tuesday afternoon in Damascus, according to Mehr.
The Iranian delegation is also set to meet with Syrian Prime
Minister Imad Khamis on Wednesday.
Meeting with the MPs sitting on the Arab and Foreign Affairs
Committee and the Syrian National Security Committee is also
on the agenda of the Iranian parliamentary delegation.
Strategic relations between Iran and Syria have witnessed a
remarkable growth in various fields over the past year.
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TEDPIX gains 2,711 points
in a day
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — TEDPIX, the main index of Tehd
e
s
k ran Stock Exchange (TSE), rose 2,711 points to
306,655 on Tuesday, IRNA reported.
As reported, 2.628 billion securities worth 12.141 trillion rials
(about $289 million) were traded on Tuesday.
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Syria ready to
provide facilities to
Iranian companies:
envoy
the official said there are many working
1
and investments opportunities for Iranians
in Syria, including building housing units,
infrastructure, rebuilding the Syrian factories
as well as providing raw materials to them.
“The governments of the two countries
are now working on resolving banking issues, and a memorandum of understanding
has been signed between the central banks
of the two sides which entails opening of
bank branches in the two countries and the
establishment of a joint bank.
Establishing sea and road transportation
companies to exchange goods and meet the
needs of both sides are also on the agenda
for both countries, he added.
$1 billion bilateral trade on agenda
Elsewhere in the conference, Chairman

of Iran-Syria Joint Economic Committee
Keyvan Kashefi delivered his speech in which
he noted that considering the two sides’ determination, reaching $500 million - $1 billion
of trade turnover within the next two years
is completely plausible.
“Over the past year, more than 10 economic delegations have been exchanged
between Iran and Syria, however lacking
enough information and knowledge about
the other side’s market is one of the biggest
problems for Iranian economic activists,”
he said.
Hosted by Iran’s Trade Promotion Organization (TPO), the conference on introducing Iran and Syria’s trade and business
opportunities was held at Tehran Permanent
International Fairgrounds on Tuesday.

Syrian Ambassador to Tehran Adnan Hassan Mahmoud, delivers speech in a seminar
on Iran-Syria trade opportunities in Tehran on Tuesday.
Iranian Deputy Industry Minister Hossein
Modares Khiabani, Head of Trade Promotion
Organization of Iran (TPO) Hamid Zadboum,
Hassan Danaeifar, the advisor to Iran’s first
vice president and also the chairman of the
Iranian committee on development of economic relations with Syria and Iraq, Syrian Ambassador to Tehran Adnan Hassan
Mahmoud, and the Chairman of Iran-Syria
Joint Economic Committee Keyvan Kashefi

delivered speeches in the event.
Iran and Syria have been taking major
steps for expansion of their mutual trade ties.
The two sides have exchanged numerous
trade delegations in the past few months
and Iranian private companies are investing in various fields of Syrian economy like
providing construction materials especially
cement and working on several reconstruction projects.

Iran accounts for 62% of Middle East’s crude steel output

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN – Iranian
d
e
s
k industry, mining and trade
minister said on Monday that the country holds
a 62-percent share of the Middle East’s total
crude steel production and it is planning to
further increase this share, Shata reported.
Reza Rahmani made the remarks in the
opening ceremony of a sponge iron production
plant with an annual production capacity of
1.5 million tons in Baft County in Kerman
Province, southeastern Iran.
According to the official, Iran has reached
a balanced steel production chain in which all
stages of production including engineering,

implementation, fabrication and operation are
being executed by Iranian experts and with
domestic knowledge and technology.
Baft Steel mill was officially inaugurated
by Iranian President Hassan Rouhani on
Monday, in a bid to further raise the country’s
steel production capacity and tap into its vast
reserves of metals and minerals.
Speaking in the opening ceremony, Rahmani
noted that the growth in the world’s steel
production was about 3.5 percent last year,
while the figure reached 6.5 percent for Iran.
Iran’s steel production has been growing
well over the past few years and the country

rose from 13th to 10th place in the list of the
world’s top steel producers in World Steel
Association (WSA)’s latest ranking, he said.
Mentioning the Kerman Province’s great
potential for mining, Rahmani noted that so
far, more than 20,000 square kilometers of
mineral exploration has been carried out in
Kerman Province, with another 20,000 square
kilometers on the agenda this year.
He finally called on domestic and foreign
companies active in this area to take Iran’s
mining sector into serious consideration for
their future investments.
In late January, WSA announced that Iran

ranked 10th among crude steel producers in the
world in 2018 with 25 million tons of production.
Iran has pushed aside Italy, Taiwan and
Ukraine to become the 10th biggest producer
of crude steel in the world for the year 2018.
The WSA has put the global crude steel
production for the year 2018 at 1.808 billion
tons, which shows a 4.6 percent increase
compared to 2017.
According to the report, Iran’s crude steel
industry has remained in good shape despite
the U.S. sanctions.
Iran’s share of global crude steel production
was estimated at 1.38 percent for the year 2018.

Copper projects worth €2.5b underway across Iran

First market’s index gained 1,921 points and second market’s
index rose 5,734 points.
Also IFX, the main index of Iran’s over-the-counter (OTC)
market, known as Iran Fara Bourse (IFB), increased 30 points
to 3,922 on Tuesday.
Some 795.983 million securities worth 5.793 trillion rials (about
$138 million) were trade at IFB.

Brussels lowers growth
prediction for Italy, but outlook
seen as mostly unchanged
The European Commission has lowered its predictions for economic
growth in Italy, but economists and analysts said near-term prospects
for economic growth were mostly unchanged.
According to xinhuanet.com, the commission said last week it now
expected Italy’s economy to grow just 0.4 percent in 2020, down from
its previous prediction. That means the commission’s predictions are
now below the 0.6 percent growth rate predicted by the Bank of Italy.
The commission gave no indication that the predictions of lower growth would change its outlook for Italy’s 2020 budget plan,
which must be finalized by the end of this year. A year ago, Italy
and the commission locked horns for weeks over the deficit levels
in the government’s 2019 budget. But in October, Vice President
of the European Commission for the Euro and Social Dialogue,
Valdis Dombrovskis, said the budget plan for 2020 was unlikely
to cause problems.
The 2020 plan predicts a budget deficit equivalent to 2.2 percent
of the country’s gross domestic product, above the 2.1 percent target
the commission recommended. But the 2.2 percent target is based
on the Bank of Italy’s estimate of 0.6 percent growth. That means the
deficit could be larger as a percentage of the country’s gross domestic
product if growth is slower than the Bank of Italy suggests since the
gross domestic product would be smaller.
Economy will be more modest
“Many things could change between now and the end of next
year but it looks like the European Commission is giving Italy some
flexibility even if it thinks economic growth will be more modest than
predicted before,” Javier Noriega, chief economist with investment
bankers Hildebrandt and Ferrar, told Xinhua. “I don’t think the economic prospects for the next 12 or 18 months have changed much
in the last few weeks.”
Francesco Daveri, head of the Full-Time MBA at SDA Bocconi
School of Management and a former World Bank and European Commission consultant, agreed: “This far out, the difference between 0.4
percent and 0.6 percent is not significant,” he said, referring to the
commission’s estimate and the Bank of Italy’s estimate, respectively.
Last month, Minister of Economy and Finances Roberto Gualtieri
said Italy would work to reduce its level of debt going forward but
that it would do so “gradually.”
Speaking in an interview with Xinhua, Daveri said the government
has done what it can to help spark growth next year, most notably
postponing the planned increase to the country’s value-added sales
tax that had been scheduled for a two-percentage-point increase on
Jan. 1, 2020.
“Avoiding an increase” in the value-added sales tax “is a key move,”
Daveri said, noting that such an increase would have been a significant
drag on economic growth next year.
But Daveri, Noriega, and other analysts agreed that economic
reforms will be necessary before the country can hope to grow at a
faster clip.
The “country is in serious need of major structural reforms while
increasing spending on research and development, industrial production,
debt reduction, and innovation,” Noriega said. “But for now, I think
Italy will be happy to restart growth next year and lay a groundwork
for reforms after that.”

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN – Iranian Industry, Mining
d
e
s
k and Trade Minister Reza Rahmani said
€2.5 billion worth of projects in the copper industry are
underway across the country including Kerman, Yazd and
East Azarbaijan provinces, IRNA reported on Tuesday.
Rahmani made the remarks in the inauguration ceremony
of five copper projects in Sarcheshmeh Copper Complex in
the central district of Rafsanjan County in Kerman Province,
southeast Iran, in which over 750 billion rials (over $17.8
million) has been invested.
According to Rahmani, construction of a copper smelter
plant and a new acid production project in Khatoun Abad
Copper Complex in Kerman Province as well as comprehensive
water, refinery and smelting projects in Sungun Complex are
some of the major projects underway in the copper industry.

Back in June, the managing director of Iran’s National
Copper Company said several projects were started for

increasing the country’s annual production of copper
concentrate by 450,000 tons.
According to Iranian Mines and Mining Industries
Development and Renovation Organization (IMIDRO)’s
latest reports, major Iranian copper producers produced an
aggregate of 1.17 million tons of copper concentrate in the
last Iranian year (ended March 20) to register an increase
of 3 percent year-on-year.
Sarcheshmeh Copper Complex was the biggest producer
with 701,700 tons, up four percent year-on-year; followed
by Sungun Complex with 324,203 tons, and Miduk with
148,583 tons.
Sarcheshmeh Copper Complex and Khatooun Abad
Copper Complex produced an aggregate of 313,784 tons
of copper anode during the year, up 56 percent on year.

Brazil aims to create up to 4 million jobs via stimulus package

Brazil’s President Jair Bolsonaro has launched
a program to create jobs largely based on tax
reductions for employers as Brazil struggles to
put more than 12 million people back to work.
As stated by Aljazeera.com, the pension
and labor secretary said on Monday the administration aims to create 1.8 million jobs
for people aged 18-29 and almost 1 million
other jobs by the end of 2022.
The government has also unveiled a bill to
bring up to 1.25 million disabled and injured
workers back into the workforce.
The jobs package comes amid stubborn
double-digit unemployment as well as violent
protests elsewhere in Latin America, including Chile, stemming partly from economic
difficulties. Brazil’s economy is headed for
its third straight year of roughly one-percent
growth, following two years of deep recession,
and patience is wearing thin.
“People between 18 and 29 have double
the (average) unemployment rate. That is
why we chose them to be beneficiaries,” la-

bor secretary Rogerio Marinho said. “We will
make payrolls less expensive over the next
three years, responsibly, showing how we will
make up for it while respecting the budget.”
Marinho said labor costs for employers will
fall as much as 34 percent with the program
for young people.
Other measures include extending microcredit loans for those currently unable
to borrow money and allowing companies
the flexibility to work holidays and Sundays.
However, left-leaning politicians have
opposed working on Sunday in the past, arguing it would open the door to exploitation.
The rules are already in effect, but Brazil’s
Congress must ratify them.
Entering the job market
The government said that its tax cut aims
to encourage employers to hire young people
who are just entering the job market and who
are often drawn into low-paying informal labor.
The program runs through the end of 2022.
The “proposal attacks a market failure.

Young people don’t have experience, so they
don’t get jobs. Since they don’t get jobs, they
don’t get experience,” said Marcelo Neri,
an economist who directs the social policy
department at the Getulio Vargas Foundation
University. “Moreover, it’s the group of people
who suffered most in the past five years.”
Brazil’s unemployment rate surged during
the 2015-2016 recession and has been in
the double digits since. Three years ago,
Bolsonaro’s predecessor, Michel Temer,
proposed labor reform pitched as certain
to stimulate jobs in Latin America’s largest
economy.
However, most employment gains since
have come from informal or part-time work.
Unemployment has come down since its
13.7 percent peak in 2017, but not fast enough
to satisfy a beleaguered workforce.
Joblessness was 11.8 percent in the third
quarter, down from 11.9 percent in the same
period a year earlier.
Many of those who cast their vote for Bol-

sonaro last October hoped the shift in policy
would reinvigorate the economy.
Brazilians in recent years have turned to
self-employment, for example performing odd
jobs, doing deliveries on bike or motorcycle
and driving for ride-share apps like Uber.
Postings for steady jobs, even those paying
as little as $400 a month, draw long lines of
applicants.
Official data from the third quarter show
4.7 million people are so disheartened that
they have stopped looking for work.
Bolsonaro’s new policies aim to help job
seekers by helping employers.
By changing the indexation method for
compensation payments, the government is
hoping to help state-run firms save up to 37
billion Brazilian reais ($8.9bn) over five years.
Some 65 billion reais ($15.7b) could be
injected into the economy by replacing the
deposits companies set aside for labour dispute
compensation payments with guarantees or
insurance, the government forecast.

Achieving an African economy four times bigger with only a 50% increase in energy demand
Africa has the potential to expand the continental economy
fourfold, with energy demands expanding by only 50 percent,
according to a new report. The International Energy Agency
(IEA) unveiled its report on the first day of the second African
Investment Forum in Johannesburg, South Africa.
As per africanews.com, Africa Energy Outlook 2019 found
that the continent’s future energy prospects look bright, but
only if governments can make the shift to more renewable
energy sources. The report says there are three factors that
will determine the continent’s future energy consumption – its
growing population, the rapid increase in urbanization and
industrialization.
Kieran McNamara, an analyst at IEA, noted that these will
have “profound effects on Africa’s energy mix and how the
economy develops.”
The IEA has for the first time conducted detailed modelling
of the energy mix for 11 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, namely
Angola, South Africa, Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya,
Tanzania, Ethiopia, Côte d’Ivoire, Mozambique, Nigeria and
Senegal.
The projected energy mix needed for Africa will be very
different from the current one, with countries moving away
from biomass and fossil fuels to renewable sources of energy.
About 600-million Africans have no access to electricity,
although this has improved since 2013, according to IEA’s

analysis. “In order to start to address the problem, we have to
realize the scale of the emergency. And that data is extremely
important. You have to be able to define the problem before
you can actually address it,” said Wale Shonibare, Acting Vice
President of Power, Energy, Climate and Green Growth.
To radically increase investment
Africa also needs to radically increase its investment in power
generation from the current $30-billion to $120-billion by
2040, if it is to achieve universal access to electricity, according
to Tae-Yoon Kim, another analyst at IEA.
If countries on the continent do not change current policies
on energy use, Africa will not achieve the African Development

Bank’s target of universal electricity by 2030.
But with improved policies, Africa can see the continental
economy expand four times with matching energy demand
that is only 50 percent greater than the current demand.
Kenya is one country where universal access to electricity
could become a reality by 2022, if it continues with its current
policy that has brought a large amount of renewables into
the energy mix. Ethiopia could follow suit towards the end
of the decade.
The African Development Bank and the IEA, an autonomous
agency aiming to improve the world’s energy markets,
participated in a high-level side event during the African
Investment Forum 2019. Other participants included the
European Commission, the African Union Commission and
the African Energy Commission.
Discussions were based on the African Development Bank’s
“Light Up and Power Africa” strategy, through which the bank
hopes to build knowledge of the African energy sector, and assist
in achieving universal access to electricity on the continent.
Governments, utilities, regulators and investors will hopefully
use this knowledge to help them grow energy sectors, while
reducing costs. The availability of quality data will improve
African countries’ abilities to make informed energy policy
decisions and to provide private investors with valuable market
analysis.
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Oil ministry inks 26 major research-based
deals with universities

E N E R G Y TEHRAN – Iranian
d
e
s
k deputy oil minister for
engineering, research and technology affairs
said the ministry has signed 26 major deals
with the country’s universities, IRNA reported.
Speaking on the sidelines of a
signing ceremony for a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) between the Oil
Ministry and Iranian Mining Engineering
Organization (IMEO), Saeid Mohammadzadeh
said five of the mentioned deals are in the
field of exploration.
The mentioned MOU was signed by
Mohammadzadeh and Head of IMEO
Darioush Rasouli on Tuesday in Tehran.
“Iran is a leading country in science and
academia in the field of civil engineering,
however we are far behind in applying this
knowledge in our projects, even in new
buildings…. Failing to do so can be harmful,”
he said.
He further expressed hope that with the
signed deals going operational the Oil Ministry
would be able to use the potent capacity of
the country’s engineers.
Back in August, head of the National
Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) Research and

Ebrahim Taleqani mentioned NIOC

By Saeed Sobhani
By Brett Wilkins
Exploration Directorate’s agreements with

Iranian Deputy Oil Minister for Engineering, Research and Technology Affairs Saeid
Mohammadzadeh (L) and Head of Iranian Mining Engineering Organization (IMEO)
Darioush Rasouli exchange signed MOU documents on Tuesday in Tehran.
Technology Directorate said his office is
going to conduct 25 major research projects

worth nearly 700 billion rials (about $16
million).

Iranian universities and knowledge-based
companies for research in various fields,
saying that the Exploration Directorate is
tasked to sign seven research agreements,
four of which have been signed.
In August NIOC signed four agreements
with universities and knowledge-based
companies to conduct research in a variety
of oil-related areas including geophysics,
geochemistry, unconventional hydrocarbon
resources as well as drilling.
Taleqani also noted that other NIOC
subsidiaries have also been tasked to increase
their research activities and in this regard
almost all of them are going to sign similar
research agreements in near future.
Since the re-imposition of the U.S.
sanctions, Iran has been encouraging domestic
companies’ presence in its oil and gas projects,
in all sectors including research, exploration
and development sectors.
According to Ali Vatani, an advisor to vice
president for science and technology, currently
about 300 knowledge-based companies are
active in the oil industry in Iran.

Oil rises further above $62 as trade hopes support
Oil rose further above $62 a barrel on Tuesday, supported
by hopes that U.S. President Donald Trump may signal
progress on trade talks with China and lower inventories
at a U.S. oil hub.
As per reuters.com, concern about slower economic
growth and oil demand from the fallout of the 16-month
U.S.-China trade dispute sent prices lower on Monday.
Brent crude, the global benchmark, was up 30 cents
at $62.48 a barrel by 0939 GMT, after earlier falling as
low as $61.90. U.S. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude
was up 19 cents at $57.05.
The “oil market is in a holding pattern,” said Tamas
Varga of oil broker PVM. The “next $5-$10 move will be
decided by economic and trade considerations.”
“He is widely expected to delay his decision to impose
tariffs on European car and auto part imports and will also
shed further light on the status of the trade negotiations

with China,” Varga added, referring to Trump’s speech.
The U.S. president said on Saturday talks with China
were moving along “very nicely” but the United States
would only make a deal if it was the right one. He also
there had been incorrect reporting about U.S. willingness
to lift tariffs.
Adding further support, U.S. data showed that crude
inventories at Cushing, the delivery point for WTI, fell
about 1.2 million barrels in the week to Nov. 8, traders
said, citing market intelligence firm Genscape.
Cushing inventories had grown for five weeks in a row
through Nov. 1, according to government data.
Brent has risen 16% in 2019, supported by a supply-limiting pact by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries and allies, including Russia. The producers
meet on Dec. 5-6 to decide whether to extend the deal.
Oman, one of the outside producers working with

OPEC, said on Monday that the alliance will probably
extend the agreement but are unlikely to increase the
size of the supply cut.

Renewables growth will need to double to meet 2°C climate goal
By Michael Mazengarb
The global renewable energy industry has
overcome the growing pains faced by emerging
industries, and has emerged, de-risked sector
that will achieve steady growth in coming
decades, an assessment by analysts S&P
Global Ratings has found.
In a new analyst report published by S&P
Global on emerging trends and risks within
the global energy transition, the global market
analysis firm has predicted a positive future
for the renewables sector, driven by falling
costs and enabled by emerging energy storage
technologies, and that investment of more
than $10 trillion will be needed through to
2040 in clean energy, to meet a 2 degrees
warming limit.
According to S&P Global Ratings, over the
last two decades, the renewable energy sector
has successfully achieved successful de-risking
of large-scale solar and wind projects and is
expected to grow at an average annualized
rate of 7 percent each year through to 2040.
“Worldwide investments in renewable
energy infrastructure assets have been
astronomical and at quite a sprint, totalling
$2.6 trillion from 2010 through 2019
according to Global Trends in Renewable
Energy Investment 2019, by BloombergNEF
(BNEF) and the United Nations Environment
Programme,” S&P Global Ratings said in its
assessment.
“Globally, renewable capacity additions
outpace fossil fuel with solar emerging as
the dominant technology. Key drivers of this
meteoric growth have been government and
corporate policies (as expressed through FITs,
tax incentives, and PPAs) to meet clean energy
goals, as well as declining installation costs,
with economies of scale that are leading to
grid parity.”
Growth in renewable generation
capacity
S&P found that the growth in new
renewable generation capacity has significantly
outpaced additions from fossil fuels and
nuclear power, and that this trend is likely to
continue as the costs and risks associated with
renewable technologies are further reduced.
While S&P sees strong growth in the
renewables sector continuing, it expects
that fossil-fuelled generators will continue
to deliver the majority of electricity in 2040,
but there is the potential that the renewables
sector will see substantially stronger growth if
governments put in place policies consistent
with limiting global warming to no more than
2 degrees.
Global warming of two degrees would see a
substantial increase in the level of investment
in renewable energy projects, with S&P global
predicting that twice as much new renewable
electricity generation will be produced under
a 2-degree scenario, compared to the current
‘business as usual trajectory’.

Under the more ambitious scenario, the
global share of electricity generation provided
from fossil-fuels would fall to as low as 30
percent by 2040.
To achieve this, S&P Global Ratings
estimates that an additional $5.2 trillion in
renewable energy investment will be needed
through to 2040, in addition to a ‘business as
usual’ forecast for investment of $6.9 trillion
S&P Global Ratings sees the crucial
 نوبت اولthat remain for the renewable
challenges
energy sector can be addressed by new
enabling technologies, particularly energy

storage. While the technology costs and
construction risks of renewable energy projects
have been significantly reduced, the ability
to successfully manage the strong growth
in variable energy supplies will emerge as
the next challenge that the sector will face.
The de-risking process
Innovation and repeating the de-risking
process for energy storage and demand
response technologies will be the key to
continued growth in renewables, according
to S&P Global. This will be key to avoiding
shortfalls in the supply of electricity on the one

hand, and limit the need to curtail renewable
energy generators on the other.
S&P Global Ratings described the growing
impact of curtailment as a ‘cannibalization risk’
where strong investment in renewable energy
projects like solar is outpacing investment in
network and storage infrastructure, causing
both new and existing projects to reduce output
and forego potential revenues.
“With renewables coming of age, S&P
Global Ratings expect that while low risk,
fixed price contract structures may still be
available, new structures with a degree of
merchant risk, the rise of corporate power
purchase agreements and counterparty
risks, new technologies, and new policies
for renewables will add to the complexity
of renewable credit,” S&P Global Ratings
said in a statement.
“For solar this is even clearer since solar
generally operates at the same time of day.
Specifically for PV technology, this implies
that the higher the penetration of PV assets
generating, the lower the prices at the
generation times. Hence, the capture price
entitled for a PV asset could be well lower
than a wind asset generating during the night.
Consequently, this cannibalization effect could
undermine the profitability of PV producers.”
N.I.S.O.C
(Source: reneweconomy.com.au)
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Global energy giants welcome
to invest in India, its oil
minister says
By Fareed Rahman and Jennifer Gnana

Global energy companies are welcome to invest in India as
Asia’s third-largest economy opens up its strategic sectors
to foreign direct investment, the country’s oil minister said.
“We are inviting oil majors. Recently the prime minister (Narendra Modi) visited Houston and met CEOs of the
energy industry … companies like ExxonMobil, BP, Shell,
Rosneft, Aramco and Adnoc,” Dharmendra Pradhan said
on the sidelines of Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibition and Conference.
“They are all (looking) towards the Indian energy market because in the next two decades, energy business will
be in India. The incremental growth of the world’s energy
requirements will come from India, so everybody is welcome in India”.

India previously excluded large-scale foreign investment in
important industrial sectors such as petrochemicals and coal.
The country, which imports more than 80 per cent of
its oil needs, is now opening up these industries to foreign
capital in a push to improve energy security and meet rising
demand.
The Indian government is considering selling its stake in
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited, one of the biggest
oil companies in India, which operates two large refineries
in Kochi and Mumbai.
Mr. Pradhan also said a planned greenfield refinery to
be developed by Saudi Aramco and the Abu Dhabi National
Oil Company is on “right track” and a firm deal would be
signed soon.
The project on India’s western coast
The project on India’s western coast, which will produce
1.2 million barrels per day, could cost more than $44 billion
(Dh161.6b). It will also involve domestic refiners Indian Oil
Corporation, Bharat Petroleum and Hindustan Petroleum.
Adnoc and Aramco will have a 50 per cent stake in the
project, which is also expected to produce 18 million tons
of chemicals annually.
“There was an election in Maharashtra and there will
be a new government; after that there will be clarity of the
project and it will pick up,” Mr. Pradhan said.
India accounted for 5.8 percent of the world’s oil consumption in 2018, third only behind China and the United States.
While demand for crude has been falling globally, it is
expected to grow in India by more than 4 percent annually
to 2030, Indian refiner Nayara Energy said.
The country’s refining capacity is also expected to face
a shortage of around 3.5 to 4 million bpd in the future,
consultancy Wood Mackenzie said.
State-backed refiners were tasked to bridge the gap by
courting billions of dollars in foreign investment.
Creating a gas-based energy network
Mr. Pradhan also said India is spending $60b to create
a gas-based energy network to reduce carbon emissions.
The “investment is on ground, not at concept level or
tendering process. All in the process of implementation.
This is the strategy of India to create more decarbonized
industrial growth,” he said.
The project is expected to meet the needs of about 70
percent of India’s population, he said.
“We are creating a huge eastern grid in the eastern part
of the country, we are building more terminals and we are
very focused on the biomethane program.”
The country plans to build 5,000 biomethane plants in
the next few years, of which 500 are already under construction, he said.
New Delhi also recently signed an agreement with Aramco,
which will lease a quarter of India’s underground strategic
petroleum reserve facilities in the district of Padur to store
about 4.6m barrels of oil.
The process will be completed soon, Pradhan said.
The country has underground emergency storage facilities
in three locations as part of contingency plan to reduce the
impact of any supply disruption.
(Source: thenationa.ae)
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Israel is silencing the last
voices trying to stop abuses
against Palestinians
By Jonathan Cook
ANTIWAR — It has been a week of appalling abuses committed by Israeli soldiers in the West Bank – little different
from the other 2,670 weeks endured by Palestinians since
the occupation began in 1967.
The difference this past week was that several entirely
unexceptional human rights violations that had been caught
on film went viral on social media.
One shows a Palestinian father in the West Bank city of
Hebron leading his son by the hand to kindergarten. The
pair are stopped by two heavily armed soldiers, there to help
enforce the rule of a few hundred illegal Jewish settlers over
the city’s Palestinian population.
The soldiers scream at the father, repeatedly and violently
push him and then grab his throat as they accuse his small
son of throwing stones. As the father tries to shield his son
from the frightening confrontation, one soldier pulls out his
rifle and sticks it in the father’s face.
It is a minor incident by the standards of Israel’s long-running belligerent occupation. But it powerfully symbolizes
the unpredictable, humiliating, terrifying and sometimes
deadly experiences faced daily by millions of Palestinians.
A video of another such incident emerged last week. A
Palestinian man is ordered to leave an area by an armed
Israeli policewoman. He turns and walks slowly away, his
hands in the air. Moments later she shoots a sponge-tipped
bullet into his back. He falls to the ground, writhing in agony.It is unclear whether the man was being used for target
practice or simply for entertainment.
The reason such abuses are so commonplace is that they
are almost never investigated – and even less often are those
responsible punished.It is not simply that Israeli soldiers
become inured to the suffering they inflict on Palestinians
daily. It is the soldiers’ very duty to crush the Palestinians’
will for freedom, to leave them utterly hopeless. That is what
is required of an army policing a population permanently
under occupation.
The message is only underscored by the impunity the
soldiers enjoy. Whatever they do, they have the backing not
only of their commanders but of the government and courts.
Just that point was underlined late last month. An unnamed
Israeli army sniper was convicted of shooting dead a 14-yearold boy in Gaza last year. The Palestinian child had been
participating in one of the weekly protests at the perimeter
fence.Such trials and convictions are a great rarity. Despite
damning evidence showing that Uthman Hillis was shot in
the chest with a live round while posing no threat, the court
sentenced the sniper to the equivalent of a month’s community service.
In Israel’s warped scales of justice, the cost of a Palestinian
child’s life amounts to no more than a month of extra kitchen
duties for his killer.
But the overwhelming majority of the 220 Palestinian
deaths at the Gaza fence over the past 20 months will never
be investigated. Nor will the wounding of tens of thousands
more Palestinians, many of them now permanently disabled.
There is an equally disturbing trend. The Israeli public
have become so used to seeing YouTube videos of soldiers
– their sons and daughters – abuse Palestinians that they
now automatically come to the soldiers’ defense, however
egregious the abuses.
The video of the father and son threatened in Hebron
elicited few denunciations. Most Israelis rallied behind the
soldiers. Amos Harel, a military analyst for the liberal Haaretz
newspaper, observed that an “irreversible process” was under
way among Israelis: “The soldiers are pure and any criticism
of them is completely forbidden.”
When the Israeli state offers impunity to its soldiers, the
only deterrence is the knowledge that such abuses are being
monitored and recorded for posterity – and that one day
these soldiers may face real accountability, in a trial for war
crimes.But Israel is working hard to shut down those doing
the investigating – human rights groups.
For many years Israel has been denying United Nations
monitors – including international law experts like Richard
Falk and Michael Lynk – entry to the occupied territories in
a blatant bid to stymie their human rights work.
Last week Human Rights Watch, headquartered in New
York, also felt the backlash. The Israeli supreme court approved the deportation of Omar Shakir, its Israel-Palestine
director.Before his appointment by HRW, Shakir had called
for a boycott of the businesses in illegal Jewish settlements.
The judges accepted the state’s argument: he broke Israeli
legislation that treats Israel and the settlements as indistinguishable and forbids support for any kind of boycott.
But Shakir rightly understands that the main reason Israel needs soldiers in the West Bank – and has kept them
there oppressing Palestinians for more than half a century
– is to protect settlers who were sent there in violation of
international law.
The collective punishment of Palestinians, such as restrictions on movement and the theft of resources, was inevitable
the moment Israel moved the first settlers into the West Bank.
That is precisely why it is a war crime for a state to transfer
its population into occupied territory.
But Shakir had no hope of a fair hearing. One of the three
judges in his case, Noam Sohlberg, is himself just such a lawbreaker. He lives in Alon Shvut, a settlement near Hebron.
Israel’s treatment of Shakir is part of a pattern. In recent days
other human rights groups have faced the brunt of Israel’s
vindictiveness.
Laith Abu Zeyad, a Palestinian field worker for Amnesty
International, was recently issued a travel ban, denying him
the right to attend a relative’s funeral in Jordan. Earlier he
was refused the right to accompany his mother for chemotherapy in occupied East Jerusalem.
And last week Arif Daraghmeh, a Palestinian field worker
for B’Tselem, an Israeli human rights group, was seized at a
checkpoint and questioned about his photographing of the
army’s handling of Palestinian protests. Daraghmeh had
to be taken to hospital after being forced to wait in the sun.
It is a sign of Israel’s overweening confidence in its own
impunity that it so openly violates the rights of those whose
job it is to monitor human rights.
Palestinians, meanwhile, are rapidly losing the very last voices
prepared to stand up and defend them against the systematic
abuses associated with Israel’s occupation. Unless reversed,
the outcome is preordained: the rule of the settlers and soldiers
will grow ever more ruthless, the repression ever more ugly.
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John Brennan’s CIA
Trump task force
By Philip Giraldi
UNZ — There is considerable evidence
that the American system of government
may have been victimized by an illegal
covert operation organized and executed by the U.S. intelligence and national
security community. Former Director of
National Intelligence Jim Clapper, former
CIA Director John Brennan and former
FBI Director Jim Comey appear to have
played critical leadership roles in carrying
out this conspiracy and they may not have
operated on their own. Almost certainly
what they may have done would have been
explicitly authorized by the former President of the United States, Barack Obama,
and his national security team.
It must have seemed a simple operation for the experienced CIA covert action
operatives. To prevent the unreliable and
unpredictable political upstart Donald
Trump from being nominated as the GOP
presidential candidate or even elected it
would be necessary to create suspicion
that he was the tool of a resurgent Russia,
acting under direct orders from Vladimir
Putin to empower Trump and damage the
campaign of Hillary Clinton. Even though
none of the alleged Kremlin plotters would
have expected Trump to actually beat
Hillary, it was plausible to maintain that
they would have hoped that a weakened
Clinton would be less able to implement
the anti-Russian agenda that she had been
promoting. Many observers in both Russia
and the U.S. believed that if she had been
elected armed conflict with Moscow would
have been inevitable, particularly if she
moved to follow her husband’s example
and push to have both Georgia and Ukraine
join NATO, which Russia would have regarded as an existential threat.
Trump’s surprising victory forced a
pivot, with Clapper, Brennan and Comey
adjusting the narrative to make it appear
that Trump the traitor may have captured
the White House due to help from the Kremlin, making him a latter-day Manchurian
Candidate. The lesser allegations of Russian
meddling were quickly elevated to devastating assertions that the Republican had
only won with Putin’s assistance.
No substantive evidence for the claim
of serious Russian meddling has ever been
produced in spite of years of investigation,
but the real objective was to plant the story
that would plausibly convince a majority
of Americans that the election of Donald
Trump was somehow illegitimate.
The national security team acted to
protect their candidate Hillary Clinton,
who represented America’s Deep State. In
spite of considerable naysaying, the Deep
State is real, not just a wild conspiracy
theory. Many Americans nevertheless do
not believe that the Deep State exists, that
it is a politically driven media creation
much like Russiagate itself was, but if one
changes the wording a bit and describes
the Deep State as the Establishment, with
its political power focused in Washington
and its financial center in New York City,
the argument that there exists a cohesive
group of power brokers who really run the
country becomes much more plausible.
The danger posed by the Deep State, or,
if you choose, the Establishment, is that it
wields immense power but is unelected and
unaccountable. It also operates through
relationships that are not transparent and
as the media is part of it, there is little
chance that its activity will be exposed.
Nevertheless, some might even argue
that having a Deep State is a healthy part

of American democracy, that it serves as a
check or corrective element on a political
system that has largely been corrupted and
which no longer serves national interests.
But that assessment surely might have been
made before it became clear that many
of the leaders of the nation’s intelligence
and security agencies are no longer the
people’s honorable servants they pretend
to be. They have been heavily politicized
since at least the time of Ronald Reagan
and have frequently succumbed to the
lure of wealth and power while identifying with and promoting the interests of
the Deep State.
Indeed, a number of former Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) Directors have
implicitly or even directly admitted to the
existence of a Deep State that has as one
of its roles keeping presidents like Donald Trump in check. Most recently, John
McLaughlin, responding to a question about
Donald Trump’s concern over Deep State
involvement in the ongoing impeachment
process, said unambiguously “Well, you
know, thank God for the ‘deep state’…With
all of the people who knew what was going
on here, it took an intelligence officer to
step forward and say something about it,
which was the trigger that then unleashed
everything else. This is the institution within the U.S. government…is institutionally
committed to objectivity and telling the
truth. It is one of the few institutions in
Washington that is not in a chain of command that makes or implements policy.
Its whole job is to speak the truth — it’s
engraved in marble in the lobby.”
Well, John’s dedication to truth is exemplary but how does he explain his own
role in support of the lies being promoted
by his boss George “slam dunk” Tenet that
led to the war against Iraq, the greatest
foreign policy disaster ever experienced
by the United States? Or Tenet’s sitting
in the U.N. directly behind Secretary of
State Colin Powell in the debate over Iraq,
providing cover and credibility for what
everyone inside the system knew to be
a bundle of lies? Or his close friend and
colleague Michael Morell’s description of
Trump as a Russian agent, a claim that was
supported by zero evidence and which was
given credibility only by Morell’s boast
that “I ran the CIA.”
Beyond that, more details have been
revealed demonstrating exactly how Deep
State associates have attempted, with considerable success, to subvert the actual
functioning of American democracy. Words

are one thing, but acting to interfere in an
electoral process or to undermine a serving
president is a rather more serious matter.
It is now known that President Barack
Obama’s CIA Director John Brennan created a Trump Task Force in early 2016.
Rather than working against genuine
foreign threats, this Task Force played a
critical role in creating and feeding the
meme that Donald Trump was a tool of
the Russians and a puppet of President
Vladimir Putin, a claim that still surfaces
regularly to this day. Working with James
Clapper, the Director of National Intelligence, Brennan fabricated the narrative
that “Russia had interfered in the 2016
election.” Brennan and Clapper promoted
that tale even though they knew very well
that Russia and the United States have
carried out a broad array of covert actions
against each other, including information
operations, for the past seventy years, but
they pretended that what happened in 2016
was qualitatively and substantively different
even though the “evidence” produced to
support that claim was and still is weak
to nonexistent.
The Russian “election interference”
narrative went on steroids on January 6,
2017, shortly before Trump was inaugurated, when an “Intelligence Community
Assessment” (ICA) orchestrated by Clapper
and Brennan was published. The banner
headline atop The New York Times, itself
an integral part of the Deep State, on the
following day set the tone for what was to
follow: “Putin Led Scheme to Aid Trump,
Report Says.”
With the help of the Establishment
media, Clapper and Brennan were able
to pretend that the ICA had been approved
by “all 17 intelligence agencies” (as first
claimed by Hillary Clinton). After several
months, however Clapper revealed that
the preparers of the ICA were “handpicked
analysts” from only the FBI, CIA, and NSA.
He explained rather unconvincingly during
an interview on May 28, 2017, that “the
historical practices of the Russians, who
typically, are almost genetically driven to
co-opt, penetrate, gain favor, whatever,
which is a typical Russian technique,”
adding later that “It’s in their DNA.”
Task Force Trump was kept secret within
the Agency itself because the CIA is not
supposed to spy on Americans. Its staff
was pulled together by invitation-only.
Specific case officers (i.e., men and women
who recruit and handle spies overseas),
analysts and administrative personnel

were recruited, presumably based on their
political reliability. Not everyone invited
accepted the offer. But many did because
it came with promises of promotion and
other rewards.
And this was not a CIA-only operation.
Personnel from the FBI also were assigned
to the Task Force with the approval of then
Director James Comey. Former MI-6 agent
Christopher Steele’s FBI handler, Michael
Gaeta, may have been one of those detailed
to the Trump Task Force. Steele, of course,
prepared the notorious dossier that was
surfaced shortly before Donald Trump took
office. It included considerable material
intended to tie Trump to Russia, information that was in many cases fabricated
or unsourced.
So, what kind of things would this Task
Force do? The case officers would work
with foreign intelligence services such as
MI-6, the Italians, the Ukrainians and the
Australians on identifying intelligence
collection priorities that would implicate
Trump and his associates in illegal activity.
And there is evidence that John Brennan
himself would contact his counterparts
in allied intelligence services to obtain
their discreet cooperation, something
they would be inclined to do in collegial
fashion, ignoring whatever reservations
they might have about spying on a possible
American presidential candidate.
Trump Task Force members could have
also tasked the National Security Agency
(NSA) to do targeted collection. They also
would have the ability to engage in complicated covert actions that would further
set up and entrap Trump and his staff in
questionable activity, such as the targeting
of associate George Papadopoulos. If he is
ever properly interviewed, Maltese citizen
Joseph Mifsud may be able to shed light on
the CIA officers who met with him, briefed
him on operational objectives regarding
Papadopoulos and helped arrange monitored meetings. It is highly likely that Azra
Turk, the woman who met with George
Papadopoulos, was part of the CIA Trump
Task Force.
The Task Force also could carry out
other covert actions, sometimes using
press or social media placements to disseminate fabrications about Trump and
his associates. Information operations
is a benign-sounding euphemism for
propaganda fed through the Agency’s
friends in the media, and computer network operations can be used to create false
linkages and misdirect inquiries. There
has been some informed speculation that
Guccifer 2.0 may have been a creation of
this Task Force.
In light of what has been learned about
the alleged CIA whistleblower there should
be a serious investigation to determine
if he was a part of this Task Force or, at
minimum, reporting to them secretly after
he was seconded to the National Security Council. All the CIA and FBI officers
involved in the Task Force had sworn an
oath to uphold the Constitution of the
United States, but nevertheless were involved in a conspiracy to first denigrate
and then possibly bring down a legally
elected president. That effort continues
with repeated assertions regarding Moscow’s malevolent intentions for the 2020
national elections. Some might reasonably
regard the whole Brennan affair, to include
its spear carriers among the current and
retired national security state leadership,
as a case of institutionalized treason, and
it inevitably leads to the question “What
did Obama know?”

Nigerian Journalist: IMN to survive as Zakzaky’s lessons keep members united
TEHRAN (FNA) — A Nigerian journalist says Sheikh
Zakzaky’s deteriorating health will not allow him to
provide leadership as he did in the past, but the idea
which he taught will survive and his supporters will
follow his path.In an exclusive interview with FNA, the
Nigerian journalist said Sheikh Zakzaky has around
20 million followers, growing from only a few hundred
supporters in 1980s.
As per the interviewee’s request, his identity remains
withheld for his security in Nigeria.Below is the full
text of the interview:
Q: Why did Sheikh Zakzaky decide to return to
Nigeria?
A: Sheikh Ibrahim Zakzaky decided to return to
Nigeria because the Indian government, in collaboration with management of the Medanta Indian Hospital
decided to start fresh laboratory tests about his health.
This decision was taken without due consultation with
Zakzaky. The Islamic cleric also demanded to see his
doctors and this request was turned down by the hospital. Zakzaky said he told the doctors at Medanta that
tests by his doctors have been completed in Nigeria, but
the doctors would not oblige his wish. He demanded
to see his lawyers for consultation, and this was also
rejected by the hospital management. The hospital
said it was under strict instruction from the Indian
and Nigerian government to treat Zakzaky under the

terms of the Nigerian government, because he was a
criminal. The Indian government gave Zakzaky 48
hours to comply with the stated terms or be deported
back to Nigeria. The Sheikh said he opted to go back
to Nigeria. He said he had no confidence in the Nigerian, Indian, and the Medanta Hospital to treat him.
Q: Why does the government crackdown heavy-handedly on his supporters?
A: The Nigerian government is not afraid of Sheikh

Zakzaky per se. The Nigerian government can be said
to be afraid of the large supporters of the Islamic cleric.
Zakzaky’s supporters continue to grow in millions
from across Nigeria. What started as an Islamic movement with a couple of hundreds of supporters in the
1980s has grown into a movement with close to twenty
million by 2015 when Zakzaky was attacked and his
hundreds of his followers killed, and his worship center
destroyed. The Nigerian government is also afraid
of the ultimate aim of his movement. It believes that
Zakzaky’s ultimate aim is to overthrow the Nigerian
government and establish an Islamic Republic.
Q: How do you view the future of Islamic Movement of Nigera?
A: Zakzaky may never come out and provide the
leadership he was providing before the 2015 crackdown, because of his deteriorating health. So, with
time, another Nigerian leader may release Sheikh
Zakzaky to attend to his health, while a new leader
may emerge. However, the Islamic Movement may
be able to survive its current challenge because the
members are united by Islam and it is always difficult
and impossible to kill or exterminate an idea. Islam,
Christianity, and many other ideas that are not spiritual
have come under threats and persecution in course
of human history, but in the end, they have survived
and triumphed.
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What does the new poll in the US say?

Biden’s electoral breathing!
By Saeed Sobhani

TEHRAN — Former U.S. Vice President Joe Biden has
not yet been released from the shock of Ukraine’s Gate.
However, public and state polls in the United States indicate that Biden’s position among American voters is
strengthened. The same issue has been deeply troubled
by US President Donald Trump. Here’s a look at the latest polls and analysis on Joe Biden and the US election:
Biden holds a narrow lead in new New Hampshire poll
As CNN reported,A new Quinnipiac University poll in
New Hampshire shows former Vice President Joe Biden
holding a narrow edge in the race for the Democratic
nomination for president in the state.
With fewer than 100 days to go until New Hampshire’s
first-in-the-nation primary, Biden stands at 20%, with
Sen. Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts at 16%, South
Bend, Indiana, Mayor Pete Buttigieg at 15% and Sen.
Bernie Sanders of Vermont at 14% in a tight race for second
place. No other candidates reach double digits in the poll.
This is the first major poll to show Biden with a lead
in New Hampshire since a CBS News/YouGov poll in
early July.
Polling in the New Hampshire contest has been volatile
this year. The latest CNN/UNH poll found Sanders and
Warren near even, with Biden just behind, followed by
Buttigieg. A CBS News/YouGov poll earlier in October put
Warren solidly ahead.The poll doesn’t change anything
for the November debate stage next week, but it gets Rep.
Tulsi Gabbard of Hawaii and businessman Andrew Yang
closer to the December stage.
This marks Gabbard’s third qualifying poll for the
December debate -- she held 6% support -- and the congresswoman is now one poll away from qualifying for
that debate. This is Yang’s second qualifying poll for the
December debate -- he held 4% support -- and he is now
two polls away from qualifying.The poll began fielding
before former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg
filed for inclusion on the Alabama primary ballot on Friday,
and it did not include his name in the list of candidates
tested. In a separate question fielding from Friday through
Sunday, 54% of likely Democratic primary voters in New
Hampshire said they definitely would not vote for him
in the primary, 37% that they would consider it and 2%
said they definitely would back him.
This is Quinnipiac’s first poll in New Hampshire. It was
conducted November 6-10 among 1,134 likely Democratic
primary voters in the state, and has a margin of sampling
error of plus or minus 3.8 points.
Results for the question about Bloomberg were fielded November 8-10 and have an error margin of plus or
minus 5 points.
Fox News Poll: Biden leads nomination race, tops
Trump by 12 points in matchup
Foxnews reported that Democratic primary voters increasingly feel the need to nominate a candidate who can
beat President Trump in 2020, and more think Joe Biden
can do that than any of the other top Democratic hopefuls.
In addition, while most Democratic primary voters are
satisfied with their field, more than a quarter wish they
had other options, according to a new Fox News Poll.
Biden leads the nomination race with the backing of 31
percent of Democratic primary voters, followed by Elizabeth
Warren at 21 percent, Bernie Sanders at 19 percent, and
Pete Buttigieg at 7 percent. In early October, Biden was
at 32 percent, Warren 22, Sanders 17, and Buttigieg 4.
Kamala Harris and Andrew Yang receive 3 percent
apiece, followed by Cory Booker, Tulsi Gabbard, and Amy
Klobuchar each at 2 percent, and Tom Steyer at 1 percent.
Compared to March, the first Fox News Poll on the race,
Biden’s support is unchanged, while Warren has gained
17 points, Buttigieg is up 6 and Sanders is down 4.
Biden is helped by a large majority of Democratic primary voters (80 percent) saying it is extremely important
their nominee can beat Trump -- and more (68 percent)
think he can do that than feel that way about Warren (57
percent), Sanders (54 percent), or Buttigieg (30 percent).
Far fewer, 42 percent, feel it is extremely important their
candidate shares their views on major issues. However,

more Democratic primary voters also say Biden shares
their views (72 percent) than say the same of Sanders (68
percent), Warren (62 percent), or Buttigieg (43 percent).
Since May, the number of Democratic primary voters
saying it is extremely important their nominee can defeat
Trump has gone up 7 points (from 73 to 80 percent), and
the portion saying it is extremely important their candidate shares their views has dropped 9 (51 vs 42 percent).
The poll, released Sunday, finds that despite having
umpteen candidates to choose from, more than one in four
Democratic primary voters wish they had other options
(28 percent). That includes 26 percent of Biden supporters
and 27 percent of Warren supporters.
Seventy-eight percent of GOP primary voters want
to keep Trump as their nominee, while 69 percent of
Democratic primary voters are satisfied with their field.“If
Hillary Clinton were to enter the race, she’d likely do
so near the top of the pack,” says Democratic pollster
Chris Anderson, who conducts the Fox News Poll with
Republican Daron Shaw. “And Michelle Obama could
probably clear the field.”
Twenty-seven percent of Democratic primary voters
would definitely vote for Clinton, including one-third
of those backing Biden and one-quarter supporting
Warren.The numbers are rosier for former first lady
Michelle Obama: 50 percent would definitely vote for
her, including nearly 5 in 10 of Biden’s and 4 in 10 of
Warren’s supporters.
Few, 6 percent, would definitely back former New
York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg.Thirty-two percent
would never vote for Bloomberg, 30 percent Clinton, and
8 percent Obama.
While health concerns about Sanders aren’t an issue
for over half of Democratic primary voters (53 percent),
28 percent say these concerns make them less likely to
support the Vermont senator (14 percent more likely).
Sanders suffered a heart attack October 3.
On the other hand, nearly twice as many say they are
more likely (21 percent) rather than less likely (11 percent)
to back Biden given Trump’s claims about the former
vice president and his son’s business dealings in Ukraine
and China. About two-thirds say the allegations make
no difference (65 percent).One year out from the 2020
election, Trump ties or trails the Democrat in each of the
possible head-to-head matchups tested.
Biden performs best against Trump (51-39 percent).
He leads by 12 points, garners over 50 percent and keeps
Trump below 40 percent. In early October, Biden led by
10 (50-40 percent).
More Democrats (91 percent) back Biden than Republicans (86 percent) support Trump, and 88 percent
of 2016 Trump voters would stick with him, while 91

percent of Clinton voters would support Biden.
Sanders has an 8-point lead (49-41 percent). Warren’s
5-point advantage over the president (46-41 percent) is
within the poll’s margin of sampling error, and Buttigieg
and Trump tie (41-41 percent). In a 2016 rematch, Clinton
has a 2-point edge (43-41 percent).
Between 10-17 percent of voters are undecided or
backing third-party candidates.
“Trump’s support in these early ballot tests is consistently around 40 percent,” says Shaw. “He’ll need to shore
up his support among a few wavering Republicans and
pull some independents and Democrats away from the
other side if he’s going to win another term.”
Slim majorities of voters say health care (53 percent)
and the economy (52 percent) will be extremely important
to their vote for president in November 2020. That’s more
than feel that way about guns (44 percent), immigration
(43 percent), terrorism (42 percent), taxes (41 percent),
abortion (36 percent), foreign policy (36 percent), Supreme
Court nominations (36 percent), and climate change (34
percent).The top issues among Democrats are health care
(62 percent extremely important), climate change and
guns (both 48 percent), and the economy (46 percent).
For Republicans, it’s the economy (60 percent), terrorism
(55 percent), and immigration (54 percent).
“Trump’s lowest approval rating is on health care, so
Democrats have a big opening there,” says Anderson.
“But the size of that opening will depend hugely on the
ultimate nominee’s position on Medicare expansion.”
By a 69-21 percent margin, voters favor giving everyone
the option to buy into Medicare.Voters split 47-47 percent
over getting rid of private health insurance and moving
to a government-run health care system for everyone.
Among Democratic primary voters, 80 percent favor
allowing everyone to buy into Medicare and 65 percent
favor a government-run system.
Even though the general election is 12 months away,
interest is already remarkably high with 60 percent extremely interested. That matches the record high from
November 2008, and is nearly double the 32 percent
who were extremely interested in November 2015, a year
before the 2016 presidential election.Sixty-three percent
of Democrats and 61 percent of Republicans are extremely
interested.
Conducted October 27-30, 2019 under the joint direction of Beacon Research (D) and Shaw & Company
(R), this Fox News Poll includes interviews with 1,040
randomly chosen registered voters nationwide who spoke
with live interviewers on both landlines and cellphones.
The poll has a margin of sampling error of plus or minus 3
percentage points for all registered voters and 4.5 points
for Democratic primary voters (471).

Hussain al-Bukhaiti: Riyadh claims oil facility attacked by Iran to get west’s attention
TEHRAN (FNA) — Hussain al-Bukhaiti,
Yemeni journalist and commentator, says
Saudi Arabia claims it was attacked by Iran
to beg for western support despite its war
crimes in Yemen.
In an exclusive interview with FNA,
al-Bukhaiti said, “The world in the Saudi
mind is the West, and these countries take
whatever direction Saudi money points to.
As ordered by Saudi Arabia, they admitted
all the previous attacks on Saudi Arabia
to have been launched from Yemen, and
now as they are ordered again, they say
it is impossible for Yemen to target oil
refineries!”
Hussain al-Bukhaiti is a Yemeni journalist and translator based in Sana’a, Yemeni
capital. His reports and analysis from Yemen appears in various news outlets. He is
a frequent contributor to Iranian, Russian
and American TV programs.Below is the full
text of the interview:
Saudi Arabia claims Iran carried out
the attacks on Saudi oil facilities. Is Yemen
unable to reach such targets?
A: Saudi Arabia bases its claim on the
distance between Yemen and Abqaiq oil facilities, saying it is too far to be reached from
Yemen; even though, Yemeni drones have
already targeted the pipelines pumping the
stations in east of Yanbu, west Riyadh and the
Abu Dhabi airport, with the same distance
if not more. Yemeni forces even managed to
carry out missile-attack on Dammam with
a longer distance.
As the war started, Saudi-backed coalition

claimed that they target missile and drone
factories in areas controlled by Ansarallah;
and with that excuse, they bombed civilians,
hospitals, prisons, weddings, funerals, schools,
markets and all Yemeni infrastructure. If,
as they themselves admit, we have drone
technology, why should Iran send all weapons
or target Abqaiq?
Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia’s claim that
Iran smuggles weapons to Yemen is not
accepted anymore by the world. Because no
one believes ballistic missiles which are 12
meters long, drones and other weaponries
can be delivered to Yemen via the closed
ports and airports which are under the
control of Ansarallah. Everything delivered to these areas is fully inspected by
the coalition forces and the UN.
The reason for Saudi Arabia to claim Iran
attacked the oil facility is to get more support
from the West. It has a history of begging
support from foreigners, and even Muslim
countries, when they claimed that Ansarallah
targeted The holy city of Mecca.
On the other hand, Saudi failure against
Ansarallah has put Riyadh in a bad situation,
because if the coalition backed by the US, UK
and France, could not defy Ansarallah, which
Saudi for its turn claims to be supported by
Iran, how would they be able to defeat Iran
itself in any possible war!
Why did the world neglect Ansarallah’s
warnings that it would retaliate?
A: The only way for the Saudi regime to
cover its expenses is to sell oil to the West,
and if we target its oil refineries, the “milking

cow” could not be milked.
Abdul Malik al-Houthi, the head of Ansarallah, offered a truce and warned that if Saudi
Arabia continues its strikes, blockade and
war, it will attack Saudi Arabia with no red
lines, and the most important facilities will
be targeted. Since then, the coalition has
conducted more than 50 strikes on many areas.
The world in the Saudi mind is the West,
and these countries take whatever direction
Saudi money points to. As ordered by Saudi
Arabia, they have admitted all the previous
attacks on Saudi Arabia to have been launched
from Yemen, and now as they are ordered
again, they say it is impossible for Yemen to
target oil refineries!

Many Yemenis have lost their lives
in the Saudi-led coalition airstrikes, and the
world has remained silent. Then why should
an attack without civilian casualties on Saudi
facilities break the news?
A: Oil is more important than Yemeni blood
to these fake democracies. We all remember
the killing of khashoggi, all the lies by Saudi
Arabia and the West’s inaction.
Donald Trump has made the US army the
largest mercenary army in the world: whoever
pays more, they will fight for him. Saudi Arabia
pays more than any other country. America
is not looking for spreading democracy or
freedom, it is all about, “pay me, I will protect
your dictatorship.”

Who is behind Morales’
resignation?
TEHRAN (FNA) — President of Bolivia Evo Morales
resigned on Sunday after Bolivia’s military warned him
to step down accusing him that the country’s election held
on October 20th had been manipulated, while a growing
number of world states and leaders are calling the situation
a coup or pseudo-coup against the socialist ruler.

The contested October election has led to protests and
riots. On Saturday, protesters burned the house of Oruro
city governor and Morales ally V?ctor Hugo V?squez. Other
acts of violence – including the Venezuelan Embassy being
targeted with dynamite – were reported in the capital, La Paz.
The Bolivian leader called for a snap election earlier on
Sunday, after an Organization of American States (OAS)
mission said it could not confirm his victory last month.
Morales expressed hope that a new election would help
avoid further unrest, but his decision galvanized the opposition, who took to the streets to call for his immediate
resignation.
Although he agreed to a re-run, the indigenous socialist
leader found himself under pressure from the military
and other elites within the state. With his own political
allies under attack, Morales said he was standing down
in order to protect them. Supporters of Morales say
democracy has been subverted, and that his removal
is a coup.
In addition to a growing number of Latino nations, figures like UK Labour Leader Jeremy Corbyn have stepped
forward to state that the Bolivian President has been forced
out of office by a coup by the country’s military.
Although the United States has made little public comment on the situation in La Paz, it nevertheless gave key
support for new elections which reflect “the will of the
people of Bolivia”- supporting a finding by the D.C. based
and funded OAS which has taken a line against the Morale
government. However, there are some things worth keeping
in mind: Evo Morales was a critic of the United States and
its foreign policy in Latin America.
The Trump administration has, since taking office, pursued a “Neo-Monroe Doctrine” based on the longstanding premise that the US must indisputably dominate the
Western hemisphere, and has aggressively pursued the
removal of regimes critical of American hegemony. This
has included hostile policies towards Cuba and Venezuela.
With Morales being an ally of those governments, there
is likelihood the opposition which replaces him will be
stridently more pro-Washington.
The OAS as a legitimate monitor of elections in Bolivia
shouldn’t be taken seriously. There are good reasons why.
Based and funded in Washington D.C. the organization is
little more than a partial vehicle for US foreign policy interests in the region which has, despite claiming to represent
all countries in the Americas, has repeatedly isolated and
ostracized countries hostile to the United States. Cuba for
example, was suspended from membership from 1962 to
2009, admitted in this era due to Obama’s willingness to
reconcile with Havana.
However, the atmosphere in Washington has changed
for the worse. Since his election, the Trump administration
has taken a more hard line approach against countries
in the Latin America under the mantra of what has been
described as a “Neo-Monroe doctrine” that is the foreign
policy objective that no government who is hostile to, critical
of the United States, or too close to other powers should
be tolerated.
Historically, Washington has repeatedly courted right
wing elites in these countries and supported them in quashing popular socialist movements that contravene the US
hegemonic rule and interests. On this background, and
with the accusations against Morales stemming largely
from the OAS, there is a substantial likelihood that the
Washington has also sought to, albeit indirectly, usher
the Evo leadership out of office.
With his administration of course not being authoritarian, but a viable democracy, and secondly not
economically disastrous with his policies having made
great gains for standard of living in the country, this
has made it harder to attack and advocate for change
publicly- thus resulting in a “soft” approach by courting
a series of state elites, in this case the military and
wealthy oligarchs.
This outcome largely resembles that of Brazil in the past
few years, whereby the hugely popular socialist President
Lula was removed from office by elements of the state apparatus, imprisoned under stumped up charges and then
with an ultra-pro-US leader, Jair Bolosonaro ascending
to power.
Given this, Morales’ eventual replacement is likely
to be of a similar caliber, which will quickly move to
assert the pro-capitalist, pro-US business elite with
the view of undoing his socialist economic legacy, and
likely moving to offer Washington support on issues
such as Venezuela.
As a whole, the Evo Morales saga comes to its climax
with one wondering if the Monroe Doctrine has struck
yet again? Washington’s support has been subtle and low
key, but evident. Bolivia loses its first indigenous leader, a
man who never had any record of misrule or heavy-handed
governance. The MAN stepped down to keep his nation
from violence.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Apt in Zafaraniyeh
1th floor, 180 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
furn, spj, elevator, parking
$2000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Mahmoodieh
1th floor, 168 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
semi furn, spj, gym, parking
$3000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Elahieh
2th floor, 700 sq.m, 6 Bdrs.
furn, 2 kitchens, great terrace
outdoor swimming pool
yard, parking, $7000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Fereshteh
5th floor, 420 sq.m, 4 master bed
rooms, fully furn, roof garden, spj,
city view
elevator, 2 parking
$5000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in Darband
triplex, 1800 sq.m land, 500 sq.m
built up, 5 Bdrs., unfurn outdoor
swimming, garden completely
renovated, parking
$9000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

NOVEMBER 13, 2019

Whole Building in Qeytarieh
300 sq.m land, 3 floors, 3 units
each units 120 sq.m with 3Bdrs.
parking, $4000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Jordan
70 sq.m, 1 Bdr., furn
equipped kitchen, parking
$700
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Villa in Tajrish
2 floors, each floor 270 sq.m
3 Bdrs., 70 sq.m suite, unfurn
terrace, outdoor swimming pool
completely renovated, parking
$4000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Whole Building in
Saadat Abad
administrative office license
brand new, 5 floors, each floor
4 units, 20 units between 115 sq.m
to 142 sq.m, elevator storage
60 parking spots
$27000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Park Way
9th floor, 135 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, spj, elevator
storage, parking
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Triplex Villa in Jordan
3700 sq.m land, 1300 sq.m
7 Bdrs., 6 bathrooms, furn outdoor
pool, renovated
3-side entrances
$20000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Whole Building in Mahmoodieh
3 floors, 240 sq.m lan, 600 sq.m
built up, 10 Bdrs., unfurn
lobby, 4 parking spots
Price: negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Jordan
14th floor, 230 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
one separate suit, fully furn
equipped kitchen, spj, gym
gathering room, nice view
elevator, parking, $1500
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Super Luxury Villa
in Shahrak Qarb
brand new, 800 sq.m land
700 sq.m built up, 4master
bedrooms, super luxury furn
spj, massage room, beautiful roof
garden, play ground for kids, city
view, parking
Price negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Zafar
11th floor, 120 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, great balcony
elevator, nice view, parking
$1300
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Triplex Villa in Fereshteh
540 sq.m built up, unfurn
good light, completely renovated,
yard, parking
Price: negotiable
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Holder of
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 10004:2012
ISO 10002:2014
From Oxford Cert Universal

Whole building in Jordan
administrative office license
brand new, 6 floors, 6 apts
each apt 150 sq.m
elevator, gathering room
6 parking spots
$11000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Zaferanie
220 sq.m
Fully furnished
Modern design
3bdrs
Good access
Price negotiable
Mr feri
09126586642

TEHRAN TIMES

Iran’s Leading
International Daily
Advertising Dept

Tel:

021 - 430 51 450
Indian Restaurant

PRIVATE PARKING LOT
Jahan Hotel (Exelsior) – Rahimzade Alley – Taleqani
Crossroads – Valiasr St. Tell: 6 6 4 7 6 8 5 5

Whole Building
in South Kamranieh
20 apts, 216 sq.m to 204 sq.m
70 Bdrs. totally, spj, gym
industrial kitchen, restaurant
driver’s room, security system
20 parking spots
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Fereshteh
5th floor, 125 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, spj, billiard table
elevator, storage, parking
$1300
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Mahmoodieh
1th floor, 90 sq.m, 1 Bdr.
furn, spj, beautiful yard
$1000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in North Shariati
4th floor, 75 sq.m 2 Bdrs.
furn, good light, elevator parking,
$700
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Vanak
3th floor, 90 sq.m, 1 Bdr.
furn, parking, $1100
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Elahieh
1th floor, 155 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
furn, balcony, lobby
storage, parking, $1200
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Modern Stadium of
Martyrs of Khuzestan
Football Club (KSC)
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SpaceX launches Starlink satellites
with first reused rocket nose

that on Monday because of high seas, but the
fairing would be fished out of the water later.
The spokesperson also said one of the
satellites may not be working properly, and
it may be deorbited. The Starlink satellites
are designed to deorbit and burn up in the
atmosphere at the end of their lifespan.
SpaceX previously launched 60 Starlink
satellites in May. The launch in May was the
heaviest payload the Falcon 9 ever carried.
Since then, founder and CEO Elon Musk
said he had tested the network, tweeting Oct.
22 that he was “Sending this tweet through
space via Starlink satellite.”
In May, SpaceX engineer Tom Praderio
said the company tested Starlink’s capability
with the Air Force’s Global Lightning program,
demonstrating 600 megabytes per second
of throughput to an aircraft in flight.
SpaceX is one of several big players trying
to start new networks that use thousands of
non-geostationary satellites to offer high-speed
Internet and other types of communication
around the globe. The focus is on boosting
Internet access to rural areas first.

By Paul Brinkmann

SpaceX launched its second batch of 60 of
Starlink satellites on a Falcon 9 rocket from
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida
on Monday morning.
An hour after the 9:56 a.m. launch, the
company showed video of the satellites
deploying successfully in orbit.
The launch was the first time SpaceX has
reused a fairing, or nose cone. The fairing for
this mission previously covered the Arabsat6A satellite the company launched in April.
It was also the first time SpaceX reused a
rocket booster for the fourth time, which
landed and will now be used for a fifth time.
Starlink is SpaceX’s entry into a new
industry, an effort to provide high-speed
reliable Internet service through a network
of hundreds of satellites in low-earth orbit.
The company has plans for up to 30,000
satellites eventually.
A SpaceX spokesperson said ships that
normally attempt to catch the fairing halves
as they fall into the ocean were not doing

Intense gravity makes one galaxy appear in the sky at least 12 times

The smears of light you can see arcing across a new Hubble
photo aren’t strange artefacts or smudges on the space
telescope’s lens. Rather, they’re the light of a galaxy 11
billion light-years away, distorted and replicated by gravity
in the foreground.
At least 12 copies of the galaxy - called PSZ1 G311.6518.48 and nicknamed the Sunburst Arc - streak across the
sky. Thanks to this phenomenon, astronomers can study
it in incredible detail.
Gravity, as we all know, is very attractive. It’s the invisible
and mysterious force that binds the Universe, proportional to
mass. The more mass an object has, the stronger its gravity.
And it’s not just physical matter it attracts; a powerful gravity
well can also divert the path of light.
On galactic scales, this means that something with a lot
of gravity - such as a cluster of galaxies, for example - can
bend and magnify the light of something behind it in the
far distance.
This is called gravitational lensing, an effect predicted by
Einstein. Astronomers regularly use it to study galaxies in the
early Universe that would otherwise be too faint to see well.
And this lensing effect can even duplicate images, making
multiple copies of a faint, distant galaxy. That’s what we’re
seeing with the Sunburst Arc, although with many more
copies than is usual.
Between us and the galaxy, at a distance of 4.6 billion
light-years, is a massive cluster of galaxies that’s bending

and splitting the Sunburst Arc’s light. At least 12 copies
of the galaxy appear in Hubble’s photo, split over four
major arcs - three in the top right and one in the bottom
left of the photo.
Because of the strength of the lensing, the Sunburst
Arc is one of the brightest known lensed galaxies, even at
its great distance. Some of the copies of the galaxy are 10
to 30 times brighter than the actual galaxy itself - which
allows astronomers to make out features as small as 520
light-years across.
That seems pretty big to us, but some star-forming regions
and nebulae can easily spread across that much space. These
structures can then be compared to those in much younger
galaxies, to learn how galaxies have changed over time.

The Hubble images also show that the Sunburst Arc is
analogous to the very first galaxies in the Universe, around
the time of the Epoch of Reionisation, which took place
around 13.3 to 12.8 billion years ago.
Some 300,000 years after the Big Bang, the Universe
was completely opaque, filled with neutral hydrogen. Then,
something came along and ionized the hydrogen, making
the Universe transparent again.
It’s very hard to see things from that time, so it’s proving
tricky to figure out the exact mechanisms that took place
during the Epoch.
Astronomers think it was radiation from the first stars
and galaxies that worked this magic, but there’s a problem:
the high-energy radiation required to ionize the hydrogen
needed to have been able to escape galaxies without being
absorbed by the interstellar medium. Only a small number
of galaxies have been found to do this.
The Sunburst Arc contains a clue, however. It shows
that some photons can “leak” through narrow channels in
neutral medium that has a lot of gas.
The more we learn about the Epoch of Reionisation, the
more it seems there had to have been a number of contributing
factors. The way photons leak from the Sunburst Arc is unlikely
to have been solely responsible, but it could have been a
pretty important contributor.
All that from some smudged galactic light in the sky!
(Source: sciencealert.com)

Scientists find which exoplanets could
host alien life

Hubble captures a dozen sunburst arc
doppelgangers

Scientists have found which planets could be
home to alien life – and which are probably
not – as part of a pioneering new study.
The new research aims to help narrow
down the worlds that astronomers must
comb through as they attempt to find
extraterrestrial life.
Scientists already know about a vast
number of exoplanets, or worlds beyond
our solar system: Telescopes have helped
us catalogue thousands already, with
many more to come. But it is far more
difficult to know what conditions might
be like on those planets, since they are
so different.
In order to narrow that down, the
researchers behind the new study combined
a variety of data to understand how habitable
planets around M dwarf stars – which make
up 70 per cent of those in our galaxy –
might be. Planets around M dwarf stars
are thought to be the most likely place for
us to find alien life, because they are so
common and therefore easier to find.
The study helped them redefine our
understanding of whether a planet could
be habitable, adding new questions to be
asked of planets by taking into account
the radiation coming from a star and how
the planets rotate.
That in turn helped them understand
how the radiation coming from a star
heats up or cools down the atmosphere
of a rocky planet. That will help us know
whether there might be water on a world,
and thereby know whether it is possible
that life grows there.
Among other discoveries, the researchers
discovered that only worlds around active
stars lose significant water as it turns to
vapor. Those planets around more quiet

Astronomers using the NASA/ESA Hubble
Space Telescope have observed a galaxy in
the distant regions of the Universe which
appears duplicated at least 12 times on the
night sky. This unique sight, created by strong
gravitational lensing, helps astronomers get a
better understanding of the cosmic era known
as the epoch of reionisation.
This new image from the NASA/
ESA Hubble Space Telescope shows
an astronomical object whose image
is multiplied by the effect of strong
gravitational lensing. The galaxy, nicknamed
the Sunburst Arc, is almost 11 billion lightyears away from Earth and has been lensed
into multiple images by a massive cluster
of galaxies 4.6 billion light-years away.
The mass of the galaxy cluster is large
enough to bend and magnify the light from
the more distant galaxy behind it. This process
leads not only to a deformation of the light
from the object, but also to a multiplication
of the image of the lensed galaxy.
In the case of the Sunburst Arc the lensing
effect led to at least 12 images of the galaxy,
distributed over four major arcs. Three of
these arcs are visible in the top right of the
image, while one counterarc is visible in the
lower left -- partially obscured by a bright
foreground star within the Milky Way.
Hubble uses these cosmic magnifying
glasses to study objects otherwise too faint
and too small for even its extraordinarily
sensitive instruments. The Sunburst Arc is no
exception, despite being one of the brightest
gravitationally lensed galaxies known.
The lens makes various images of the
Sunburst Arc between 10 and 30 times
brighter. This allows Hubble to view structures
as small as 520 light-years across -- a rare
detailed observation for an object that

stars are more likely to hold onto their
water, and therefore will probably be more
likely homes for alien life.
They also found that those planets that
have thin ozone layers get dangerously high
dosages of UV. That makes them hazardous
for any complex life that might try to thrive
on their surface, even if they might otherwise
appear perfect because of the temperature.
The new research was carried out by
researchers from Northwestern University,
University of Colorado Boulder, NASA’s Virtual
Planet Laboratory and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. It is published this
week in the Astrophysical Journal.
“For most of human history, the
question of whether or not life exists
elsewhere has belonged only within the
philosophical realm,” said Northwestern’s
Howard Chen, the study’s first author.
“It’s only in recent years that we have
had the modeling tools and observational
technology to address this question.”
Now scientists are working out what
planets we should be looking at.
“Still, there are a lot of stars and planets
out there, which means there are a lot of
targets,” said Daniel Horton, senior author
of the study. “Our study can help limit
the number of places we have to point
our telescopes.”
Scientists have the means to detect
water vapor and other important data
for understand whether a life could be
habitable, on board the Hubble Space
Telescope and the soon-to-be-launched
James Webb Space Telescope, which will
scour distant planets for signs that could
indicate life. The new research should help
decide where in the galaxy they are looking.
(Source: The Independent)

distant. This compares reasonably well with
star forming regions in galaxies in the local
Universe, allowing astronomers to study the
galaxy and its environment in great detail.
Hubble’s observations showed that the
Sunburst Arc is an analogue of galaxies
which existed at a much earlier time in the
history of the Universe: a period known
as the epoch of reionisation -- an era
which began only 150 million years after
the Big Bang.
The epoch of reionisation was a key era
in the early Universe, one which ended the
“dark ages,” the epoch before the first stars
were created when the Universe was dark
and filled with neutral hydrogen [3]. Once
the first stars formed, they started to radiate
light, producing the high-energy photons
required to ionize the neutral hydrogen.
This converted the intergalactic matter
into the mostly ionized form in which it
exists today. However, to ionize intergalactic
hydrogen, high-energy radiation from these
early stars would have had to escape their
host galaxies without first being absorbed
by interstellar matter. So far only a small
number of galaxies have been found to “leak”
high-energy photons into deep space. How
this light escaped from the early galaxies
remains a mystery.
The analysis of the Sunburst Arc helps
astronomers to add another piece to the
puzzle -- it seems that at least some photons
can leave the galaxy through narrow
channels in a gas rich neutral medium. This
is the first observation of a long-theorized
process. While this process is unlikely to be
the main mechanism that led the Universe
to become reionized, it may very well have
provided a decisive push.
(Source: Science Daily)
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Galactic fountains and
carousels: Order emerging
from chaos
Scientists from Germany and the United States have unveiled
the results of a newly-completed, state of the art simulation of
the evolution of galaxies. TNG50 is the most detailed large-scale
cosmological simulation yet. It allows researchers to study in detail
how galaxies form, and how they have evolved since shortly after
the Big Bang. For the first time, it reveals that the geometry of the
cosmic gas flows around galaxies determines galaxies’ structures,
and vice versa. The researchers publish their results in two papers
in the journal Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.
Astronomers running cosmological simulations face a fundamental trade-off: with finite computing power, typical simulations so far have been either very detailed or have spanned
a large volume of virtual space, but have so far not been able to
do both. Detailed simulations with limited volumes can model
no more than a few galaxies, making statistical deductions difficult. Large-volume simulations, in turn, typically lack the details
necessary to reproduce many of the small-scale properties we
observe in our own Universe, reducing their predictive power.
The TNG50 simulation, which has just been published, manages to avoid this trade-off. For the first time, it combines the idea
of a large-scale cosmological simulation -- a Universe in a box
-- with the computational resolution of “zoom” simulations, at a
level of detail that had previously only been possible for studies
of individual galaxies.
In a simulated cube of space that is more than 230 million
light-years across, TNG50 can discern physical phenomena that
occur on scales one million times smaller, tracing the simultaneous
evolution of thousands of galaxies over 13.8 billion years of cosmic
history. It does so with more than 20 billion particles representing
dark (invisible) matter, stars, cosmic gas, magnetic fields, and
supermassive black holes. The calculation itself required 16,000
cores on the Hazel Hen supercomputer in Stuttgart, working
together, 24/7, for more than a year -- the equivalent of fifteen
thousand years on a single processor, making it one of the most
demanding astrophysical computations to date.
The first scientific results from TNG50 are published by a team
led by Dr. Annalisa Pillepich (Max Planck Institute for Astronomy, Heidelberg) and Dr. Dylan Nelson (Max Planck Institute
for Astrophysics, Garching) and reveal unforeseen physical phenomena. According to Nelson: “Numerical experiments of this
kind are particularly successful when you get out more than you
put in. In our simulation, we see phenomena that had not been
programmed explicitly into the simulation code. These phenomena
emerge in a natural fashion, from the complex interplay of the
basic physical ingredients of our model universe.”
TNG50 features two prominent examples for this kind of
emergent behavior. The first concerns the formation of “disc”
galaxies like our own Milky Way. Using the simulation as a time
machine to rewind the evolution of cosmic structure, researchers
have seen how the well-ordered, rapidly rotating disc galaxies
(which are common in our nearby Universe) emerge from chaotic,
disorganized, and highly turbulent clouds of gas at earlier epochs.
As the gas settles down, newborn stars are typically found on
more and more circular orbits, eventually forming large spiral
galaxies -- galactic carousels. Annalisa Pillepich explains: “In
practice, TNG50 shows that our own Milky Way galaxy with its
thin disc is at the height of galaxy fashion: over the past 10 billion years, at least those galaxies that are still forming new stars
have become more and more disc-like, and their chaotic internal
motions have decreased considerably. The Universe was much
messier when it was just a few billion years old!”
As these galaxies flatten out, researchers found another emergent
phenomenon, involving the high-speed outflows and winds of gas
flowing out of galaxies. This launched as a result of the explosions
of massive stars (supernovae) and activity from supermassive black
holes found at the heart of galaxies. Galactic gaseous outflows are
initially also chaotic and flow away in all directions, but over time,
they begin to become more focused along a path of least resistance.
In the late universe, flows out of galaxies take the form of two
cones, emerging in opposite directions -- like two ice cream cones
placed tip to tip, with the galaxy swirling at the center. These flows
of material slow down as they attempt to leave the gravitational
well of the galaxy’s halo of invisible -- or dark -- matter, and
can eventually stall and fall back, forming a galactic fountain of
recycled gas. This process redistributes gas from the center of a
galaxy to its outskirts, further accelerating the transformation of
the galaxy itself into a thin disc: galactic structure shapes galactic
fountains, and vice versa.
(Source: Science Daily)

MIT researchers have created
tiny cube robots that swarm
together with a hive mind
It’s the closest thing we’ve seen to real-life Transformers: Robotic blocks that can travel independently, attach themselves
to each other in predefined structures, follow paths and light
sources, and more.
MIT researchers just released video footage of these new M-Blocks
2.0 cubes in action, and we can’t stop watching. They can shuffle
themselves into order, climb up on top of each other, spin in mid-air,
and engage in several more types of hive-like behavior.
This swarming coordination is the big step forward in this latest
batch of bots. Each cube houses a flywheel spinning at 20,000
revolutions per minute, while on the outside are barcodes and
magnets to help the cubes recognize and attach to each other.
Pre-programmed algorithms tell the blocks what they’re supposed to do and how they should be interacting with each other.
«M stands for motion, magnet, and magic,» says computer
scientist Daniela Rus, director of the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL) at MIT.
«‘Motion’, because the cubes can move by jumping. ‹Magnet’,
because the cubes can connect to other cubes using magnets, and
once connected they can move together and connect to assemble
structures. ‹Magic’, because we don’t see any moving parts, and
the cube appears to be driven by magic.»
While the M-Blocks 2.0 might remind us of the Transformer
movies, these cubes could actually have some seriously useful
applications – building bridges and staircases to rescue stranded
people after natural disasters hit.
According to the researchers, scaling up the number of cubes
should be relatively straightforward, too.
A paper on the M-Blocks 2.0 cubes is being presented at the
IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems
in November in Macau.
(Source: sciencealert.com)
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Tens of Russian guests tour
Qazvin historical sites
T O U R I S M TEHRAN — Some 70 Russian artists,

d
e
s
k literati and diplomats on Monday toured
historical sites in Qazvin as part of programs in line with
holding Russia’s cultural week in Iran.
Qazvin was once capital the mighty Persian Empire, under
Safavids, from 1548 to 98.
The Russian group visited Qazvin’s magnificent sites of
Safavid Garden Ensemble and Sa’d al-Saltaneh caravanserai
amongst some others, IRNA reported.

Visits to some cultural centers and museums as well as holding
exhibits and meetings with Persian cultural figures and officials
have been embedded on timeline of the event that is organized by
Russia’s Ministry of Culture in collaboration with Iran’s Islamic
Culture and Relations Organization.
Qazvin’s Safavid Garden Ensemble, locally known as “Dowlatkhaneh Safavi”, was once a royal ensemble and residential
complex for Safavid monarchs. Back in November, a fresh archaeological season yielded to discovery of the remnants of public
bathhouse at the site.
The vast 19th-century Sa’d al-Saltaneh caravanserai shows
off exquisitely crafted wares such as traditional personal ornamentations, paintings, ceramics, carpets and potteries across its
long, vaulted passageways and arcades. It is also houses various
galleries, workshops as well as coffee shops and restaurants,
where visitors hangout.
The six-day Russian cultural event in the Islamic Republic
started in Tehran on November 9.

American Airlines is
dropping its
Baltimore-Phoenix route
American Airlines is shrinking its Baltimore network next year,
ending flights to Phoenix and further solidifying Washington’s
Reagan National Airport as the carrier’s main D.C.-area gateway.
The Oneworld Alliance carrier will end its two daily flights
between Baltimore/Washington (BWI) and Phoenix Sky Harbor
(PHX) on April 6, according to Cirium schedule data and confirmed by American. The airline operates Airbus A320-family
aircraft on the route.
American spokeswoman Andrea Koos said the move was part of
a constant evaluation of supply and demand trends on every route.
The move leaves Ronald Reagan Washington National (DCA)
as the only airport in the Washington-region that American serves
from its Phoenix hub, schedules show.
American has shown a preference to fly to its Washington
National hub over the D.C.-area’s other airports in recent years.
The carrier ended service between Miami (MIA) and Washington
Dulles (IAD) last December, saying the route was underperforming.
(Source: MSN)

ROUND THE GLOBE

Monuments of Oviedo
and the Kingdom of the
Asturias
During the 9th century, the flame of Christianity was kept alive
in the Iberian peninsula in the small Kingdom of the Asturias
where an innovative Pre-Romanesque architectural style was
created that was to play a significant role in the development
of religious architecture of the peninsula.

The Churches of Santa Maria del Naranco, the Camara
Santa of Oviedo Cathedral and San Julian de los Prados located in and around the capital city of Oviedo, are the most
representative examples.
The group also comprises the remarkable structure of hydraulic engineering known as the “Foncalada” that probably
dates back to the first half of the 9th century. Historically,
this group of buildings bears witness to cultural traditions
relating to the Kingdom of the Asturias.
The Foncalada is an outstanding example of hydraulic
engineering of the late Middle Ages in working order, based on
Roman models. The architecture of Santa Maria del Naranco
takes its inspiration from Late Antiquity and Paleo-Byzantine,
as is illustrated in its decorative motifs and iconography, and
also in the design of its façades.
San Miguel de Lillo retains a decor that reflects a complete
record of traditions, expressed in the first original sculpture of
the Kingdom of the Asturias. The Camara Santa of Oviedo Cathedral is a two-storey building similar to the funeral structures
of classical Rome. Indeed, the Camara Santa bears witness to
these Roman models reproduced, by Paleo-Christian architecture for its martyr shrines. Finally, the Santa Cristina de Lena
is a unique example of the pre-Romanesque architecture of the
Asturias because of its interior distribution and layout.
(Source: UNESCO)

Hoz-e Sultan: Discover huge natural
mirror in central Iranian plateau
By Afshin Majlesi
TEHRAN — Iranian landscape, as you probably know,
changes dramatically from region to region; snow-capped
mountains, barren plains and deserts, green valleys, coastal
lands and various-sized islands to name a few.
Traversing along the sun-scorched deserts, you may run
into salt lakes, which have their own charms. The enigmatic
Hoz-e Sultan, is one of those, which resemble a gigantic natural
mirror when a shallow layer of water covers it salt deposits.
Sprawled about 40 kilometers northward of the city of
Qom and adjacent to the Qom – Tehran highway, Hoz-e
Sultan assumes different characteristics, sizes and shapes
in various seasons of the year so that its attractiveness
varies from time to time.
It is composed of two main interconnected segments.
The western part is named after the lake itself and the
eastern one is called Hoz-e Moreh. Both become chockfull
of water in rainy season.
Covering 37,075 hectares with an altitude of about 720
meters above sea level, the lake is considered as one of the
lowest parts of the Iranian plateau.
Shour, Ghara-Chai and Varamin are amongst rivers
that discharge into the lake. The latter come from southern
parts of Tehran Province. Melting snows and some seasonal
rainfalls contribute to the inputs as well.
The region is a haven for some breeds of migratory
birds, majority of them come from the north Caspian
countries. There can be found footprints of houbara, pigeon, grey goose, mallard, duck, ruddy shelduck, stork,
flamingo, falconers, grey goose, stork and different kinds

of eagles. Mammals like rabbit, rat, fox and sometimes
deer can be spotted near the lake.
Surroundings of the lake where species of valuable aerobic

creatures such as algae, bacteria, and mushrooms grow.
Best time for visiting the lake usually spans from late
autumn through early spring.

Italian traveler finds Iran’s bazaars as heavens for photography

T O U R I S M TEHRAN — Angela Corrias, an Itald
e
s
k ian-born Journalist, blogger and photographer who captures daily life mainly in Afghanistan,
Iran and Italy, has found certain traditional bazaars in Iran
as heavens for photography.
“One of my very favorite activities everywhere I go, be it
a destination I know or a new discovery, is to visit the local
markets, and Iran bazaars were just about to become my
favorite photography subject in the Islamic Republic,” she
said in an article posted on “The Chasing the Unexpected”
website on November 11.
“Needless to say, Iran bazaars were a feast of colors,
fragrances, flavors, spices, herbs, blue decorations and,
wait for it, carpets.”
She also refers to studies that have so far been carried out
about Iran bazaars, and reasons behind their magic from
her point of view, saying, “The reason why they never fail
to capture my attention is that nowhere like around these
simple and picturesque shops can you find people from all
walks of life, coming from different districts and belonging
to different social and cultural layers interact with each other
and exchange goods, words, greetings, and tips.”
The core of Corrias’ article revolves around her favorite
bazaars in the country that she describes as below:
The best Iran bazaars to visit in your trip
During my hectic two-week trip to Iran, I visited many
cities, and in each of them, the local bazaar was among the
first attractions I delved into. Here is an initial round-up of
the local markets I visited in five of the main cities I’ve been

Beautiful carpets at Shiraz bazaar
to, in the wait for a full post and more photos for each of
them, to discover their history, their role in the community
and the goodies on sale.
Tehran Grand Bazaar is a huge maze of alleys full of
shops, carriages, merchandise, and customers. Heart of the
city’s economy, it’s believed to play an important role in the
whole country’s economic growth, and if you manage to get
your way through the crowd, you’ll know why. Definitely a
must if you visit the Iranian capital.
Tabriz Bazaar
Not just the average herb, tea and carpet shops here, Tabriz
bazaar is also an important historical place, being the oldest
among Iran bazaars, even declared a World Heritage Site

by UNESCO in 2010 for its major role of commercial hub
along the famed Silk Road. Operative and famous already in
the 13th century, Tabriz bazaar is a fascinating complex of
brick buildings and still one of the best places to buy typical
Tabriz-style carpets.
Isfahan Bazaar
Isfahanis have always known how to treat customers and
make it easier for visitors to find the adored souvenirs. This
is probably why they laid out the city’s bazaar right around
Imam Square, the first attraction every tourist explores when
in Isfahan. This market, too, is very old. Its very first shops
dating back to the 11th century nonetheless, and new areas
being built gradually during the Safavid era.
Shiraz Vakil Bazaar
Shiraz main market, called Bazaar-e Vakil, is located
right in the historical centre in Darb’e Shahzadeh, near
Vakil mosque. Considered a masterpiece of the Zand dynasty, it has brick-vaulted walls as its main architectural
feature. Persian rugs, herbs, a variety of different teas
and the always present khakishir, a popular detoxing
seed-based drink, are only some of the highlights of
Shiraz bazaar.
A lot of blue, termeh, the wonderful silk and wool handwoven fabric traditional from Yazd, goldsmiths, and tiles
are everywhere in this city’s bazaar. Located between Khan
mosque and Khan school, the market is one of the oldest and
most interesting sites in Yazd city center. From handmade
jewellery to exquisitely painted tiles to precious fabrics, in
Yazd, too, you are bound to fork out good cash.

A Captive Spirit: Marina Tsvetaeva’s Russia

T O U R I S M TEHRAN — There are
d
e
s
k more museums dedicated
to Russian and Soviet poet Marina Tsvetaeva
and her family in Russia than to any other
poet. Here is a list of the top places to visit in
Tsvetaeva’s Russia, which are dotted all over
the country, from Tarusa to Feodosia. Let’s
get started, or as the Russians say — Poekhali!
Marina Tsvetaeva Memorial flat
& Museum in Moscow
Marina Tsvetaeva, her husband Sergei
Efron and their two-year-old daughter Ariadna
moved into an apartment on the second floor
of a four-apartment building in Borisoglebsky
Lane in September 1914. The family occupied
the only duplex apartment in the building,
the apartment no. 3, with access to the attic,
and they lived here for eight years.
This is the “House-Ship” with its “Attic
Palace” and its grand old staircase, which
almost had the homely charm of a Russian
manor, that Marina Tsvetaeva considered
her home her entire life. Out of the 15 books
Tsvetaeva published throughout her life, 11
of them were written in this apartment.
In 2017, the Museum underwent reconstruction, the living room was opened to visitors, the “Renegade-Room”, as Tsvetaeva
called it. The house has preserved the spirit of Tsvetaeva’s family life: there are old
photographs, “a mountain of handwritten
papers”, 19th century furniture, porcelain,
toy houses and a gramophone in the corner.
The Museum is open from 12:00 to 19:00
(21:00 on Thursdays) every day except Monday and the last Friday of each month. Adult
ticket cost 200 rubles, and 100 rubles for
people who are eligible for discounts. Thematic and customized tours of the house can
be booked by phone +7 (495) 697-53-69; at
an additional cost of 400 to 500 rubles per
person. On Thursdays at 19:00 and every
Saturday and Sunday at 12:30 there are
sightseeing tours for groups which you do
not need to book in advance, just arrive at
the scheduled time. An audio guide is also
available on the museum’s website.
Tsvetaev Family House-Museum
in Novo-Talitsy
The wooden parish building in the village
of Novo-Talitsy on the banks of the Verguza River near Ivanovo was acquired by
the poet’s grandfather and priest Vladimir
Tsvetaev in 1853. Three generations of the

Tsvetaev family lived there until 1928. Four
Tsvetaev brothers grew up there: Pyotr, Ivan
(who founded and was first Director of the
Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, and he
was Marina’s father), Fedor and Dmitry.
In recent years, the family of Pyotr’s eldest
son have lived there.
The house became the Tsvetaev Family
House-Museum in 1995. Not only can you learn
about how the poet’s family used to live, but you
can also learn about peasant life and the life of
the rural clergy in 19th-century Russia at the
museum. There are also personal belongings,
books, prayer books, and archival photographs
on display there. There are now guided tours
for adults and games for children, as well as
wedding ceremonies held there. On the last
weekend of May every year, the museum hosts
readings of Tsvetaeva’s work.
The museum is open from 11:00 to 17:00
every day except Monday. The entry fee for
adults is 50 rubles, and 20 rubles for schoolchildren and students. A guided excursion
costs 350 rubles.
The museum can be reached on public
transport from the center of Ivanovo on
shuttle buses nos. 119, 121a, 129, and 141 via
Pushkin Square (ploshchad Pushkina), or
on bus no. 111, and 119 from Victory Square
(Ploshchad Pobedy) via Pushkin Square.
Marina Tsvetaeva Memorial Complex in Yelabuga
In August 1941, Marina Tsvetaeva was
evacuated to Yelabuga, where she and her son
Georgy were given a room to rent in the family
home of the Brodelshchikovs. She only lived
in Yelabuga for 11 days — Marina Tsvetaeva

committed suicide 31 August, she could not
go on living like this.
The interior of the rooms in the Marina
Tsvetaeva Memorial Complex have been
faithfully restored. Her beret lies on top of
her unpacked suitcases, and a knitted blanket is thrown over the couch. You can feel
the “eternal twilight and eternal bells”. The
most valuable of the collection’s exhibits is
a French notebook with a Moroccan leather
binding, which was taken out of the pocket
of her apron after the tragedy.
This house and museum are part of
Yelabuga’s Memorial Complex, which also
includes Marina Tsvetaeva Square (Ploshchad
Mariny Ivanovny Tsvetaevoy) with a bronze
monument, the poet’s grave and a cultural
center in her name.
The house and museum Yelabuga’s
Marina Tsvetaeva Memorial Complex
are on 20 Malaya Pokrovskaya Street.
The museum is open from 9:00 to 18:00
every day except Monday.
Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaeva
Museum in Feodosia
Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaeva lived
in Feodosia between October 17, 1913 and
June 1, 1914. The exhibition in the town’s
museum is devoted to this period in the
lives of the two sisters. The rooms contain
the family’s personal belongings, their
writings, unique photographs and books.
This museum and apartment attempts to
recreate the atmosphere of Feodosia before
the war, “full of cozy families, friendly festive
gatherings, the expectations of guests, and
naive admiration for talent.”
“This is a fairy tale by Gauf, a piece of
Constantinople... and we have realized —
Marina and I — that Feodosia is a magical
city, and that we have fallen in love with it
forever,” Anastasia Tsvetaeva wrote in Memoirs (Vospominaniya).
In summer, the museum is open seven
days a week from 10:00 to 18:00; and from
12:00 to 20:00 on Fridays (the ticket office
closes at 19:15). In winter, it is open from
10:00 to 16:00, and is closed on Mondays.
Tickets cost 80 rubles for adults, and 50
rubles for children and students, which
includes a tour.
Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaeva
Literature and Art Museum in Alexandrov
Marina Tsvetaeva had her “Alexandrov

summer” in 1916, while her younger sister
Anastasia was living in the city with her
husband Maurice Mintz. He worked on a
construction site for a local military factory. The family rented a dilapidated house
built in the first half of the 19th century on
the outskirts of Alexandrov — a town in the
Vladimir Region.
“Little hut on the water’s edge (and what
is there in this town that is not on the edge?),
facing with its porch the ravine. A small wooden hut, like Baba Yaga’s. In winter — only
the oven (with forks, with a hearth!), in the
summer — only wild life: greenery, growing
in through the window,” wrote Tsvetaeva.
The house in where the Tsvetaev family
once lived is now in disrepair. The museum exhibition is located in the neighboring building — in the Lebedev house.
It recreates the atmosphere of Russian
poetry’s Silver Age, with early 20th-century furniture, German Bechstein pianos
and archival photographs. Almost none
of Tsvetaeva’s personal belongings are
on display there, with the exception of a
desk where she had sat and written poetry.
This is a “museum of metaphors”, where
each exhibit is a reflection of something
in Tsvetaeva’s work.
The museum is open daily from 8:30 to
17:00, except on Mondays and Tuesdays.
Tarussky Museum of Tsvetaeva’s
Family
Marina and Anastasia Tsvetaeva spent
their winters in the town of Tarusa between
1907 and 1910. The sisters lived in the socalled “House of Thio”, bought in 1899
by their maternal grandfather Alexander
Danilovich Mein. The house is on 30 Rosa
Luxemburg Street.
The museum displays furniture from the
house in Moscow (in Trekhprudny Lane)
where Marina Tsvetaeva was born, as well
as items belonging to the poet, her relatives,
loved ones, and friends from Tarus.
Once every two years in October, the museum hosts scholarly readings of the poet’s
work, and celebrates a day dedicated to Marina
Tsvetaeva every year on the first Saturday
of October.
The museum is open from 10:00 to 17:00,
except on Mondays and the last Friday of
each month.
(Russian sources)
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Risks and advantages of
selling Aramco stocks
By Omid Shokri
TEHRAN (MNA) – The Saudi government
plans to sell 2% of state oil giant Aramco
in a domestic listing on December 11, but
restrictions on future share sales mean an
international IPO is ruled out for at least a year.
The important point is that a single administration, directly under the supervision
of the King of Saudi Arabia and headed by
the King’s son, will direct and control the
process so that all officials who come to work
in different years will need to advance in
2030’s strategic direction.
In line with the principles and plans outlined in the 2030 vision plan, Saudi Arabia
will be a serious competitor in attracting
foreign investment to the countries of the
Middle East and North Africa, including
Iran. According to the Economist, a 2030
program that has greatly increased expectations includes selling a small portion of the
Aramco Saudi Company, the world’s largest oil company, creating the world’s largest
investment support fund for activities in a
wide range of capital markets, creating more
employment for women. And focus more
on the dynamics of non-oil industries from
mining to military hardware. These goals
are radical in a country where 90 percent
of the government’s oil revenues have been
supplied over the years and its budget deficit
has reached 13.5 percent of GDP since the
oil price cut (2016). The kingdom, as the
country that pays the third largest military
budget in the world, spends only 2% of the
cost of arms purchases inside the country.
The consequences of selling 2% of state
oil giant Aramco in a domestic listing, one
of the first steps in process in reaching 2030
strategic program, will be intimidating for
policymakers and may intensify internal
disputes; nevertheless, stock sales may be
the beginning of a wave that is a model for
other governments with similar challenges
in the region.

Energy analysts believe Aramco will face
some difficulties in the Riyadh stock exchange.
Advantages of Aramco in contrast with
other oil companies
There are important factors in Aramco’s
superiority over other oil giants, some of which
are mentioned below:
1. Aramco has a stronger financial resource
than big oil companies like Shell -Exxon-BP.
2. Due to its large financial resources, the
company is able to invest in upstream oil and
gas projects. The company has invested in the
refinery project of major energy-consuming
countries, such as India and China.
3. The debt-to-equity ratio of the company
is lower than that of the oil giants listed in
case one.
4- The high ability to produce oil and gas
liquids with different grades; Excessive oil
reserves and very low production costs (the
cost of oil extraction in some oilfields is very
cheap; in some oilfields, the price of oil does
not exceed ten dollars before reaching a barrel. Aramco Proven Oil Reserves: total 268.5

billion barrels, even bigger than previously
known - Aramco in 2018 had a net refining
capacity of 3.1 million barrels per day.)
5-High investment in oil and gas value
chains such as refineries and petrochemicals.
Risks
The first risk is the return on your investment. We deal with frozen numbers for
this. Aramco has guaranteed that it will give
shareholders at least $ 75 billion in annual
profits from 2020 to year 2024, and even if
the company’s net income does not reach
this level, the company will take away the
share from the kingdom.
The geopolitical risk is how much the
stock price will increase if there is a more
serious attack on the Aramco plant again. In
this case, there is no guarantee that Aramco
shares will not be affected by these accidents.
The risks of global warming and climate
change are already gaining more attention
and the rules for oil companies will become
more difficult every day. This will lead to
the devaluation of stocks of large oil com-

panies, which do not invest well in gas and
renewable energy.
The risk of changing Saudi Arabian laws:
More than 90% of Aramco’s income-generating assets are in Saudi Arabia and Saudi
Arabian laws, the arrest of oil billionaires,
changes in laws and tax and loyalty share, and
Jamal Khashoggi murder poses a significant
risk to Aramco’s shareholders.
Comparing new technologies and renewable oil energy unit prices above shows that
the future of investing in oil is very risky.
However, the implementation of this major
program depends on oil revenues and the
country’s ability to obtain investment from
abroad. Saudi Arabia’s oil marketing strategy, on the other hand, continues to expand
investments in the refineries of countries
with high demand potential, particularly
in China. The results of the sale of Aramco
shares, one of the first steps in this process,
will be intimidating for policymakers and
may intensify internal disputes; nevertheless,
stock sales may be the beginning of a wave
that has been a model for other governments
with similar challenges in the region.
De-escalation foreign policy with active
energy diplomacy may help Saudi be successful
in achieving the aims of 2030 programs and
Aramco go to the stock market to publish
and sell shares. Saudi Arabia also needs to
prioritize financial transparency because it
is very important for foreign investors. The
relevant trade law should be more attractive
to the investor and did not change it after it
was amended.
The prospect document proposes that half
of this purchase amount be spent in Saudi
Arabia by 2030.Saudi Arabia needs to enter
a free trade and investment cycle, and the
free participation of tourists and the smooth
implementation of international law, such
as transparency and secular economic procedures, but most of these cases are rejected
by clerics who have resigned from the world
for decades.

Trump avowed enemy of EU: Italian analyst
TEHRAN (Tasnim) – A senior fellow with the Transatlantic
Program of the Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI) said US
President Donald Trump is an “avowed enemy” of Europe
as he sees the bloc as a “potential rival power” and that is
why he prefers a “fragmented Europe”.
“I agree with Marcon’s point that modern Europe was
built to be America’s junior partner, and I agree that the US
commitment to Europe has now become more ambivalent
and more uncertain,” Alcaro told Tasnim in an interview.
He added, “Trump is an avowed enemy of the European
Union, which he sees as a trade competitor and a potential
rival power of the US. Future presidents will have to decide
whether they want a weaker, loyal Europe (? la Bush), a
stronger but more autonomous Europe (? la Obama), or a
fragmented Europe (? la Trump)”.
Riccardo Alcaro is Research Coordinator and Head of the
Global Actors Programme of the Istituto Affari Internazionali.
His main area of expertise is transatlantic relations, with
a special focus on US and European policies in Europe’s
surrounding regions. Riccardo has been a visiting fellow at
the Center on the United States and Europe of the Brookings
Institution in Washington and a fellow of the EU-wide program European Foreign and Security Policy Studies (EFSPS).
He holds a summa-cum-laude PhD from the University of
Tübingen. He is the author of Europe and Iran’s Nuclear Crisis
(Palgrave Macmillan 2018) and editor of The Liberal Order
and its Contestations (Routledge 2018) and The West and
the Global Power Shift (Palgrave Macmillan 2016).
Following is the full text of the interview:
French President Emanuel Macron recently proposed a
bleak vision of Europe’s future and its possible disappearance.
Later, in an interview with The Economics, he explained, “I’m
trying to face the facts. Personally, I think Europe is a miracle.
This continent has the greatest geographical concentration
of cultural and linguistic diversity. Which explains why, for
almost two millennia, Europe was rocked by constant civil
wars.” Do you believe so?
A: The European Union, that is, a system of interstate
relations that has willingly transitioned from a fundamentally
competitive pattern into a long-term cooperative pattern
based on common norms, rules, and institutions, is indeed
a historical novelty - a ‘miracle’ even, in the sense that it has
no precedents.
Elsewhere in the interview, Macron referred to a shift
in the US policy in the past years, saying, “Moreover, Europe
was basically built to be the Americans’ junior partner. That
was what lay behind the Marshall Plan from the beginning.

And this went hand in hand with a benevolent United States,
acting as the ultimate guarantor of a system and of a balance
of values, based on the preservation of world peace and the
domination of Western values. There was a price to pay for
that, which was NATO and support to the European Union.
But their position has shifted over the past 10 years, and it
hasn’t only been the Trump administration. You have to
understand what is happening deep down in American policy-making. It’s the idea put forward by President Obama:
‘I am a Pacific president’.” What are your thoughts on this?
A: I agree with Marcon’s point that modern Europe was
built to be America’s junior partner, and I agree that the US
commitment to Europe has now become more ambivalent
and more uncertain. I’m not so convinced that the US will
abandon Europe because it gains massively from having
the loyalty of a number of wealthy countries such as the
European ones, but now the prospect is no longer just an
academic hypothesis. Even if the US remains committed to
Europe, however, its approach will continue to be fraught
with ambivalence, as the US oscillates between a desire for a
loyal Europe (which involves greater dependence on the US,
so a weaker Europe), and a desire for a Europe more capable
of contributing to international security and economic stability, which involves a more autonomous Europe. George
W. Bush leaned towards the first option. On the contrary,
Obama’s self-depiction as a Pacific president presupposed
a transatlantic relationship in which Europe would be more
capable of autonomous action. In other words, Obama was
willing to give more leeway to the Europeans, because he was
convinced that a strong Europe, even if more autonomous
from the US, would most of the times make a common front
with the US or be at any rate to the advantage of the US.
Regrettably, Europe was not yet ready to become the kind
of partner Obama had in mind. Trump is an avowed enemy

of the European Union, which he sees as a trade competitor
and a potential rival power of the US. Future presidents will
have to decide whether they want a weaker, loyal Europe
(? la Bush), a stronger but more autonomous Europe (? la
Obama), or a fragmented Europe (? la Trump).
In another part of the interview, Macron discussed
ways to build “European sovereignty” and also referred to
the “brain death of NATO”. He said, “... things are changing;
we need to keep explaining this. There is a deep current of
thought that was structured in the period between 1990 and
2000 around the idea of the ‘end of history’, of a limitless
expansion of democracy, of the triumph of the West as a
universal value system. That was the accepted truth at the
time, until the 2000s, when a series of shocks demonstrated that it wasn’t actually so true. So I think the first thing
to do is to regain military sovereignty. I pushed European
defense issues to the forefront as soon as I took office, at the
European level, at the Franco-German level.” Can you please
explain what Macron means by “European sovereignty” and
the “brain death of NATO”?
A: NATO is ‘brain-dead’ according to Macron because it
hasn’t been the place where the transatlantic partners collectively discuss their common interests, shared objectives and
joint strategies (so there’s no ‘thinking’, no brain, capacity in
NATO). But Macron’s point is that with a US president who
considered NATO outdated such as Trump, the Alliance is
in a coma but can wake up in the future under another president. Irrespective of this, Macron has a point in warning the
Europeans that they need to become more capable of exerting
power and playing the geopolitical game if they want to avoid
being squeezed between the US and China (and Russia). In
order to do that, Europe has to use its trade and market size
also as geopolitical instruments (it has to be a regulatory
power), coordinate more diplomatically (diplomatic power), and eventually develop military capabilities (military
power). It’s a process that will take time, particularly on the
military front, but is indeed warranted if Europe wants to
maintain an ability to carve out an autonomous room for
foreign policy action.
In an address to the UN’s International Labour Organization back in June, Macron denounced “capitalism gone
mad”, while urging enhanced social protections in a global
economy plagued by inequality. What do you think about this?
A: I think market forces need better antitrust, environmental and data protection regulations, and more protection of workers’ rights. In this regard, I see where Macron’s
comments come from.

The coup in Bolivia shines yet more dark light on America
People who are by nature cruel and
1
lacking compassion, feeling themselves exceptional, like oligarchs, never learn…until
they are strung up on lamp posts and finally
destroyed, as has happening time and again
in history in various locations.
It may be hard to believe, but the U.S.,
which is largely controlled by multi-billionaire
oligarchs (and this is a phenomenon that has
been building for 30 or 40 years) under an
increasing “neoliberal” regime (and not just
in the U.S.), may see a day when even they
will see their fortunes vanish both materially
and socially. Lamp posts likely await them,
too, when things become unbearable for the
95 percent of the citizenry. For the privileged,

greed really is bottomless for most of this class
of people. They live in a fantasy world. But
of course there are exceptions. Yet the U.S.
aims for resources overseas that it does not
control – like Venezuela’s oil, like Bolivia’s as
yet mostly untapped lithium, like Afghanistan’s
riches, and much more.
Which begs the question whether it was
a good idea that President Rouhani told the
world this week that Iran has discovered an
additional 53 billion barrels of oil. Even if only
25 percent of this can be eventually extracted,
it’s fabulous. Iran IS wealthy, fabulously so
in every respect, especially in its people, except that for now it can’t market its petroleum
wealth. Maybe that is a good thing temporarily,

for Iran appears to be growing other industry,
including the growth and export of saffron to
name just one item.
Meanwhile, as risky as it may be, Iran has
allegedly “blown past” uranium enrichment
levels mandated by the JCPOA. This is absurd. Iran is allegedly enriching uranium up
to levels of 4.5 percent. That nowhere close to
bomb material at over 90 percent. The JCPOA
permits 3.6 percent, allegedly. The IAEA and
the European signatories to the JCPOA are
concerned and want Iran to go back to the
limits of the deal. This includes limits on the
size of the stockpile of enriched material, too,
which is currently, according to reports, less
than 100 kilos above that limit.

However, Iran is doing just what it said
it would and no more -- inching away from
the JCPOA because the signatories of the
JCPOA, the Europeans, have done virtually
nothing, cowards that they are, to stand up
to the Trump mobsters and realize that their
long-term interests reside east of the Bosporus. At least Nordstream 2 is soon going
to be a delivering fact. Europe did not back
down to U.S opposition to that, and should
have stood by Iran when Trump, caving to
Netanyahu, abandoned the JCPOA. As far as
many observers are concerned, particularly
after the U.S.- coup in Bolivia, Iran is doing just
the right things and the world, literally, prays
that pariah America falls on its own swords.
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Is NATO “Brain Dead”?
TEHRAN (FNA)— French President Emmanuel Macron has called NATO “brain dead”.
Maria Zakharova, spokeswoman of Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, couldn’t agree more. She hailed
Macron’s assessment as “golden words.” While German
Chancellor Angela Merkel claimed it to be too drastic,
and Secretary General of NATO Jens Stoltenberg insisted
that the organization is “important, critical.”
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo echoed Merkel
and Stoltenberg’s words with a warning that “one of
the most important” military alliance “in all recorded
history” could become “ineffective or obsolete.”
Maybe that’s one too many adjectives.
When something can be described as both irrelevant
and indispensable, you can be sure the description isn’t
on point. With the use of exaggerated phrases, politicians are ignoring what’s really causing the alliance to
tumble, and that is America’s endless wars and public
sentiment. The fundamental creed that “an attack against
one ally is considered an attack against all allies” has
been waning.
A YouGov poll conducted in 2019 found that Europeans are committed to the idea of coming to their
allies’ defense, except when specific countries’ names
are mentioned. For example, a majority of the French
and the German do not want to defend Turkey and Romania. Only 32 percent of Germans would defend the
US while 42 percent object to it. When the commitment
for the entire alliance to protect one country becomes
a commitment depending on which country has been
attacked, the alliance, in fact, is no longer legitimate.

Americans are lukewarm about the organization as
well. In a Gallup poll, six percent of Americans want to
leave NATO, 16 percent want to decrease US involvement, while 57 percent want to keep the involvement
at the same level. Keeping it at the same level would
only mean that the public support in Europe would be
allowed to drop further.
In electoral politics, public opinion is the force behind policy directions. When people no longer commit
to the organization’s purpose, politicians wouldn’t be
able to resuscitate it. Especially, at the current moment,
NATO isn’t providing them with enough confidence to
believe in it.
NATO was created on the premise of protecting Europe. However, since the end of the Cold War, NATO
has evolved beyond a security alliance, and has become
responsible for being a geopolitical symbol for the West,
for peacekeeping, for initiating wars when they were
blocked by the United Nations. There are just too many
titles the organization is assuming, and the organization
is spread too thin.
Also, it was reported by European Council on Foreign Relations that around 40 percent of young voters
in Europe worry about potential conflict breaking out
between member states within a decade. When they
are already afraid of a potential conflict, governments
shouldn’t be giving the fear anymore ammunition.And
yet, that’s exactly what the governments have been doing. First of all, and in public opinion, Europe’s reliance
on Russian gas supply isn’t comforting in an age when
Russian skepticism is reaching new heights.
Secondly, when Europe attempted to stop Turkey’s
military operation in Syria in fear of creating more
instability, President Erdogan told the Europeans to
stop or he will allow millions of refugees to pass into
Europe. What is the real security threat to Europe?
The situation in Syria? Refugees? Or Turkey, one of
the most important members in NATO?
NATO’s performance as the guardian of peace on the
European continent isn’t helpful to its own survival.
Yet, the fact that it has just sent its first counter-hybrid
warfare team to Montenegro when most of the world
are still trying to figure out what this warfare is shows
that it is far from “brain dead.”
So, what is NATO? This is the real question that needs
to be answered. The answer shouldn’t be a bunch of
immaterial adjectives, but a solid commitment to what
the organization’s alleged design was, which is peace
and security and NOT WAR!!!

Trump does not have mercy
on Johnson either!
1
Although Trump has once again introduced
Johnson as the right person for the post of prime minister, any effort by Johnson if he wins the election to
broker a Brexit deal with Europe will lead to the U.S.
president’s further attack on him. In fact, Trump refers
to articles in the deal that guarantee London’s continued affiliation with the EU over the coming years.
Trump has said that London-Brussels agreement is
too bad and unacceptable, but, at the same time he is
unhappy with Corbyn as potential game changer in
British politics. Although Washington’s interference
in Britain’s internal affairs is a result of behavior by
both the Labor and Conservative parties which have
been dancing to the U.S. tune in recent decades, the
U.S. president’s remarks suggests that he only asks
no-deal hard Brexit from Britain’s prime minister.
Obviously, Johnson’s failure to meet Trump’s demand
will be the end of two politicians’ honeymoon.
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Tehran Municipality holding
program on Islamic unity week
S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — Tehran Municipality is holding
d
e
s
k a special program to celebrate the Islamic
unity week on November 11-14, ISNA news agency reported.
The program called Bahar-e Mehrabani (literally meaning
spring of kindness) includes holding six workshops on various
issues, setting up booths for
children and teenagers, holding radio and musical shows,
narration and poetry events,
holding a carnival of giant
puppets, and theater focusing on prophet Muhammad
(PBUH).
The “Great Salawat Feast”
is another program that will be
held on November 13 with the
participation of 1,700 Iranian
and foreign guests to promote
Salawat to the Prophet and
his holy family.
Several different exhibitions and festivals will be also
held during the 4-day event.
The Islamic unity week
refers to a ceremony held every year both by Sunnis and
Shia. The event is held between two dates of the birthday of
prophet Muhammad (PBUH). One of the dates is narrated
by Sunnis and the other narrated by Shia.
Marked first time in Iran in mid-1980s, the ‘unity week’ has
become a permanent annual event in many Muslim countries.

Mouse deer species not seen for
nearly 30 years is found alive
A distinctly two-tone mouse deer that was feared lost to science
has been captured on film foraging for food by camera traps set
up in a Vietnamese forest.
The pictures of the rabbit-sized animal, also known as the
silver-backed chevrotain, are the first to be taken in the wild and
come nearly 30 years after the last confirmed sighting.
“We had no idea what to expect, so I was surprised and overjoyed when we checked the camera traps and saw photographs of
a chevrotain with silver flanks,” said An Nguyen, a scientist and
expedition team leader at Global Wildlife Conservation (GWC).
“Discovering that it is, indeed, still out there is the first step
in ensuring we don’t lose it again, and we’re moving quickly now
to figure out how best to protect it,” he said.
The silver-backed chevrotain is a half-painted beast. Behind
the russet head, neck and front legs lies a silver-grey body and hind
legs rounded off by a white, grizzled bottom. Though probably
preyed on by leopards, wild dogs and pythons, scientists fear
that snares laid by hunters have pushed the species to the brink
of extinction. Despite the name, they are neither mice nor deer,
but the world’s smallest ungulate, or hoofed animal.
Nguyen and his team began their search by interviewing villagers
and government forest rangers in provinces of Vietnam where
the animals had previously been spotted. Some recalled seeing
grey chevrotains, suggesting the species might not have died
out in the wild.
Based on the information, the scientists installed three
camera traps in a lowland forest in southern Vietnam. Over
five months, they captured 275 photos of the animal. These
were classified as 72 separate events, since multiple photos
taken within the space of an hour are considered one event.
Buoyed by the sightings, the researchers set up a further 29
cameras in the same area and took 1,881 more photographs,
comprising 208 independent events. It is unclear how many
individual animals the photographs represent.
(Source: The Guardian)

WORDS IN THE NEWS
North Korean defection
(March 18, 2002)
A group of 25 asylum seekers from North Korea have arrived in
South Korea after bursting into the Spanish Embassy in Beijing
last Thursday and asking to be sent to South Korea. This report
from Caroline Gluck:
This is the biggest group of North Koreans to defect en masse since
the end of the Korean war nearly fifty years ago. The North Koreans
will spend their first few days in a safe house, where they will
receive medical checks and be debriefed by officials. They will
then be taken to a government-run rehabilitation centre to help
them adjust to their new lives in the South. The group made a
dramatic bid for freedom last week, bursting into the Spanish
embassy in Beijing and asking to be sent to South Korea.
It’s the second major defection by North Koreans in Beijing within
a year and it’s bound to have repercussions. Human rights
groups worry that there may be a further crackdown against
North Korean escapees by the Chinese authorities. In general China
does not consider them as refugees but economic migrants and
has repatriated those caught on its territory under a bilateral
treaty with North Korea.
As many as two to three-hundred-thousand North Koreans
are thought to be hiding in China having escaped their country
because of serious food shortages or for political reasons. South
Korea’s Ministry of Unification is already reviewing its policy
on how best to handle the increasing number of defectors, with
arrivals roughly doubling each year.

Words

to defect: to leave your own country for another one for political
reasons
en masse: if a group of people do something en masse, they do
it together
be debriefed: if someone is debriefed, they are asked to report
to officials
made a dramatic bid for freedom: tried to get free in an
extreme way
it’s bound to have repercussions: it’s certain to cause some
bad effects at a later time
a crackdown: a strong official action to punish those who break the law
a bilateral treaty: an official agreement signed between two
parties (here it’s between China and North Korea)
repatriated: when you repatriate someone, you send them back
to their own country
roughly: approximately, about
(Source: BBC)
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Meeting of ECO heads of meteorological
organizations held in Tehran
1
It is necessary to counter the adverse
effects of climate change and enhance natural disasters management in cooperation
with international specialized agencies using
World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
resources,” she explained.
She further suggested that ECO members should apply the knowledge and experience gained by other countries regarding
climate-related disaster management, because natural disasters know no geographical
boundaries.
Climate change, soil erosion, and human
over-exploitation of Earth’s natural resources are among the major causes of disasters
such as floods, sand and dust storms which
have so far displaced millions of people,
she lamented.
Considering the necessity of monitoring
and predicting climate-related incidents in the
region, she noted that IMO has tried its best
to identify, warn, and manage these disasters.
Establishment of ECO-RCRM, beside the
other national centers indicate a growing
interest in climate issues in Iran, showing
that people, experts and officials have become
more sensitive to climate issues, she stated.
IMO as one of the main bodies responsible
for the issue of climate change in the country
has always been monitoring events caused by
climate change in the context of international
interests are closely interrelated, she said.
Taj Bakhsh expressed hope that multilateral
cooperation boosts in the shadow of active ECO
member states contributions, concluding, this
meeting can pave the way for further cooperation
in natural disaster risk reduction.
Agriculture sector most vulnerable to natural disasters
Seyed Yahya Akhlaghi, deputy secretary
general of ECO, for his part said that agriculture heavily reliant on weather, climate, land
and water for its ability to thrive, which is
particularly vulnerable to natural disasters.
One the most direct ways in which natural
disasters affect agriculture sector is through

reduced production, which brings direct financial loss to farmers cascading along the
entire value chain, and affecting agricultural
growth and rural livelihood, he explained.
The rising occurrence of weather extremes
will have more and more negative impacts
on agriculture because critical thresholds are
already being exceeded, he noted, adding, the
agriculture sector often endures long-lasting
and multi-pronged consequences such as loss
of harvest and livestock, disease outbreaks
and destruction of rural infrastructure and
irrigation system.
Droughts can have many devastating effects on communities and the environment,
and also increases insect infestation, pest
and plant diseases that cause damages to
plant and animal species, wildlife habitat,

air and water quality, loss of biodiversity,
Akhlaghi also added.
He went on to note that on the social front,
the fall in farmers’ income entails a ripple
effect, in addition to increased unemployment,
adding, faced with the drought impacts, many
people will flee a drought-stricken area in
search of a new home with better water and
food supplies.
Moreover, the population growth as well
as rapid economic development have sharply
raised the demand for water, to an extent
that most of ECO member states are facing
severe water shortages.
These are enough reasons for drought
mitigation and management to be high among
ECO’s priorities, he highlighted.
The human food chain is already under

continuous threat from an alarming increase
in the number of pests and diseases outbreaks,
he said, noting, climate change is also exacerbating the situation.
So, risk management must become an
integral part of modern agriculture, he stated.
As resource become increasingly scarce,
objective evidence is needed to effectively
target our investments in resilience, preparedness and mitigation, he also said.
“Agriculture contributes to over 10 percent
of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the
ECO region while agricultural exports reach
almost 10 percent of total exports.
On the other hand, it employs around 32
percent of economically active segment of
the population in the region, according to
statistics released in 20018.
Although value added of agriculture is not
as much as industry and services sectors, it
creates employment opportunities for one
third of the total population (almost half of
the Eco region population live in rural areas).
Drought management was identified as a
priority area for regional cooperation within
“support to the regional center for risk management of natural disasters” of the regional
program for food security.
Therefore, the ECO-RCRM has a vital role
to promote cooperation between the member states for effective risk management of
natural disasters especially in the fields of
meteorology, climatology, hydrology and
climatic disasters,” Akhlaghi explained.
He went on to suggest that public private partnership is needed to foster effective
disaster risk management systems, so the
member states have the opportunity to work
together in their commitment to a safer future for the development of agriculture and
rural livelihoods.
Building a more holistic and ambitious
disaster-resilience framework for agriculture
is crucial to ensuring sustainable development
which is the base for adaptation to climate
change as enshrined in ECO Vision 2050.

Iranian students shine at RoboCup Asia Pacific 2019

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN – Two Iranian students mand
e
s
k aged to win first place in the individual
section and second place in the group section of RoboCup
Asia Pacific 2019 Rescue and Humanoid competition.
The event was held in Moscow, Russia, on November
6 to 11, attended by different countries such as Iran, UAE,
Korea, China, Japan, Taiwan and India.
Ali Sina Emami and Kiarash Mafi after competing with
teams from Korea, China, Taiwan and Japan won the first
place in individual competition and the second place in
group competition, IRIB reported on Monday.
RoboCup Asia Pacific (RCAP) is a super-regional
headquarter representing the RoboCup Federation coordinating RoboCup activities in the Asia Pacific region.
RCAP headquarters is located in Singapore.

RoboCup (Originally called as Robot World Cup
Initiative) is an international research and education

initiative. It is an attempt to foster AI and intelligent
robotics research by providing a standard problem
where wide range of technologies can be integrated
and examined, as well as being used for integrated
project-oriented education.
While soccer game is used as a standard problem where
broad-range of efforts will be concentrated and integrated,
competition is only a part of RoboCup activity. Current
activities of the RoboCup consists of technical conferences,
RoboCup international competitions and conferences,
RoboCup challenge programs, education programs, and
infrastructure development.
Currently, RoboCup leagues has five major domains
of RoboCupSoccer, RoboCupRescue, RoboCup@Home,
RoboCup@Work, and RoboCup Junior.

Moth populations in steady decline in Britain, study finds
Moths are declining in abundance by 10%
each decade in Britain but the average weight
of moths caught in traps is still double what
it was in 1967, according to a new study.
Researchers studying the biomass of moths
caught in the world’s longest-running insect
survey said their findings suggested that if
there had been an “insect armageddon” in
Britain, it had occurred before scientific recording began in 1967.
Rather than a precipitous recent decline,
scientists at the University of York found that
moth populations had boomed following the
1976 heatwave – and moth biomass today was
still twice as high as 1967 levels – but there had
been a steady decline in abundance since 1982.
The lead author of the new analysis said

this slump in moth populations since the
1980s fitted with other insect studies showing
more dramatic recent declines.
“It’s absolutely not the case that everything
is fine,” said Dr Callum Macgregor. “We do
know that insects are in long-term decline as
a whole, and also that the majority of insect
species are declining.
“The concerning thing about the decline is that
it’s over a 35-year period and there’s no real sign
that that long-term declining trend is reversing.
“Having said that, the implication of a phrase
like ‘insect Armageddon’ is that it’s an end-of-days
scenario and it’s almost hopeless, and I don’t think
it is hopeless. There is still time and opportunity
for us to turn things around and make positive
changes in the way we use our land.”

The study, published in Nature Ecology and
Evolution, calculated the biomass of moths caught
in 34 light traps which have operated every night
for at least 30 years in the long-running Rothamsted Insect Survey, which began in 1967.
Biomass is an important measure because
it signals the quantity of moths available to
pollinate plants and provide food for birds,
bats and small mammals. Researchers believe
that moth declines are likely to mirror falls
in the populations of other flying insects.
Two common causes given for the decline
of moths are agricultural intensification and
light pollution in urban areas.
The study found that traps in urban areas
and on arable land had caught a far lower abundance of moths than grassland and woodland.

Between 1983 and 2017, the average weight
of moths caught in a woodland trap each
year was 81,889 milligrams. In a grassland
trap it was 44,828mg and in traps based on
arable farmland the weight of moths fell to
36,280mg. In urban areas – where moths are
affected by light pollution – it was 31,673mg.
But while moths in grassland have declined by 18% since 1983 and in woodland
by 15%, moth abundance remained stable
on arable land.
According to Macgregor, this could show
that chemical-sensitive species had already
been obliterated from farmland by agricultural chemicals used in the 1960s before the
Rothamsted survey began.
(Source: The Guardian)
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Iran urges Afghanistan to resume
talks on Hamoun wetlands
Iran and Afghanistan should resume negotiations on the water rights
of Hamoun wetlands, YJC quoted Masoud Tajrishi, deputy chief of the
Department of Environment, as saying on Friday.
Commenting on Afghanistan’s injudicious dam construction on its
tributaries Tajrishi also noted that low precipitation levels in the region
has added insult to the injury.
“Iran and Afghanistan should reopen talks over the remaining water in
Helmand River and discuss the water rights of the wetlands in Iran.”
He further underscored the importance of reaching a formal agreement
with Afghanistan as the exposed lake bed is the main hotspot for debilitating
sand and dust storms which cause great discomfort both for Iranians
and Afghans as well.

PREFIX/SUFFIX

افغانستان برای دادن حقابه هامون باید به
میز مذاکره بازگردد

بــه گــزارش روز جمعــه باشــگاه خبرنــگاران جــوان مســعود تجریشــی معــاون محیــط زیســت انســانی
 ایــران و افغانســتان بــرای بــرای دادن حقابــه هامــون بایــد بــه:ســازمان حفاظــت محیــط زیســت گفــت
.میــز مذاکــره بازگردنــد
تجریشــی بــا اشــاره بــه سیاســت هــای مســئوالن افغانســتان بــرای ســد ســازی در باالدســت تــاالب اظهار
 متاســفانه وضعیــت بــارش هــا در منطقــه در شــرایط مطلوبــی نبــود و بــه همیــن علــت شــرایط:کــرد
.وخیــم تــر شــده اســت
ایــران و افغانســتان بــرای حــل مشــکل آب بایــد بــه میــز مذاکــره بازگردنــد تــا بــرای آب باقــی مانــده در
.رود هیرمنــد مذاکــره کننــد
 مــا بایــد پیگیــر ایــن آب باشــیم و بــه یــک تفاهمــی برســیم چــرا کــه ایــن گــرد و غبــاری:وی ادامــه داد
.  حتــی مــردم افغانســتان را نیــز تحــت تاثیــر قــرار مــی دهــد،کــه در سیســتان و بلوچســتان وجــود دارد

PHRASAL VERB

IDIOM

“galacto-, gala-, galact-”

Grasp at something

Bring nothing to the table

Meaning: milk
For example: The Milky Way is the galaxy which
is the home of our solar system.

Meaning: to try to hold on to something
For example: His foot slipped and he grasped at
the top of the wall.

Explanation: to have nothing of interest to offer
the other side in a negotiation
For example: We’ll never reach an agreement if we
don’t all bring something to the table.
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Israel assassinates Islamic Jihad cmdr.
Israel has killed a senior commander of the
Palestinian Islamic Jihad movement in an
airstrike in the Gaza Strip, sparking a barrage
of retaliatory rocket fire from the besieged
enclave into the occupied territories.
In a statement, the Islamic Jihad’s military
wing, Al-Quds Brigades, confirmed the death
of its commander, Baha Abu al-Ata, 42, in
an Israeli aerial assault on his Gaza home
early on Tuesday, adding that the group was
on “maximum alert.”
It further said Ata’s wife had also been
killed during the Israeli air raid.
Additionally, the resistance group stressed
that its commander was heroically defending
the Palestinian land against conspiracies
prior to his martyrdom.
It also vowed to continue in the footsteps
of its assassinated commander in order to
“complete the process of liberation of the
entire beloved Palestine. Our response will
inevitably shock the Zionist entity.”

Targeted killing ordered by
Netanyahu

The Israeli army has confirmed its strike
against a building where Ata was present
in Gaza’s Shejaiya area.
The operation, it added, had been recommended by the Chief of Staff and Shin
Bet domestic security service, and approved
by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.
It also blamed Ata for recent rocket, drone
and sniper attacks against Israel, as well as
attempted infiltration into the occupied territories, claiming that he had been planning
“imminent” attacks.
“Abu al-Ata was responsible for most
of the Palestinian Islamic Jihad’s activity
in the Gaza Strip and was a ticking bomb,”

the Israeli army said.

Quds Brigades, Hamas vow
due response

The al-Quds Brigades, Islamic Jihad’s
military wing, has vowed a major response
to Ata’s assassination in a statement.
“We announce the general mobilization
of our fighters and units and we affirm that
the response to this crime will have no limits
and will be tantamount to the size of the
crime that the criminal enemy perpetrated,”
the statement said.
Ata, the Quds Brigades added, was “one of
the most prominent members of its military
council and the commander of the northern
part” of Gaza.
Separately, the fellow Hamas resistance

movement said Israel “bears full responsibility for all consequences of this escalation”
and pledged that Ata’s death “will not go
unpunished.”
Palestinians laid Ata to rest during a
funeral in Gaza on Tuesday morning.
Two more Palestinians were also killed
later in the day as Israel carried out new air
raids against Gaza, according to the health
ministry in the besieged territory.

Gaza responds with rocket
barrage

Shortly after the Israeli strike, Palestinians launched a salvo of rockets into the
occupied territories, setting off sirens in Tel
Aviv, Sderot, Gedera and Ashdod.
“Non-essential” workers in Tel Aviv and

central cities have been told to stay home.
Schools and universities are closed. A ban
on public gatherings is also in place.
The Israeli army said Gaza-based Palestinian resistance fighters had pounded
the occupied-territories with “substantial”
rocket fire Tuesday.
“There is substantial fire,” army spokesman Jonathan Conricus told journalists in
a conference call. “We are preparing for a
number of days of fighting.”
Israeli media reported that some 150
rockets had been fired from Gaza into the
occupied lands and that a number of them had
been intercepted by the Iron Dome system.
Netanyahu said fighting with Palestinian
resistance fighters could prove protracted.
“This could take time. What is needed is
stamina and cool-headedness,” the Israeli
premier said.
Meanwhile, the Israeli regime targeted
another Islamic Jihad figure in Syria, but
failed to assassinate him.
Syrian state media reported that an Israeli
strike had hit the home of Akram al-Ajouri
in Damascus, killing his son and another
person. The Islamic Jihad confirmed the
death of Ajouri’s son.
The assassination is likely to fuel tensions
between Tel Aviv and Gaza, which has been
under a crippling siege by Israel since 2007
and witnessed three wars since 2008.
Gaza has also witnessed deadly tensions
since March 30, 2018 which marked the
start of the Great March of Return protests,
with participants demanding the right to
return for the Palestinians driven out of
their homeland.
(Source: agencies)

Spain’s Socialists and Podemos reach
preliminary coalition deal

Bolivia seeks new leader as Morales
heads to Mexico for refuge

Spain’s Socialists and far-left Unidas Podemos party agreed on the basis of a coalition
government on Tuesday, just two days after
a parliamentary election delivered a highly
fragmented parliament.
The election - the country’s fourth in
four years - left Spain’s parliament even
more divided than a previous ballot in April,
with the Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party
(PSOE) retaining its lead but further away
from a majority.
“It’s a deal for four years,” Socialist
leader Pedro Sanchez, who is currently
acting prime minister, said after signing the pact alongside Podemos leader
Pablo Iglesias.
The unexpectedly fast preliminary agreement would require further steps including
bringing in smaller parties and agreeing
on who gets what position in the cabinet.

Bolivia’s former leader Evo Morales
was heading to Mexico to seek asylum
on Tuesday as security forces sought
to quell violence over the long-serving
leftist’s resignation and lawmakers
jostled to establish an interim replacement.
Morales, who quit after weeks of protests
over a disputed October election, flew in a
Mexican Air Force airplane from the town
of Chimore, a stronghold where Bolivia’s
first indigenous president had retreated
to as his 14-year rule imploded.
The plane stopped in Paraguay
to refuel, before flying on to Mexico
where it was due to arrive around 11
a.m. local time .
“His life and integrity are safe,” tweeted
Mexico’s Foreign Minister Marcelo Ebrard,
whose leftist government has supported

If confirmed, it would be Spain’s first
coalition government since the country’s
return to democracy in the late 1970s.
“Spain needs a stable government, a
solid government,” Sanchez said, adding
that the deal was open to others.
The combination of the 120 seats obtained by the Socialists and the 35 of Unidas
Podemos falls short of a majority in the
350-seat parliament.
The Socialists and Podemos had tried
and failed to strike a government deal after
the April election, which had prompted
Sanchez to call the repeat ballot.
The two men had been at odds for months
and exchanged harsh words as acrimonious
talks failed after the April election.
On Tuesday they were all smiles, hugging
after they signed the pact.
(Source: Reuters)

Morales’ accusations of a coup against him
by political rivals.
Ebrard tweeted a photo of Morales
seated alone in the jet with a downcast,
unsmiling expression, displaying Mexico’s
red, white and green flag across his lap.
In Bolivia’s highland capital La Paz,
roadblocks were still in place after soldiers
and police patrolled late into the night to
deter fighting between rival political groups
and looting that erupted after Morales’
resignation.
The charismatic 60-year-old former
coca-leaf farmer was beloved by the poor
when he won power in 2006, but alienated
Bolivians by insisting on seeking a fourth
term, in defiance of term limits and a 2016
referendum in which Bolivians voted against
him being allowed to do so.
(Source: Reuters)

Afghanistan to release Taliban fighters in prisoner swap

The Afghan government will release three high-ranking
Taliban figures in exchange for American and Australian
professors kidnapped nearly three years ago, President Ashraf
Ghani’s office announced on Tuesday.
The two men - an American identified as Kevin King
and an Australian identified as Timothy Weekes - were
abducted from the capital, Kabul, outside the American
University in 2016.
“We have decided to conditionally release three Taliban prisoners who were arrested outside the country with
the help of our international partners and have been in
Bagram prison in the custody of the Afghan government
for some time,” the Afghan president said.
Ghani said at a press event broadcast live on state television that the release of the Taliban fighters linked to the
notorious Haqqani Network was a hard decision made in
the “interest of the Afghan people”.

’Conditional’ release

The Afghan president said that the three Taliban leaders
- Anas Haqqani, Haji Mali Khan and Hafiz Rashid - are being
released “conditionally in exchange” for the two professors.
Anas Haqqani, whose older brother is the deputy Tal-

iban leader and head of the Haqqani Network, a Taliban
affiliate, was captured in 2014.
Ghani did not specify the fate of the Western hostages
and it was not clear when or where they would be freed,
but he noted in his speech that “their health has been deteriorating while in the custody of the terrorists”.
The Afghan leader added that the release of the
two professors would “pave the way” for the start of
unofficial direct talks between his government and
the Taliban, who long have refused to negotiate with
Ghani’s administration. The Taliban, which has been
waging an armed rebellion since being toppled from power
in a US-led invasion in 2001, has held a series of talks with
the United States in the Qatari capital, Doha.
The two sides were on the verge of a peace deal in September when US President Donald Trump called off the
talks after an American soldier was killed in Taliban attack.
In August 2016, gunmen wearing military uniforms
kidnapped the two professors, who later appeared looking
haggard in a Taliban hostage video, with the rebels going
on to say that one of the hostages was in poor health.
The elite American University of Afghanistan opened

in 2006 and has attracted a number of faculty members
from Western countries.
The US and the Australian embassies in Kabul declined
to provide immediate comment. American University also
did not comment.
(Source: Reuters)

Europe agrees to develop more weapons independently of U.S.
European Union governments gave the
green light on Tuesday for 13 new defense projects in a step to develop more
firepower independently of the United
States.
Under plans agreed by EU defense ministers in Brussels, work will begin on a new
patrol vessel, an electronic jamming weapon

for aircraft and technology to track ballistic
missiles.
The projects took months to negotiate
but French President Emmanuel Macron
underlined the desire for deeper EU defense
collaboration last week when he said the
U.S.-led NATO defense alliance was dying.
Some 47 joint EU defense projects are

now in the works following the signing of a
pact by France, Germany and 23 other EU
governments in late 2017 to fund, develop
and deploy armed forces following Britain’s
decision to quit the bloc.
Any new weapons on land, at sea or in
the air and cyberspace can be put at NATO’s
disposal, but U.S. President Donald Trump’s

questioning of the alliance’s significance has
added impetus to European defense efforts.
Macron has expressed doubt about NATO’s
security maxim that an attack on one ally is
an attack on all. But many European allies
reject his portrayal of NATO, which will hold
a summit in London on Dec. 4, as brain dead.
(Source: AP)

French police disperse protesters blocking major Spain-France road link
French riot police were dispersing on Tuesday morning
hundreds of Catalan pro-independence demonstrators
who had been blocking a major road link that connects
the Spanish region with France for nearly 24 hours.
Police on the French side of the border at La Jonquera

were seen pushing protesters to the Spanish side, removing
debris from the AP-7 highway, a major route from France
to southern Spain that was blocked in both directions.
Trucks and other traffic had been diverted to another
smaller road as protesters installed concrete barriers on

the highway and set up a stage to hold concerts.
Catalonia has been rocked by mass protests since long prison
sentences were handed down in mid-October to nine separatist
leaders who spearheaded a failed independence bid in 2017.
(Source: Reuters)

EU court says Israel settlement goods must be labelled
Food products from Israeli-occupied territories must be labelled as such to avoid
misleading consumers, the European Union’s top court ruled Tuesday, in particular if
they come from settlements in those areas.

The European Court of Justice (ECJ) said
that, under EU rules on food labelling, it
must be clear where products are from so
consumers can make choices based on “ethical
considerations and considerations relating

to the observance of international law”.
The ruling comes after France’s top
tribunal asked for clarification of rules on
labelling goods from the occupied West
Bank, including occupied east Jerusalem,

which the international community considers occupied Palestinian land, as well as
the Golan Heights, which Israel took from
Syria in 1967.
(Source: AFP)
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Hakim slams U.S. for
interfering in Iraq
internal affairs
He added that Iraq does not want any interference
1
from either the U.S. or any other country, especially if they
are going to bring corrupt officials and their authority “on
the necks of the people”.
“Iraqis will not allow Washington to turn their country
into another Syria,” said the leader of Sadrist Movement
and Sairoon parliamentary alliance.
“Enough interference in our affairs! Iraq has a senior
who can protect it and does not need the intervention of
either you or anyone else,” al-Sadr noted.
He also warned that if Washington repeats its interference in the Arab country, he would take millions of angry
protesters to the Iraqi streets, that will mark the end of
the U.S. existence.
Al-Sadr’s statement came after the United States called
on Iraqi officials to hold early polls as more people fall victim
to ongoing anti-government protests that Baghdad says
are being hijacked by foreign-backed elements.
In a statement on Sunday, the White House asked the
Iraqi government “to halt the violence against protesters
and fulfill President [Barham] Salih’s promise to pass
electoral reform and hold early elections.”
“The United States is seriously concerned by continued
attacks against protesters, civic activists, and the media,
as well as restrictions on internet access, in Iraq,” it said.
The U.S. has been openly backing protesters in Iraq
since they flooded the streets for the first time in early
October to vent their anger over corruption and poor living
conditions in one of the world’s wealthiest countries in
terms of energy resources.
However, the relatively peaceful movement soon turned
violent as armed elements opened fire on police and protesters alike and attempted to infiltrate the heavily-protected
Green Zone in the capital Baghdad, which is home to the
government as well as foreign diplomatic missions.
(Source: agencies)

Nasrallah calls for legal
action against corrupt
officials
As the realization of the Lebanese people’s dream of a clean
and competent government awaits political decisions, Hezbollah is calling for legal action against corrupt officials.
In a televised speech on Monday, Hezbollah’s secretary
general Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah stressed that Lebanon’s
judges can bring about the revolution everyone has been
seeking over the past weeks.
Nasrallah, who saw speaking on the occasion of Hezbollah’s ‘Martyrs’ Day’, noted that the resistance movement has long supported any measure aimed at tackling
corruption in Lebanon.
He added that the nationwide demonstrations have made
the Lebanese more united than ever in the fight against
corruption.
Hezbollah’s leader also stressed that the U.S. and its
Lebanese allies are behind the country’s financial difficulties, urging Lebanon’s economic officials to reduce their
reliance on American companies and look for partnerships
with other countries including China, Russia and Iran. He
also said the U.S. was trying to deepen Lebanon’s economic
crisis through imposing sanctions on some Lebanese banks.
Earlier, the governor of Lebanon’s Central Bank Riad
Salameh told reporters at a press conference that Lebanon
has the capabilities to protect the stability of the Lebanese
pound against the dollar. However, he said the blacklisting of a Lebanese bank by the U.S. played a major role
in Lebanon’s monetary crisis. Meanwhile on the streets,
people are still calling for the formation of a non-corrupt
government.
Sayyed Nasrallah and parliament speaker Nabih Berri
have also called on Lebanese lawmakers to work towards
lifting the immunity of former and current ministers and
government officials in order to allow for accountability.
While Lebanon’s path towards the formation of a new
government seems to be bumpy, the judicial system has
already begun work on one of the main demands of the
protesters which is fighting corruption. Observers say this
fight can unite the Lebanese who consider it a top priority.

As impeachment probe starts
new phase, Trump promises
another transcript
U.S. President Donald Trump on Tuesday dangled a new
line of defense a day before Congress’ impeachment inquiry
into his dealings with Ukraine goes public, promising to
release details about another call with Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskiy.
Trump over the weekend said he would likely release the
transcript of that conversation on Tuesday, describing it to
reporters as “very important,” before saying in a post on Twitter
on Monday that he would release it “some time this week.”
Early on Tuesday, he continued to suggest it would be
released “before week’s end” but gave no other details.
As the first public hearings in the impeachment inquiry
were set to begin on Wednesday, the Republican president
laid out his defense in a series of tweets early on Tuesday
after slamming the probe and the Democrats conducting
it in other posts Monday night.
“No Due Process Scam!” he wrote.
The investigation, formally launched six weeks ago by
Democratic Speaker of the House of Representatives Nancy
Pelosi, has shadowed Trump’s presidency with the threat
that he could be removed from office even as he seeks
re-election next year.
He is the fourth U.S. president to face impeachment.
None were removed from office, although Richard Nixon
resigned as he faced almost certain impeachment in 1974
over the Watergate scandal.
Democrats are investigating whether there are grounds
to impeach Trump over his July 25 request, in a phone call
to Zelenskiy, that the latter investigate a domestic political
rival, former Vice President Joe Biden.
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Munich to host multi-sport
European Championships
in 2022
Munich will host the 2022 European Championships with the
second edition of the multi-sport event also marking the 50th
anniversary of the Olympic Games held in the city, organisers
said on Tuesday.
“It is testament to the fantastic legacy of the Munich Olympic
Park that we will bring our individual European Championships
together again there,” European Athletics president Svein
Arne Hansen said in a statement.
The Aug. 11-21, 2022 event will feature six sports — athletics, cycling, golf, gymnastics, rowing and triathlon — that were
part of the inaugural edition in Glasgow and Berlin last year.
Aquatics was part of the 2018 event but it has not been
confirmed whether swimming and diving events will be contested in 2022.
(Source: Reuters)

Klopp tells UEFA seminar
that VAR must improve
The day after Liverpool beat Manchester City in a crunch match
where VAR decisions were hotly disputed, the Premier League
leader’s coach Jurgen Klopp and other top football figures have
suggested improvement is needed to the fledgling system.
Klopp, his City opposite number Pep Guardiola, Real Madrid
coach Zinedine Zidane, and Thomas Tuchel of Paris SaintGermain all attended the UEFA coaches forum in Nyon, Switzerland on Monday, where the VAR (Video Assistant Referee)
system was a hot topic.
“It is clear it’s a process where they have to keep on improving,” Klopp said.
“It can be improved, a lot of things have to be done by human beings and we are not 100 percent (either).
“There is space for some mistakes, nobody asks for perfection, just to have the right decision, that’s all.”
His comments were made a day after the marquee game
of the Premier League season so far saw a controversial VAR
call after six minutes when City could easily have had a penalty when the ball ricocheted around the Liverpool area and
hit the Reds’ defender Trent Alexander-Arnold on the arm.
Not only did VAR fail to overturn the referee’s decision not
to award City a penalty, but they were doubly punished 22
seconds later when Liverpool midfielder Fabinho fired home
a brilliant strike to give the Reds a 1-0 lead.
UEFA assistant general secretary Giorgio Marchetti said
uniformity was needed but called for time for the promising
new system to bed in.
“Now we have VAR, it’s quite useful that coaches and representatives of referees can speak together,” Marchetti said.
“Let’s not forget VAR is very young and it’s a revolution in
the game. “What we all need is uniformity.
“There are points which need to be fine-tuned, but you
have to look at the positive points that VAR brings,” he said.
(Source: AFP)

Formula One follow
Hamilton’s eco-friendly
policy
Formula One appear to have taken on board six-time champion
Lewis Hamilton’s concerns over the environment and have
announced plan to become carbon neutral by 2030.
The goal to eliminate the sport carbon footprint includes
not only race cars on the track but the entire F1 circus that
accompanies the sport, extending to road and air transport
of team employees as well as the transportation of equipment
to the tracks all over the world.
F1 says it will “move to ultra-efficient logistics and travel
and 100% renewably powered offices, facilities and factories”
and offset emissions that cannot be cut, according to the BBC.
F1 are taking immediate steps in their drive to be environment-friendly by beginning carbon-reduction projects with
the target of making all events “sustainable” by 2025, including eliminating single-use plastics and ensuring all waste is
reused, recycled or composted.
F1 cars are already engineered to be vastly more eco-friendly
that street cars. Engines have a thermal efficiency rating of
50%, whereas street-car petrol engines are rated in the region
of 30%, Beginning in 2021, rules will demand the petrol used
in F1 has a biofuel content of at least 10%.
The teams’ present engines are due to be used till 2025
but F1 are hoping they will ultimately create “the world’s first
net-zero carbon hybrid internal combustion engine”.
F1 says it has come up with its plan to have a net-zero
carbon footprint “after 12 months of intense work with motorsport’s governing body the FIA, sustainability experts, F1
teams, promoters and partners”.
(Source: Independent)

Juventus angered by
Cristiano substitution strop
Juventus chiefs will ask Cristiano Ronaldo to explain his actions when he returns from international duty, says Gazzetta
dello Sport.
Cristiano Ronaldo’s angry reaction to being substituted
in Juventus’ weekend win over AC Milan has not gone down
well at all at the Serie A Champions.
After being taken off in the 55th minute of the 1-0 victory,
Cristiano - who was also displeased at being replaced against
Lokomotiv Moscow in midweek - walked straight down the
tunnel and is reported to have left the Allianz Stadium before
the final whistle. Speaking post-match, Juve coach Maurizio
Sarri sought to explain the Portuguese’s anger, commenting:
“He was upset because he’s not in good shape. He has a small
injury to his knee.”
ut despite Sarri publicly playing down the incident, reports
in the Italian media say Fabio Paratici and Pavel Nedved,
Juventus’ sporting director and vice-president, respectively,
will sit down with Cristiano after the international break to
ask him to explain his actions, and advise him against a repeat
of the episode.
According to the Gazzetta dello Sport, the Bianconeri will
look to resolve the matter discreetly and avoid it turning into
a long-running controversy. The newspaper adds that the
34-year-old will be warned over his behaviour, but not fined.
(Source: AS)
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Rally Australia cancelled
because of raging bushfires
Organizers Tuesday cancelled this week’s
Rally Australia, the final round of the 2019
FIA World Rally Championship, because
of bushfires raging near the Coffs Harbour
venue in New South Wales.
The event had been scheduled to begin
Thursday and had already been scaled back
as Australia struggles to control the blazes
that have killed three people.
“Considering the best interests and safety
of everyone involved in the rally, and of course
the wider community, it is not appropriate to
conduct the rally,” event chairman Andrew
Papadopoulos said in a statement.
“Our thoughts are with the NSW community, especially the people who have lost
loved ones, livelihoods and homes.”
Estonia’s Ott Tanak wrapped up his first
World Rally title when he finished second to
Thierry Neuville in the rally of Catalonia just
over two weeks ago.
Tanak, who drives for Toyota but will
switch to Hyundai next season, now finishes
the season 36 points ahead of Belgian Thierry
Neuville.
Tanak is the first non-Frenchman to win
the title since Norwegian Petter Solberg in
2003. Sebastien Loeb won it nine years straight

with Sebastien Ogier winning the last six.
Hyundai will win the manufacturers crown
by virtue of being 18 points ahead of Toyota
going into the now-cancelled Australian race.

The cancellation announcement came
after growing tension among drivers and
crews who feared if the rally went ahead it
would be in impossible conditions.

With ash and thick smoke in the air, the
teams had been told to vacate the service
area and return to their hotels.
Hyundai Motorsport said in a statement
it had been “saddened” to witness the devastating bushfires and “we trust that this
decision, taken by the organizers and the
authorities, is the correct one and considers
the best interests and safety of everyone involved in the rally, and the wider community.
“First and foremost, our thoughts and
best wishes are with local firefighters, residents and officials who are affected by this
critical situation.”
Toyota Gazoo Racing said the cancellation “was the only right thing to do as our
thoughts are with all those affected, their
loved ones and people of NSW impacted by
the devastating bushfires.
“We’d like to send our deepest respect
to the firefighters protecting and keeping
us safe!” Toyota tweeted.
Dozens of bushfires were burning out of
control in New South Wales as temperatures
approached 40 Celsius (104 Fahrenheit)
with winds forecast to top 60 kilometers
(40 miles) per hour.
(Source: AFP)

Nadal loses ATP Finals opener to
Zverev as Tsitsipas triumphs

Sterling dropped by England after
training ground ‘disturbance’

Rafael Nadal refused to make excuses after
being outplayed by defending champion
Alexander Zverev at the ATP Finals on Monday as Stefanos Tsitsipas got his campaign
off to a flying start.
The Spanish top seed, who has never
won the season-ending event, came into the
tournament at London’s O2 Arena under
an injury cloud and was well short of his
imperious best as he went down 6-2, 6-4.
In the earlier round-robin match in
Group Andre Agassi, sixth seed Tsitsipas
beat Daniil Medvedev 7-6 (7/5), 6-4, admitting their spiky relationship had made
his job tougher.
Nadal is locked in a battle with Novak
Djokovic to finish as the year-end number
one but was not serving flat out in practice
last week due to an abdominal strain that
forced him to pull out of the Paris Masters
at the semi-final stage.
The 33-year-old led Germany’s Zverev
5-0 in head-to-head contests coming into the
match but was uncharacteristically sloppy in
the first set, conceding two breaks of serve.
Buoyed by his dominant start, Zverev,
seeded seventh, broke in the first game of
the second set to take an iron grip on the
match.
Nadal dug deep, urging himself on but
his 22-year-old opponent proved too strong.
He did not concede a single break point in
the entire match.
Zverev hit a total of 26 winners -- double

Raheem Sterling said he allowed his “emotions” to get the better of him leading to a
brief altercation with Liverpool’s Joe Gomez
that resulted in the Manchester City player
being dropped for Thursday’s Euro 2020
qualifier against Montenegro.
Sterling admitted on Instagram on Tuesday he and Gomez “had words” when they
met up at the England camp the day after
Liverpool’s 3-1 win over defending champions Manchester City which left the latter
nine points adrift of Jurgen Klopp’s side.
“Both Joe and I have had words and figured things out and moved on,” Sterling said.
“We are in a sport where emotions run
high and I am man enough to admit when
emotions got the better of me.
“This is why we play this sport because
of our love for it -- me and Joe Gomez are
good, we both understand it was a five to
10-second thing... it’s done, we move forward
and not make this bigger than it is.
“Let’s get focus on our game on Thursday,” Sterling added.
The Daily Mail reported that Gomez and
Sterling had to be separated by teammates
on Monday after a “physical confrontation”.
The pair had also clashed on the field
towards the end of Sunday’s match.
England manager Gareth Southgate
moved quickly to deal with the issue -- arguably one of his achievements during his
time in the post has been to erase the rivalries between members from different clubs

his opponent’s tally -- and Nadal managed
just three forehand winners in the entire
match.
“The physical issue was not an excuse at
all,” said the Spanish 19-time Grand Slam
champion, who said he did not feel any
pain from his abdominal injury. “The only
excuse is I was not good enough tonight.”
“What really matters is I need to play
much better in two days. That’s the only
thing,” he added. “We knew that it was going to be tough, because the period of time
since the injury until today is very short,
but we are here trying.”
Zverev, one of four players under the
age of 24 at the event in London, was delighted to recapture his best form after a
mixed season.
“This means so much, playing here again
after winning my biggest title so far in my
career here last year,” he said. “This means
everything to me.
“Playing here, playing in front of you all,
playing in the O2 is something that we don’t
have during the year, and this is so special.”
Nadal faces a tough task now to qualify
for the semi-finals from the group phase,
with matches still to come against Tsitsipas
and Medvedev.
The Spaniard has qualified for the yearend championships for 15 years in a row
but has only made nine appearances due
to injuries.
(Source: Eurosport)

which plagued previous England squads.
The likes of former star defender Rio
Ferdinand have spoken about how when
they used to join the England camp he and
Manchester United players would stick together and find it hard to mix with Chelsea
or Liverpool stars.
In a statement prior to Sterling’s Instagram post issued by the Football Association,
Southgate alluded to that.
“We have taken the decision to not
consider Raheem for the match against
Montenegro on Thursday.
“One of the great challenges and strengths
for us is that we’ve been able to separate
club rivalries from the national team. Unfortunately the emotions of yesterday’s
(Sunday’s) game were still raw.
“My feeling is that the right thing for
the team is the action we have taken. Now
that the decision has been made with the
agreement of the entire squad, it’s important
that we support the players and focus on
Thursday night.”
Despite being dropped for Thursday’s
match Sterling took part in England squad
training -- as did Gomez -- later on Tuesday.
Sterling has been one of the stars of England’s qualification campaign, scoring eight
goals in six games.
A draw against Montenegro at Wembley
will be enough to guarantee England’s place
at Euro 2020.
(Source: Guardian)

‘Merci, Tony’: Spurs honor Tony Parker in ceremony to retire No. 9
The San Antonio Spurs and their fans said
“Merci, Tony” as they celebrated former star
point guard Tony Parker’s career by retiring
his No. 9 jersey on Monday night.
“Thanks for all those years. It was a crazy
ride,” Parker said.
Parker played for the Spurs for 17 seasons
after they selected him with the 28th overall
pick in the 2001 NBA draft. The Frenchman
won four NBA championships with the Spurs’
Big Three that also included Tim Duncan and
Manu Ginobili. Parker was also the first European to win Finals MVP in 2007 and a six-time
All-Star. Moreover, Parker is considered the
greatest Spurs point guard and is the franchise’s all-time leader in assists (6,829). He
finished his career playing for the Charlotte
Hornets last season.
When asked to explain to a French audience
unfamiliar with the tradition what merits a
jersey retirement, Spurs head coach Gregg
Popovich said: “NBA, NFL, Major League
Baseball, all our sports here in America, if
somebody has exhibited a long career of excellence on the field, on the court and at the
same time done in with class, a good community person, good teammate, all those
things rolled into one, and a team has been

successful because of their presence, a jersey
retirement will naturally follow.
“It doesn’t happen very often. But when it
does happen, that individual was very special.
And that was certainly Tony.”
Parker’s jersey retirement ceremony took
place after the Spurs’ 113-109 loss to the Memphis Grizzlies at AT&T Center, which tipped off
an hour earlier than usual. In recent years the

Spurs conducted postgame jersey retirements
for Ginobili and Duncan so that there could be
no time restrictions. Spurs fans on this night
were given black T-shirts that read: “Merci
Tony” with a cartoon of him making a layup.
Parker’s former teammates in attendance
included: Duncan (now a Spurs assistant
coach), Ginobili, David Robinson, Bruce
Bowen, Sean Elliott, Hornets forward Nicolas

Batum, Milwaukee Bucks guard George Hill,
Washington Wizards center Ian Mahinmi, Boris
Diaw, Matt Bonner, Roger Mason, Ronny Turiaf, Tiago Splitter and Malik Rose. Also attending were French soccer legend Thierry Henry,
Hornets coach James Borrego, Philadelphia
76ers assistant coach Ime Udoka, Oklahoma
City Thunder general manager Sam Presti,
French judo star Teddy Riner and executives
from Asvel -- the French men’s and women’s
basketball club that Parker owns. Parker said
there were 300 people in attendance from
his “French mafia.”
Robinson actually walked into the arena
wearing a Tony Parker VIP credential and
was told by a Spurs official that he didn’t need
to wear it.
“I definitely had to be here for my guy
Tony,” Robinson said to the Spurs official.
Popovich was the first to speak at the retirement ceremony; he apologized to Parker for
coaching him hard early in his career, said he
will be a Naismith Memorial Hall of Famer
and told him he loved him. Diaw spoke for
the French contingent in attendance, saying, “You can’t talk about French basketball
without Tony coming up.”
(Source: ESPN)
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Iran learn rivals at AVC Tokyo
Olympic Qualification

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran nad
e
s
k tional volleyball team
have learned their opponents at the AVC
Men’s Tokyo Volleyball Qualification 2020.
The Iranian team have been drawn in
Pool A along with China, Chinese Taipei
and Kazakhstan.
Pool B consists of Australia, Qatar, India
and Korea.
Eight teams will strut their stuff in the
AVC Men’s Tokyo Volleyball Qualification
2020 at Jiangmen Sports Center Gymnasium, China from January 7 to 12, 2020 to
vie for the top honor and the lone ticket for
the Tokyo 2020.
Iran will start the campaign with a
match against Chinese Taipei on January
7 and meet Kazakhstan and China in the
following days.
AVC Secretary-General Mr Shanrit Wongprasert and CVA Executive Vice President &
Secretary-General Mr Li Quanqiang jointly
presided over the drawing of lots ceremony
at the China Volleyball Association Headquarters in Beijing on Monday, with CVA
representatives as well as China men’s national volleyball squad in attendance.
World No.8 Iran, Asian silver medalists
Australia, Japan, Korea, Chinese Taipei, China, Pakistan and India finished top eight
teams at the recent Asian Senior Men’s
Volleyball Championship in Tehran, Iran.
However, as Japan automatically qualified as
2020 Olympic hosts, and Pakistan withdrew
from the Qualification tournament, Qatar (in
place of Japan) and Kazakhstan (in place of
Pakistan) were called to join the fray.
The pool round-robin preliminaries will
be held from January 7 to 9. On January 7,

15

Iran add two silvers to
medal tally at World Para
Atheltics C’ships
S P O R T S TEHRAN — Ali Mohammadyari and Hashemd
e
s
k iyeh Motaghian won two silver medals at the
Dubai 2019 World Para Athletics Championships.

Mohammadyari earned a silver at the Men›s Discus Throw
F 56 with a 43.51 throw.
Brazilian thrower Claudiney Batista won the gold medal with
45.92 and Yogesh Kathuniya from India seized a bronze with
a throw of 42.05m.
Motandhian also won a silver in the women’s javelin F56
with a throw of 22.67m. Rio 2016 Paralympic champion Diana
Dadtzite from Latvia seized the gold with 25.54m and Brazilian
Raissa Rocha claimed a bronze with 22.28m.
Iran’s Mahdi Olad (Men’s Shot Put F11 - Gold), Alireza Mokhtari
(Men›s Shot Put F53 – Silver), Mehran Nekouei Majd (Men›s
Shot Put F34 – Silver), Sajad Mohammadian (Men’s Shot Put
F42 – Bronze) had won medals for Iran.
The event has brought more than 1,400 athletes from 120
nations together from Nov. 7 to 15.
the opening day of the AVC Men’s Tokyo
Volleyball Qualification 2020 in Jiangmen,

hosts China are due to take on Kazakhstan
while Chinese Taipei will challenge formidable

Iran in Pool A. Pool B will see Australia face
Korea and Qatar encounter India.

Khalil: Qatar 2022 is UAE’s main goal

Ever since their maiden FIFA World Cup appearance at
Italy 1990, United Arab Emirates have been striving for a
return to the game’s premier competition.
However, it was not until the Qualifiers for Russia 2018 that
they were strongly fancied to achieve that goal, thanks to their
solid performance between 2013 to 2017 and a new generation
of players that reflected the improved quality of UAE football.
Among this group, one player in particular stood out:
Ahmed Khalil.
The striker, who has been representing his country since
his teens, has played a major part in what has been UAE’s
most successful period.
In 2008, he led the national team to glory at the AFC
U19 Championship, where he was top scorer and best player, propelling them to FIFA U-20 World Cup Egypt 2009.
Khalil carried his fine early promise into the next decade,

forming a lethal attacking trident with Ali Mabkhout and
Omar Abdulrahman.
After finishing runners-up in the 2010 Asian Games,
winning the 2013 Persian Gulf Cup and coming third in the
2015 Asian Cup – the same year he was voted Asian Player
of the Year – it seemed a natural next step for Khalil and his
team-mates to secure a long-awaited return to the world
stage at Russia 2018 for Al-Abyad.
However, that campaign would ultimately end in disappointment after the side dropped vital points to direct
qualification rivals. The only solace for Khalil was finishing
as joint top-scorer (alongside Saudi Arabia’s Al Sahlawi),
with 16 goals in 17 games.
In an interview with FIFA.com, Khalil explained how
his side had come up short last time around, saying: “Yes,
we wanted to realise the dream of everyone in the UAE
and had the chance to do so in the final qualifying round,
but small details made the difference. We beat Japan in
Saitama but dropped points at home, which ultimately cost
us a spot in Russia.”
UAE started their Asian Qualifiers campaign for the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022 and AFC Asian Cup China 2023
with two wins against Malaysia (2-1) and Indonesia (5-0),
before suffering a shock loss to Thailand (2-1).
That said, they will have the chance to redeem themselves
in what will be a testing encounter in Vietnam on Thursday.
Asked about the current qualifying campaign, Khalil

said: “We’ve played three games and could’ve been top of
the group, but the defeat to Thailand taught us a lesson.
We have to work harder to win the upcoming games to
progress to the final round.
“Our group is tough, just like all the other ones in this
round. Every team has dropped points, but it’s important
now not to lose any more.
“I think the schedule is in our favour as three of our [remaining five] games are at home, where we’ll have massive
support from our fans.
“Progressing to the next round is our first target but Qatar
2022 is our main goal,” the 28-year-old added.
Khalil was recalled for the second qualifier against Indonesia, coming on a second half substitute, just as he did
in the next game against Thailand.
Now though, with top scorer Ali Mabkhout (pictured
above) suspended for the Vietnam match, Khalil’s chances
of returning to the starting XI look good, assuming Dutch
coach Bert Van Marwijk wants to adopt an attacking style.
Even if he comes on as a substitute, Khalil’s main objective
will be to rediscover his best form after a dip last season.
“It happens to all players,” he said. “You have ups and
downs, but thank God I was able to help Shabab Al Ahli
win the cup last season. I’m working hard this season to
regain my best form but it will take more playing time in
competitive matches.
(Source: the-afc)

Iran’s Albadr awarded Special Merit at AFC Youth Football Development
The Asian Football Confederation (AFC) celebrated the Continent’s future stars with the
first-ever AFC Youth Football Development
Awards which were presented during the
opening of the 3rd AFC Youth Conference
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on Tuesday.
Making history as the first Youth Coach
of the Year (Male) was Abdulwahab Alharbi
from Saudi Arabia, with the Youth Football League of Tajikistan winning the Youth
League of the Year award and Chinese side,
Shandong Luneng Taishan claiming the Youth
Academy of the Year Award.
The Youth Coach of the Year (Female)
will be announced during the AFC Women’s
Conference in Kuala Lumpur on November 19, 2019.
AFC General Secretary Dato’ Windsor
John, who presented the awards to the
winners shortly after opening the threeday conference, said: “The AFC has underlined our ambition to ensure our teams and
players succeed on the world stage and our
best chance to bring that to life relies on our
investment in our youth footballers today.
“Our youth competitions are already
producing world-class teams and today we
recognize all those working tirelessly behind
the scenes to raise the bar for our players to
develop more systematically through their
hard-work and dedication.
Alharbi, who was recognized for guiding
Saudi Arabia to the 2019 West Asian Football
Federation U-15 Boys Championship title,
said: “I am deeply honored and humbled
to win this award but at the same time, I
must dedicate this to all the coaching staff
from the Saudi Arabian Football Federation.
Meanwhile, Mr. Uvaydo Davlatbekov, the
Director of the Youth League of Tajikistan,
which has been instrumental in developing the
country’s most promising stars, commented:
“We launched the youth league just three
years ago so to receive this prestigious award
from the AFC is truly a great achievement.

S

“We are already seeing the fruits of our
labor and we must thank all our stakeholders,
in particular our schools across the various
districts for coming on aboard this journey
with us. This award is only the beginning
and we are determined to grow and improve
our league in the coming years.
Mr. Liu Baoyu, President of Shandong
Luneng Taishan Football Academy, said:
“Youth development continues to be among
the key strategies for success in Chinese
football and Shandong Luneng Taishan is
extremely pleased to be playing our part
to achieve our larger national objectives.”
“We would like to thank the AFC for giving
us this honour and this award serves as great
motivation for us to produce more future
stars of the game.”
Youth Coach of the Year (Male):
Abdulwahab Alharbi (KSA)
Abdulwahab Alharbi has been the coach
of Saudi Arabia’s youth national team since
2017. He holds a master’s in athletic training
and is an AFC ‘A’ License coach, whose first
foray into coaching began with Saudi Arabian
club, Ohod Club, shortly after his seven-year
playing stint with the club.
Taking helm in 2014 from the second
division, Alharbi led Ohod Club to promotion

in 2015 before steering them to a 14-match
unbeaten record in the first division.
His crowning moment, however, would
arrive four years later when he led the Saudi
Arabia U-15 side to the 2019 West Asian
Football Federation U-15 Boys Championship
title – the country’s first regional silverware
in more than three decades.
Runner-up:
Hj Omar Bin Hj Jamil, Brunei, (Head
Coach, Projek Ikan Pusu Football Development Programme)
Special Merit:
Xu Genbao, China PR (Coach of Shanghai
Genbao Football Training Base)
Lui Man Fai Jason, Hong Kong (Head
Coach U-18, Southern District FC)
Maniam A/L Pachaiappan, Malaysia
(Head Coach U-15 national team)
Naruephon Kaenson, Thailand (Head
Coach, U-16 Girls national team)
Youth League of the Year: Youth
Football League of Tajikistan
The Youth League of Tajikistan was
formed in 2017 and today the tournament
has expanded rapidly to include three highly-competitive age-groups – U-15, U-17 and
U-18 – at both the regional and national level.
Beyond providing a progressive pathway

for elite youth players to develop their skills
and capabilities, the league also advocates the
principles of fair play, respect and integrity
and rewards teams who demonstrate the
highest sporting standards.
Despite its introduction just three years
ago, the Youth League of Tajikistan is already
expanding the talent pool of the country’s
future stars and growing the popularity and
passion for the game throughout the country.
Runner-up:
Japan U-18 Football Championship
Special Merit:
Thailand Youth League and Academy
Youth League, Uzbekistan
Youth Academy of the Year:
Shandong Luneng Taishan Football
Academy (CHN)
Widely regarded as one of the most influential football academies in China PR,
Shandong Luneng Taishan Football Academy
was founded in July 1999 and serves as a
full-time boarding school with nine-year
education, vocational secondary education
and football training programme.
Comprising 26 football pitches, the
Academy’s national training centre is the
only one-of-its-kind in professional club
football in China PR, which has developed
more than 260 players who have gone on
to feature in the CFA Super League, CFA
League 1 and 2.
The Academy has won 66 national youth
football and eight international championships and was recently rewarded with the
Excellent Club Award (Youth Academy) by
the CFA Super League at the CFA Super
League Annual Awards Ceremony.
Runner-up:
Japan Football Association Academy
Fukushima
Special Merit:
Albadr Football Academy, Islamic Republic of Iran
(Source: the-afc)

Iran bodybuilding team rank
1st in UAE C’ship
IRNA — Iranian bodybuilding team with 11 gold and 3 silver
medals ranked the first in the World Bodybuilding Championship
held in Fujairah, UAE.
Iranian bodybuilders including Mobin Karimi (70kg), Farshad
Ganji (75kg), Mohammad Ebrahim Arzeshmand (85kg), Mahdi
Arzeshmand (90kg), Babak Arzeshmand (95kg) and Mazaher
Tabani (+ 100kg) each received gold medals.
In the Classic Physique category, Ali Reza Hassanvand won
a gold medal.
Mahmoud Pour Saber received gold, Behzad Edalat managed to grab silver and Sajjad Heidari bagged a gold medal in
body classic category.
Farid Shir Mohammad Zadeh won gold, Naser Khoddami,
and Morteza Qasemi each received silver medals in the physique category.
Hossein Karimi also received a gold medal in the muscular
physique stage.
As it was approved in the recent 2018 IFBB Congress, the
Emirate of Fujairah (United Arab Emirates) hosted the 73rd
edition of the World Bodybuilding Championships on 8-10
November 2019.

Turkey boxing team to hold
joint training camp in Iran
IRNA — Turkey’s boxing national team will hold a joint training
camp in Iran in late November.
The Turkish team will travel to Tehran with eight boxers to
hold a 10-day training camp.
Iran will prepare for the Olympic Qualifying Tournament
(Asia/Oceania) scheduled to be held in Wuhan, China in February 2020.
Turkey will also participate at the Olympic Qualifying Tournament in London in March 2020.

Iranian shooters win
four medals at Asian
Championships
TASNIM — Iran claimed four medals at the 2019 Asian Shooting
Championships underway in Doha, Qatar.
Javad Foroughi won a bronze medal at the 10 m air pistol.
Gold medal went to North Korean shooter Kim Song-guk and
Saurabh Chaudhary from India won the silver.

Elaheh Ahmadi, Mahlagha Jambozorg and Fatemeh Karamzadeh won a silver at 50 m rifle 3 positions team.
Iran team consisting of Hossein Bagheri, Amir Mohammad
Nekounam and Mahyar Sedaghat had won a bronze medal at
the men’s 10m air rifle team, and Fatemeh Karamzadeh, Najmeh Khedmati and Hosni Toutounchi claimed a bronze at the
women’s 10m air rifle team.
Javad Foroughi and Golnoush Sebghatollahi seized a bronze
medal at the mixed 10 m air pistol team.
The 2019 Asian Shooting Championships is the 14th Asian
Shooting Championships which is taking place from 5 to 13 November 2019, at Lusail Shooting Complex, Doha, Qatar.
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GUIDE TO
SPIRITUAL AWAKENING
Greed makes one always a salve of others.
Imam Ali (AS)

Tehran conference to discuss
connections between art and
the environment
A
d

T TEHRAN — The 2nd International Conference
k on Iranian Visual Arts and the Environment will
open at the Saba Art and Cultural
Institute in Tehran today.
Recycled art is the main
theme of the two-day conference,
Saba announced in a press
release on Tuesday.
A collection of 150 artworks
in the various media of painting,
sculpture, poster, performance
art and conceptual art will also
be put on display at the institute
on the sidelines of the meeting.
The exhibition will run until
November 20.
A poster for the 2nd InternationThe conference will be
al Conference on Iranian Visual co-organized by the Iranian
Arts and the Environment.
Academy of Arts and Alzahra
University in Tehran.
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Iran to honor books on
warriors who fought
against Daesh
C U L T U R E TEHRAN — Iran plans to annually award
d
e
s
k books on the warriors who fought against the
terrorist group Daesh, the organizers announced on Tuesday.
The award has been named
after Brigadier General Hossein
Hamedani, a high-ranking
military advisor with the Islamic
Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC),
who was martyred in October
2015 during a mission in Syria.
The warriors who fought
against Daesh are called “the
defenders of the holy shrine”
in Iran due to this fact that
Damascus is home to the shrine
of Hazrat Zainab (SA), daughter
of Imam Ali (AS).
The first edition of the awards
presentation will be held at the
Art Bureau on November 18.
The Art Bureau, IRGC
A poster for the first edition
of the Martyr Hossein and the Owj Arts and Media
Organization, a Tehran-based
Hamedani Awards.
institution that produces
revolutionary works in art and cinema, are the main
organizers of the awards.

British Reverend Napier
Malcolm under spotlight in
Iranian documentary
A
R
T TEHRAN — Iranian filmmaker Hassan
d
e
s
k Naqqashi has recently completed his
documentary “Malcolm” about the mission of the British Reverend
Napier Malcolm (1870-1921) in the Iranian city of Yazd.

Evening: 17:12

Dawn: 4:18

(tomorrow)

Sunrise: 6:39 (tomorrow)
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Tallinn Black Nights festival
to screen nine films from Iran

A
R
T TEHRAN — A lineup
d
e
s
k of nine Iranian films will
be screened in the Tallinn Black Nights
Film Festival, which will take place in
the Estonian city from November 15 to
December 1.
Narges Abyar’s award-winning drama
“When the Moon Was Full” will be screened
in the official competition, the organizers
have announced.
“When the Moon Was Full” tells the
story of a woman from Tehran who marries
a man from an Iranian province near the
border of Pakistan. Soon after, she discovers
that her new brother-in-law is a religious
extremist trying to recruit her husband for
his bloody cause.
“Dance with Me” by Sorsuh Sehat is
an entry to the debut film competition.
Jahangir’s friends gather in his house
for his last birthday in “Dance with Me”.
Everybody knows he is sick and dying, but
the situation makes his friends think about
their own lives at the party.
“The Warden” by Nima Javidi and “Just
6.5” by Saeid Rustai will be competing in
the Fresh Currents category.
“The Warden” tells the story of an Iranian
prison warden who is assigned to transfer
prisoners to a new building during the 1960s.
“Just 6.5” shows a police group under
the leadership of Samad who was assigned
to arrest Nasser Khakzad, a major drug
trafficker in Tehran
“A Hairy Tale” by Homayun Ghanizadeh
will go on screen in out of the competition
section.
The film is a black comedy about three
barbers: Danesh, who is in love with Homa,
a well-known actress; Khan, who is mad
about the movie “Casablanca”; and Shapur,

A scene from “Dance with Me” by Sorsuh Sehat.
who is a fan of tinned tuna and politics.
Finding the dead bodies of women with
shaved heads near their barbershop leads
Inspector Kiani to the barbers to sort out
the messy situation.

In addition, four Iranian short films
will be competing in the festival.
“Funfair” by Kaveh Mazaheri is an entry
to the Shorts International Live Action
Competition and “Like a Good Kid” by

Arian Vazirdaftari will be screened in the
Shorts New Talents Competition.
Other Iranian shorts are “Mr. Deer” by
Mojtaba Musavi and “Song Sparrow” by
Farzaneh Omidvarnia.

Adaptation of “On the Street Where You Live” to go on stage at Tehran theater

A
R
T TEHRAN — Iranian director Amin Miri
d
e
s
k will stage an adaptation of “On the Street
Where You Live” from the Queen of Suspense, Mary Higgins
Clark, at Tehran’s Shahrzad Theater in late November.
The novel has been dramatized by Shahab Mehraban
and Ali Saedi, and Miri has renamed the play “Murder in
North 35 Degree Position”.
The novel is about a criminal defense attorney Emily
Graham, who buys her ancestral home, a Victorian house
in the seaside resort town of Spring Lake after her divorce.
Her family sold the house a century back, after one of
Emily’s forebears, Madeline Shapley, then a young girl,
disappeared.

Iranian director Amin Miri in an undated photo.
(Honaronline/Gata Zaitabari)

As the house is renovated and a pool dug, a skeleton is
found and identified as Martha Lawrence, a young Spring
Lake woman who vanished several years ago. Within her
hand is a finger bone of Madeline Shapley. Determined
to find the connection between the two murders, Emily
becomes a threat to the killer, who chooses her as the
next victim.
Amir Janani, Azadeh Moshashai, Hedyeh Azadeh, AmirReza Miraqa, Arash Dehqan and Dina Hashemi are the
members of the cast for the play.
Prominent Iranian musician Fereidun Shahbazian and
veteran voice actor Nasser Tahamasb will also collaborate
with the troupe.

“Tattoo” star Behdokht Valian crowned
best at Italian festival

“Sheep” on stage at Tehran
theater

Iranian actress Behdokht Valian acts in a scene from “Tattoo” by Farhad Delaram.
A
R
T TEHRAN
— the festival, which is dedicated to
d
e
s
k Iranian
actress short films.
Behdokht Valian was named best
“All Cats Are Gray in the Dark” by
actress for her role in director Farhad Lasse Linder from Switzerland received
Delaram’s drama “Tattoo” at the 37th best documentary award.
The best director award went to
Sulmona International Film Festival
in Italy, the organizers announced Erenik Beqiri from Albania for his
film “The Van” and Georges Siatidis
on Saturday.
The film is about a young girl who was named best actor for his role in
wants to renew her driver’s license but “Kapitalistis”, a co-production between
she is sent to the traffic police center France and Belgium by Pablo Munoz
for her tattoos.
Gomez.
The Sulmona International Film
“A Sister” by Delphine Girard from
Belgium won the best film award at Festival was held from November 6 to 9.

A poster for Iranian director Milad Karbasi’s play “Sheep”
A
R
T TEHRAN — A loose
The decision has been made by
d
e
s
k adaptation of ancient
Agamemnon and Menelaus, the two
Greek tragedian Sophocles’ play “Ajax”, Greek commanders, so Ajax decides to
which has been renamed “Sheep”, had kill them. Goddess Athena intervenes
its first performance at Tehran’s Shano and mystifies the mind of Ajax and he
Theater Hall on Tuesday.
believes the camp cattle to be the Greek
Empty Space, an Iranian theater troupe warriors. He slaughters the cattle and
led by Iranian director Milad Karbasi, is this news goes to Odysseus, who tries
to find out the truth.
performing the play.
“Ajax” is about the great Greek warrior,
Mahsa Azari, Omid Beigi, Parsa
Ajax, who becomes furious when it is Joharifard, Puya Farahani, Zahra Kazazi,
decided that Achilles’ armor would be Neda Moradian and Negin Vakili are the
handed over to Odysseus rather than him members of the cast for the play, which
will remain on stage until November 29.
after the death of Achilles.

K-pop top awards show skips Hong Kong
due to protests: source

Hassan Naqqashi (2nd L) directs a scene from “Malcolm”.
Malcolm was a missionary in Yazd for some five years and
described his experiences in his book “Five Years in a Persian
Town”, a public relations team of the film announced in a press
release on Tuesday.
Naqqashi is also the producer of the 60-minute documentary,
which has been made based on “Five Years in a Persian Town”.

SEOUL (Reuters) — An annual K-pop festival is
not happening in Hong Kong this year due to monthslong political unrest, a source with direct knowledge
of the matter said on Monday.
Hong Kong has hosted the Mnet Asian Music Awards
(MAMA) since 2012, where top K-pop artists including
global phenomenon boyband BTS performed for years.
In previous years, tens of thousands of K-pop fans
packed stadiums in Hong Kong for the awards.
The move follows a number of organizers delaying or
cancelling sports, concerts and other events due to the
pro-democracy protests. Hong Kong’s premier women’s
tennis event planned for October was postponed. The
city’s soccer matches were also postponed.

Hong Kong police shot and critically wounded
a protester and a man was doused with petrol and
set on fire on Monday as the Chinese-ruled territory
spiraled into rare working-day violence in its 24th
week of unrest.
“This year, after internal discussions, the MAMA
organizer decided not to hold the event in Hong Kong
because of the protests,” the source said.
South Korea’s CJ ENM Co Ltd, the show’s organizer,
told Reuters in a statement that Hong Kong had not
been chosen as the event’s venue, considering “various
circumstances,” without elaborating.
The music awards will take place in Nagoya, Japan
on Dec. 4, CJ ENM added.

File picture of fans of the Korean K-Pop band BTS waiting
in the rain outside Central Park in New York a day ahead
of a concert performance. New York City, New York, U.S.,
May 14, 2019. (Reuters/Mike Segar/File Photo)

